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4.1.

1.1. Introduction: the knowability thesis
In his Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha (PBh), Praœastapâda ascribes three common properties to all ontological categories: existentiality1 (astitva), nameability (abhidheyatva)
and cognisability (jñeyatva). The well-known and often debated passage of PBh1 2.3,
p. 16 = PBh2 11 reads:
šaòòâm api padârthânâm astitvâbhidheyatva-jñeyatvâni.

T°
*

I gratefully acknowledge the feedback I have received from Stephen Phillips on the notion
of astitva and related issues and thank him for all his comments on the paper.
1
To translate astitva, I deliberately choose ‘existentiality’, which might appear odd at first, in
order not to project any ready-made ideas on the term, the semantics of which first requires proper
analysis. Its meaning will become clear in the sequel, esp. p. 256 ff.
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‘All the six ontological categories have [the following three properties in
common]: existentiality, nameability and cognisability.’
This idea is sometimes simplified to the statement that ‘whatever exists is nameable
and knowable;’2 however, such a rendering occurs not without a semantic loss of the
original statement and prejudging the exact relation, such as co-extension or partial
overlap, between the three properties, a relation that should first be studied more
carefully. We can call it the Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis of the knowability of everything, or the knowability thesis for short.
The present paper will take up the question again,3 whether these three properties
were thought to be coextensive or not, by supplying some additional material, and
will demonstrate how far the issue is related to the idea of omniscience accepted by
the Vaiœešika. I will also argue that the triad of existentiality (astitva), nameability
(abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva) entered the system of Vaiœešika in the
late fifth century CE at the earliest in a package of four interrelated concepts that
necessarily complement each other. The other three ingredients are: the belief in
god’s existence4, belief in god’s omniscience and belief in supernatural perception.
What is important, the paper is an attempt to reconstruct early historical developments in the tradition of Nyâya-Vaiœešika and not to engage the subsequent development of these ideas. I deliberately avoid discussing such philosophers as Udayana
or Gaógeœa or ideas (e.g. upâdhi) that were later developed as, perhaps, a response
to some problems also posed by issues discussed in the present paper in order to
avoid a methodological error of projecting later ideas onto an early phase of the
system.

2
See Karl H. POTTER (1968: 275): ‘to be is to be knowable and nameable’, and POTTER (1995:
48): ‘whatever is, is knowable and nameable’.
3
The issue was dealt with already in such works, for example, as POTTER (1968), SHAW
(1978), HALBFASS (1989), HALBFASS (1992: 158), POTTER (1995), PERRETT (1999).
4
I consistently translate îœvara as ‘god’ for a few reasons. First, îœvara should be distinguished from deva (‘divine being’) in translation. Second, I consider it a better practice to translate
Indian Sanskrit terms into English rather than leave them untranslated, because otherwise, in
extreme cases, a translation would purely consist of Sanskrit terms embedded in English morphology and be a case of a ‘Sanskritic new speech’, and because even a rough English translation
approximates the idea of how we understand a given Sanskrit term, albeit it does not always convey the meaning in a most adequate manner. Third, the Indian concept of îœvara does not really
overlap with what is understood under ‘God’ in monotheistic traditions of Judaism, Christianity or
Islam. Fourth, to an extent the meaning of îœvara partially relates to theistic concept of WesternAsian and European traditions, I consider the term ‘god’ (unlike Yahveh / Jehovah, Allah, Œiva
etc.) a common noun (albeit with necessarily only one instantiation for the monotheists), not a
proper name, and as such it should be consistently written lower case, despite the tradition.
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1.2. Other examples of the knowability thesis
Praœastapâda was not unique in the tradition of Nyâya-Vaiœešika. At more or less
the same time Uddyotakara alludes to these ideas in the Nyâya-vârttika with similar
words,5 taking the idea of the three properties as already well-known and necessitating no additional explanation.
Likewise Candramati (Maticandra?) refers to these ideas at the end of his Daœapadârtha-œâstra (DPŒ)—now preserved only in Chinese translation,6 that presents
the Vaiœešika system partly independent of the Vaiœešika-sûtras—which is cited
here in two different English renderings:
‘Which of these (five kinds of abhâva—P.B.) are objects of perception; which are not objects of it? All the five non-existences are not
objects of perception. On the other hand, even those which exist without being supported by other things are altogether objects of inference .
[Section 11.—Conclusion]
Which of these ten categories are knowable; which are not knowable?
All are knowable and also causes of their
r e c o g n i t i o n s ’7;
‘[253] Among these five [kinds of absences], how many are the objects of direct cognition, and how many are not the objects of direct

5

NV1 1.1.5, p. 56.21 = NV2 1.1.5, p. 50.17: sattva-pra§meyatvâbhidheyatvâdy-anumânaô
prâptam.
§
NV2. The passage is quoted in HBÞÂ, p. 317.26.
Worth noting is that Uddyotakara uses the term astitva not in the Vaiœešika sense of
‘existentiality’, which is discussed in the present paper, as it stands in triad of astitva–abhidheyatva–
jñeyatva, but in the sense of ontological existence, e.g. in such phrases and contexts as ‘the existence of soul’ (NV1 1.1.10, p. 66.17–18 = NV 2 , p. 60.11–12: icchâdînâô pratisandhânam
âtmâstitva-pratipâdakam; NV1 1.1.34, p. 119.8–9 = NV2 1.1.33, p. 109.21–22: tad yathâ âtmano
’stitva-nâstitva-vicâraòâyâm iti. âtmano ’stitva-nâstitva-saôœayaÿ iti, etc.) or ‘the existence of
god’ (NV 1 4.1.21, p. 461.4–7 = NV 2 , p. 433.7 ff.: îœvara eva nyâyam. tatra hi pramâòâny
avighâtena pravartante iti. astitvâsiddhiÿ iti cet atha manyase siddhe îœvarasyâstitve kâraòântaranirâkaraòaô nimitta-kâraòa-bhâvaœ ca siddhyet, etc.).
6
After a first fragmentary attempt by Paramârtha, DPŒ was eventually fully translated into
Chinese by Xuanzang (Hsuan-tsang, 600–664) under the title Shengzong shijuyi lun (a rendering
of Vaiœešika-nikâya-daœa-padârtha-œâstra) in 648 (or between 646 and 648), after his return to
China from Nâlandâ; see UI (1917: 1) and BAGCHI (1944: 151).
7
Translated by UI (1917: 119). Cf. also a relevant note of UI (1917: 224): ‘“Knowable” represents jñeyatva, while astitva and abhidheyatva are included in “causes of their recognition”.’
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cognition? [254] Any [kind of absence] is not the object of direct cognition. But all [kinds of absences], which exist without having any locus other [than their own], are the objects of inference. [255] Among
these ten categories of entities, how many are cognizable and how
many are non-cognizable? [256] A l l a r e c o g n i z a b l e
a n d a r e t h e c a u s e o f e x p r e s s i o n s ’8 (emphasis—
P.B.).
The idea is also expressly echoed in the Praœastamati-þîkâ passages quoted in DNC
(p. 517.5–7; see below, p. 274) by Mallavâdin, albeit it does not seem to be known
to the original author(s) of the Vaiœešika-sûtra.9

2. The structure of Praœastapâda’s argument
Let us first take a closer look at the structure of Praœastapâda’s statement.

2.1. Possible formulations and loss of ontology
As it is well-known, in the Vaiœešika ontology, the structure of the world is described as reducible to atomic facts, analysable as follows:
A property (dharma, q) is related to its substratum (dharmin, p) with a
particular relation (sambandha, R): R (q, p).
One of the relations possible in Vaiœešika, the relation of inherence (samavâya),
acquired a predominant role and was classified as the sixth ontological category.
Praœastapâda defined it as ‘the relationship between the locus and the located property’10. Others defined it later as ‘the qualifier-qualificand relationship’ (viœešaòaviœešya-bhâva)11.

8

Translated and reconstructed into Sanskrit by MIYAMOTO (1996: 206), DPŒ2 253–256:
[253] etâdåœâòâô pañcâbhâvânâô kati dåšþa-višayâÿ katy adåšþa-višayâÿ? [254] sarve ’dåšþavišayâÿ. kiô tu ananyâœritya vartamânâÿ sarve ’numâna-višayaÿ. [255] etešâô darœa-padârthânâô
kati jñeyâÿ katy ajñeyâÿ? [256] sarva eva jñeyâÿ. te cÎvâbhidhâna-hetuÿ. Cf. also MIYAMOTO
(1996: 251): praœastapâda-bhâšya-dravya-granthe sâdharmya-vaidharmya-nirûpaòânâm šaòòâm
api padârthânâm astitvâbhidheya-jñeyatvâni.
9
Cf. n. 23.
10
PBh1 12, p. 326.1 = PBh2 375: adhikaraòâdhikartavyayor eva bhâva[ÿ].
11
Uddyotakara, e.g. NV1 1.1.4, p. 32.16.
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In the Vaiœešika-specific terminology, the Western-type predicate proposition of
the form
‘x is P’:
P (x)
would thus correspond to:
‘The property P-ness is related to its substratum x with the relation of
inherence I’:
I (P-ness, x),
which can be s i m p l i f i e d to:
‘x possesses the property P-ness.’12
This is why the idea expressed by Praœastapâda’s statement: ‘anything that
possesses the property of existentiality, also possesses the property of nameability
and cognisability’, could be logically converted to a typical predicate statement:
‘whatever is existent is also nameable and cognisable’.
That would not, however, happen without consequence. The transformation
would, first, involve the obvious loss of the specific ontological relation between
subject and predicate typified by the relation of inherence, and, second, would reduce the property-substratum relation of inherence to a predicate-subject relation.
What remains intact is the logical relation between the subject and the predicates, or
between the substratum and its properties. In the paper, I shall occasionally use the
shorthand ‘whatever is existent is also nameable and knowable’, or similar expressions, for the complete proposition: ‘among all the six categories anything that possesses the property of existentiality, also possesses the property of nameability and
cognisability’.

2.2. Possible readings of Praœastapâda’s statement
We notice that the three properties can, theoretically, be coextensive, partially
overlap or be in the relation of inclusion. To save paper, I will not discuss all the
theoretical possibilities, but only refer to those that are contextually most plausible.
Accordingly, Praœastapâda’s complete statement: ‘All the six ontological categories have [the following three properties, inherently related to them, in common]:

12

For instances cf. PBh1 2.3, p. 19 = PBh2 15 (n. 26 below), and DNC, p. 517.5 f.: yat punaÿ
dravyâdînâô svata evâbhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô sattvât sattâdivat (see n. 30 below).
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existentiality, nameability and cognisability’, which assumes the reality of the relation of inherence, can be converted to one of the following predicate statements:
F1°
F2°
F3°
F4°
F5°
F6°

‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is existent, is also nameable
which is in turn cognisable’: astitva ⊆ (jñeyatva ⊆ abhidheyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is existent, is also cognisable which is in turn nameable’: astitva ⊆ (abhidheyatva ⊆ jñeyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is nameable, is also existent
which is in turn cognisable’ abhidheyatva ⊆ (jñeyatva ⊆ astitva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is nameable, is also cognisable which is in turn existent’ abhidheyatva ⊆ (astitva ⊆ jñeyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is cognisable, is also
existent which is in turn nameable’: jñeyatva ⊆ (astitva ⊆ abhidheyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is cognisable, is also nameable which is in turn existent’: jñeyatva ⊆ (abhidheyatva ⊆ astitva).13

What needs to be clarified is also the exact relation between the sets of properties,
i.e. the equation / inclusion sign ⊆ should be diambiguated as either = or ⊂ , e.g.:
jñeyatva = astitva = abhidheyatva, or
astitva ⊂ (jñeyatva ⊂ abhidheyatva), or
jñeyatva ⊂ astitva ⊂ abhidheyatva, or
jñeyatva ⊂ (astitva = abhidheyatva), etc.
The relation between nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva)
does not seem to pose much difficulty due to the e v e n t u a l l y 14 verbal character of cognition, accepted by the Nyâya-Vaiœešika, but also because the commentators take them both as coextensive: jñeyatva = abhidheyatva.
For instance at a much later period, in the Kiraòâvalî, Udayana singles them out
and treats in the same manner:
‘[Objection:] “But these two [categories of nameability and cognisability] exist even with respect to [the seventh ontological category of]
absence”. They do, indeed. However, what is intended to be expressed
13

The possibilities of formal notation are larger depending on how we use the parentheses, e.g.
F2* (astitva ⊆ jñeyatva) ⊆ abhidheyatva, F2* (astitva ⊆ abhidheyatva) ⊆ jñeyatva, etc. For our
purposes the issue is of no practical importance.
14
By ‘eventually’ I mean that, even in the case of the contents of the non-conceptual (indeterminate) perception (nirvikalpaka-pratyakša), one becomes aware of it only at a subsequent stage
of conceptual (determinate) perception (savikalpaka-pratyakša), which in principle can be verbalised.
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[here in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya] is not the difference [between all
the ontological categories] with respect to this [absence], but the similarity with respect to six ontological categories.’ 15
Similarly, in the Nyâya-kandalî (NKan), Œrîdharamiœra says that:
‘Nameability is indeed the intrinsic nature of the real thing, i.e. it is
nothing but the intrinsic nature of something that exists; and, in view
of the difference of [the particular] condition [of the real thing], nameability is called cognisability.’16
What remains problematic is how the pair nameability–cognisability actually relates
to existentiality, viz. whether it is the equation: astitva = (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva), or
the inclusion of either of two kinds: nameability–cognisability is the proper subset
of existentiality, viz. astitva ⊂ (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva), or the other way round,
viz. (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva) ⊂ astitva.
Researchers interpreted Praœastapâda’s thesis in diverse ways. Karl H. POTTER,
for instance, took it for granted that all the three properties are coextensive :
‘“To be is to be knowable and nameable”. The Naiyâyika reads this as
fully reversible: whatever exists (in the broadest sense) can be known
and can be spoken of, named; furthermore, if something is known, or
if it is named, then it exists. Likewise, if something is nameable, it is
knowable, and vice-versa. The three abstract nouns in the Sanskrit
motto apply to each and every thing in the universe’ (196 8: 275),
as well as
‘whatever is, is knowable and nameable’ (1995: 48).
Also Roy W. PERRETT (1999: 401) echoed the thought: ‘Whatever exists is knowable and nameable’. The same interpretation was expressed several decades earlier by Gaógânâtha JHÂ (1982: 37):
‘Though “beingness” would seem to belong to Abhâva also, and as
such the mention of “six” categories only would appear incorrect,—yet
when we bear in mind the fact that our author has enumerated only six
categories, the incongruity ceases; as to mention “six” categories, as
having “beingness” is as much as to say that it belongs to all things.
15

KA, p. 19.5–7: nanv etad eva dvayam abhâve ’py astîti cet, astu, na hi tad-apekšayâ
vaidharmyam idaô vivakšitam, api tu šad-apekšayâ sâdharmyam.
16
NKan1, p. 16: tac ca vastunaÿ svarûpam eva bhâva-svarûpam evâvasthâ-bhedena jñeyatvam
abhidheyatvaô côcyate.
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And a n y t h i n g t h a t e x i s t s i s a l s o c a p a b l e
o f b e i n g “ p r e d i c a t e d ” ’ (emphaisis—P.B.).
And in the same spirit Jaysankar Lal SHAW (1978: 259–260) asserted that:
‘To exist is to be knowable and nameable. It is claimed that if something has one of the three properties, it has the remaining two properties as well. … Every object has the property of being communicable
through language. … This amounts to saying that an object can be an
object of knowledge of cognition.’
However, Wilhelm HALBFASS (1992: 158) was far more cautious in his judgements:
‘“All six categories possess is-ness, nameability, and knowability”
(šâòòâô api padârthânâm astitvâbhidheyatvajñeyatvâni).110 Praœastapâda’s short statement is elusive; its simplicity is deceptive. It does not
clarify the relationship between astitva, on the one hand, and predicability and knowability or objectifiability, on the other. The fact that he
coordinates them as common attributes (sâdharmya) of the six categories does not necessarily mean that he considers them to be coextensive.111 The commentators usually include nonbeing (abhâva) under
abhidheyatva and jñeyatva, but are reluctant to do so with regard to
astitva; although we may know and speak of nonbeing, nothing knowable
or speakable exists (or “is there”) apart from the six positive categories.112
[110 PBh, p. 16.].’
I will return to this important question whether the three properties are coextensive
or not in § 3 below (p. 273 ff.).

2.3. Existentiality and existence
Praœastapâda, Candramati and Uddyotakara are too laconic to judge the way they
conceived of the relation of the three properties. Not only do they not define them, but
also treat them as meta-categories17 that underlie the system and its categories and are
17
Cf. HALBFASS (1992: 1945): ‘Astitva is not part of the fundamental “nomenclature of the
world.’ It is not “listed” and “named” among the categories, but used to describe and analyze
them. I is a second-order concept, an abstraction.’ Indeed, the problem of the property of astitva to
be considered a separate category is pointed out by Œântarakšita in TSaP 572:
saôjñâpaka-pramâòasya višaye tattvam išyate /
šaòòâm astitvam iti cet šaðbhyo ’nyas te prasajyate //
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too well known to be defined or explained. They must have already become a
‘common assumption’ of the discourse at that time. All Praœastapâda says about them
is, for instance, that they apply to all the six categories to which the universe is reducible, i.e. they apply to everything. Most importantly, astitva is clearly distinguished
from the highest universal (sâmânya) of existence (sattâ), which is possessed only by
the first three categories of ‘concrete things’ (artha): substances (dravya), qualities
(guòa) and movements (karman). Existentiality (astitva) along with two other metacategories, in their turn, are predicated of everything. Only ‘concrete’ things need
‘existence’ (sattâ) for their existence, whereas the remaining three categories—i.e.
universals (sâmânya), individuators (viœeša)18 and inherence (samavâya)—do not and
cannot; they do possess, however, existentiality (astitva).
Some clarification with respect to the actual relation between the concepts of sattâ
and astitva can be found in PBh. In the chapter on the relation of inherence, Praœastapâda explains that
‘Just as the presence (sc. the universal existence, sattâ) of substances,
qualities and movements, which consists in [their] being existent,19 has
no additional association with the universal existence (sc. it needs no
second-order universal of existence), similarly inherence, consisting in
occurrence has no additional (sc. second order) occurrence; therefore
[inherence] occurs in itself.’20
In other words, the highest universal of existence that characterises substances,
qualities and movements, does not need any second-order universal of existence; it
does need though the quality of ‘being existent’, or ‘having the nature of something
existent’ (sad-âtmaka), i.e. existentiality (astitva).
Thus, the highest universal of existence (sattâ) is inherently related—through the
relation of samavâya—to only those entities and all those which can ostensively be
referred to as denotata with specific terms denoting them. Accordingly, the extension,
or application, of sattâ is narrower than that of astitva.21 This contention finds further

18

An idea that only partially resembles Duns Scotus’ notion of haecceity (‘thisness’), the main
difference being that for Duns Scotus it was the notion of a particular non-qualitative property
or aspect of a thing responsible for its distinct individuality or essence, whereas for Vaiœešika it
is a separate category.
19
Cf. VS(C) 1.2.4 (bhâvaÿ sâmânyam eva) and VSV(C) ad loc.
20
PBh1 12, p. 328 = PBh2 384: yathâ dravya-guòa-karmaòâô sad-âtmakasya bhâvasya
nânyaÿ sattâ-yogo ’sti, evam avibhâgino våtty-âtmakasya samavâyasya nânyâ våttir asti tasmât
svâtma-våttiÿ.
21
This was eventually perceived as problematic by some. See for instance Bhaþþa Vâdîndra
who, in his Vaiœešika-sûtra-vârttika (VSV), equates astitva with sattâ to avoid a range of
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support in Praœastapâda’s following statement which indirectly associates the property
of being related to the universal existence (sattâ-sambandha) with the property of
being nameable according to a linguistic convention that governs the process of conventional naming of the first three categories (substances, qualities and movements):
‘All three [categories, viz.] substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements), possess the relation with [the universal] existence, [possess]
the status of [entities] that are endowed with intermediate universals,
[possess] the status of [entities] that are nameable with [the help of]
speech elements that [express their] denotata [in accordance] with the
convention [that applies] to them 22.’23
We can see that for Praœastapâda there are two different strategies to denote entities,
or—to put it differently—different categories are all amenable to being denoted in two
different ways. All the six categories, which are also possessed of existentiality
(astitva), are nameable (abhidheya), whereas the first three of them, which are posdifficulties; see ISAACSON (1995: 28–29): ‘What Bhaþþa Vâdîndra does here is attempt to solve an
inherent difficulty in Vaiœešika ontology by equating what originally was a “second-order concept,” which fell outside of the supposedly all-inclusive categories, with the highest universal.
This attempt to make the description and classification of really existing things as complete as
possible with a small set of first-order concepts and avoiding the use of concepts at a higher
(meta-) level as far as possible, inevitably entails infinite regress, circularity or âtmâœrayaÿ at
some key points; how persuasive Bhaþþa Vâdîndra is in arguing that this does not invalidate his
proposals I shall leave to philosophers to debate. No Indian thinker, as far as I know, has followed
Bhaþþa Vâdîndra in this.’
22
This is in accordance with VS(C) 7.2.24: sâmayikaÿ œabdâd artha-pratyayaÿ.—‘The understanding of the meaning [takes place] by virtue of the speech element governed by a convention.’
A reference to such an understanding of the meaning of a word, which denotes concrete entities
(substances and their qualities) as well as their movements, which expresses both the universal and the
particular aspect—and only these first three categories possess universals (sâmânya) and individuators
(viœeša), may earlier have been referred to by Bhartåhari in VP 2.125, which is slightly cryptic:
niyatâs tu prayogâ ye niyataô yac ca sâdhanam /
tešâô œabdâbhidheyatvam aparair anugamyate //
‘Others conclude that specific application [of words] (sc. universals) and means [to
apply them] (sc. particulars) are what is expressed by the speech element.’
23
PBh1 2.3, p. 17 = PBh2 14: dravyâdînâô trayâòâm api sattâ-sambandhaÿ, sâmânyaviœešavattvaô, sva-samayârtha-œabdâbhidheyatvaô, dharmâdharma-kartåtvaô ca.
It is generally accepted by later Vaiœešika authors that the idea goes back to Praœastapâda,
which further implies that the first to adopt the three properties (astitva–abhidheyatva–jñeyatva)
common to all ontological categories was Praœastapâda, see VSU 8.2.3, p. 370.3–4: tad uktaô
praœastadevâcâryaiÿ “trayâòâm artha-œabdâbhidheyatvaô ca” iti.—‘It was stated by the esteemed
preceptor Praœasta that the three [categories possess] the status of [entities] that are nameable with
[the help of] speech elements that [express their] denotata.’
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sessed of the highest universal of existence (sattâ), are in addition nameable through
speech elements that express their denotata following the convention that applies to
these categories (sva-samayârtha-œabdâbhidheya). Such an interpretation is additionally
strengthened by a mediaeval commentary called Praœastapâda-bhâšya-samâlocana:
‘[All first three categories, viz. substances, qualities and movements,]
possess the relation with [the universal] existence, which (sc. the relation) consists in inherence. Intermediate universals are substantiality etc.
(i.e. qualitativeness (guòatva) and mobility (karmatva)). [These three
categories also possess] the status of [entities] endowed with these
[intermediate universals]. Only three [categories, viz.] substance etc.,
are named with the help of an independent (sc. not connected with a
subordinate word) speech element that [expresses] its denotatum
(object), not any other [category]. This precisely is the convention,
[expressed] in the own literature of the Vaiœešikas, to facilitate practice, just as [the statement] of The Instruction on Yoga (YBh): “The
triad of meditation, contemplation and concentration with respect to
one [object constitute] restraint”.’24
Thus, only the first three ontological categories can be related through inherence
to existence, whereas such categories as intermediate universals (dravyatva, guòatva,
karmatva), individuators and inherence are excluded; they possess astitva (‘existentiality’) instead. Praœastapâda explicitly states that they are not nameable in the same
way as the first three categories. In other words, universals etc. are not ostensively
nameable, i.e. cannot be ostensively indicated with an accompanying verbal expression:
‘[The subsequent] three categories such as universals etc. (i.e. individuators and inherence) [possess] the status of [entities] that are existent
in their own essence (sc. are self-existent), [possess] the status of
[entities] that are characterised (or: recognised) by cognition25, [possess]
the status of [entities] that are not effects, [possess] the status of [entities]
that are not causes, [possess] the status of [entities] that do not possess
24

PBhS, p. 10.15–20 (ad PBh2 14): sattâ-sambandhaÿ samavâya-lakšaòaÿ sâmânya-viœešâ
dravyatvâdayaÿ tadvattvaô nirupapadenârtha-œabdena dravyâdayas traya evâbhidhîyante
nâpare. eša eva samayo vaiœešikâòâô sva-œâstre vyavahâra-lâghavâya yathâ “dhyâna-dhâraòâsamâdhi-trayam ekatra saôyama”§ iti yogânuœâsane.
a
YBh 3.4: dhâraòâ-dhyâna-samâdhi-trayam ekatra saôyamaÿ.
25
As regards the ambiguity of the expression buddhi-lakšaòa (‘those whose characteristic is
cognition’ or ‘those who are recognised through cognition’) cf. VyV, p. 40.21–22: tathâ buddhir
lakšaòaô yešâô buddhyâ lakšyanta iti vâ buddhi-lakšaòâs tešâô bhâvo buddhi-lakšaòatvam.
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any intermediate universals (i.e. subtypes), [possess] the status of
[entities] that are permanent and [possess] the status of [entities] that
are not nameable with [the help of] speech elements that [express their]
denotata.’26
Centuries later, Œaókaramiœra restates the idea slightly differently:
‘… even though [universals, individuators and inherence] are bereft of
existence, [which is the highest universal], they are the contents of
cognition that [they are] existent…’27
All that means is that all the six categories of the classical Vaiœešika can become
the contents of both verbal expressions (abhidhâna) and cognitive acts (pratyaya),
but only first three of them can be indicated directly (by pointing) as well as both
named (with either general or non-abstract singular terms, or names) and veridically
thought of as concrete objects, whose qualities or states are spatio-temporarily limited and which are potentially observable directly.
Worth noting is that the same idea is paraphrased (quoted?) and ascribed to Praœastamati by Mallavâdin in DNC, where he introduces a longer quotation from the
Praœastamati-þîkâ:
‘Further, one may object: “[All three categories, viz.] substance etc. (sc.
qualities and movements), are the contents of verbal designation and
cognition <as something existent>28 only by their own force, because
they are existent (or: because of their existentiality), just as the existence
and other [universals are the contents of verbal designation and cognition
because they are existent by their own force]. Just as there is verbal designation and cognition of the existence and other [universals] by their own
force, not because of their union with [the universal] existence, similarly
there is verbal designation and cognition also of [the three categories of]
substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) by their own force, not because they are endowed with [the universal] existence”. That is not correct, because [substance, qualities and movements] do not share the na26
PBh1 2.3, p. 19 = PBh2 15: sâmânyâdînâô trayâòâô svâtma-sattvaô buddhi-lakšaòatvam
akâryatvam akâraòatvam asâmânya-viœešavattvaô nityatvam artha-œabdânabhidheyatvaô cêti.
27
PBhÞS, p. 177.3–7: sâmânya-viœeša-samavâyânâô svâtma-sattvam. tac ca sattâ-œûnyatve
sati sat-pratyaya-višayatvam. buddhi-lakšaòatvaô cânuvåtta-buddhi-vyâvåtta-buddhi-hetu-buddhivišayatvam eva lakšaòaô sâmânyâdînâô trayâòâm ity uktam.
28
The edition reads: dravyâdînâô svata evâbhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô, but—in view of
the recurring reading sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau in DNC, p. 517.6, p. 517.6–7 and p. 519.7—we
should perhaps read dravyâdînâô svata eva sad-abhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô.
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ture of it (i.e. of universal existence). Since substance etc. (sc. qualities
and movements) do not have the nature of this [universal existence],29
[their] verbal designation etc. (i.e. cognition) as something existent is
based on [the universal] existence, like [the ideas] “the one with no
stick” and “the one with a stick” are based on [the idea of] “a stick”.’30
Thus, what renders the first three categories ostensibly expressible and cognisable
as concrete denotata, i.e. as objects or phenomena that can be directly indicated,
seems to be the universal existence that is related to them. The remaining three categories, including universals (the primary of them being existence (sattâ)), can neither be expressed ostensibly (sc. pointed to) nor be directly cognised in the same
manner, i.e. as potentially spatio-temporarily determinable objects that that are related to particular qualities, albeit they can be spoken and veridically thought of as
general objects or ideas. Praœastamati rejects an unidentified opponent’s opinion
that the first three categories (substance, qualities and movements) would not
need any additional factor or determinant to be expressed and cognised as existent
entities, the way the remaining three categories can, on the grounds that the idea of
existence as a universal is already entailed in any statement that addresses an object
that exists or an object that does not exist. While Mallavâdin subsequently rejects
the idea, he nonetheless refers to Praœastamati’s formulations:
‘What has been said, viz. “Since they do not share the nature of it (i.e.
of universal existence), verbal designation and cognition of substance
etc. (sc. qualities and movements) as something existent is [possible]
29

See remark b in n. 30. With the reading asad-âtmatvât, as it is (wrongly) printed, we would
have to read: ‘Since substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) do not have the nature of something existent [on its own]’.
In addition, the idea of sad-âtmakatva/ sad-âtmatva corresponds to astitva (see p. 257), and
what is meant here is the idea that the three categories of substances etc. need the third category to
be amenable to verbal expression etc.
30
DNC, p. 517.5–518.1 (Vol. II): yat punaÿ “dravyâdînâô [dravya-guòa-karmanâôa] svata
evâbhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô sattvât sattâdivat. yathâ sattâdeÿ sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau
svata eva, na sattâ-yogât, evaô dravyâdînâm api sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau svata eva, na sattâyogâd” ity ukte ucyate—nÎtad, atâdâtmyât. dravyâdînâm asad-âtmatvâtb sattâ-nimittaô sadabhidhânâdi daòða-nimittâdaòða-daòðitvavad iti.
a
DNC, p. 517.3: tešâô trayaòâm.
b
Read: atad-âtmatvât in view of (1) the preceding atâdâtmyât, (2) DNC, p. 519.7: atad-âtmatvâd
dravyâdînâô… (see n. 31), and (3) DNCV, p. 519.26–27: atad-âtmatvâd ity-âdy asattâtmakatvâd
dravya-guòa-karmaòâô sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau sattâ-yogât.
Cf. MŒVÞ, III, p. 29.5–8: tad yadi daòða-puruša-sambandho daòði-œabdasyâbhidheyaÿ, tathâ
sati tan-niškarše daòðitvaô daòðitêti tva-talor anuœâsanam upapadyate. yathâ go-œabdâbhidheyaô
sâmânyaô gotvam iti tv apratyayena niškåšyate.
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only because they are endowed with [the universal] existence, it is not
possible by their own force”, that too is not [correct].’ 31
We can further notice that members of the compound sad-abhidhâna-pratyaya—
resolved as sad-abhidhâna (‘verbal designation [of x] as existent’) of Praœastamati
and sad-pratyaya (‘cognition [of x] as existent’)—correspond to the triad astitva–
abhidheyatva–jñeyatva of Praœastapâda.32

2.4. How do existentiality and existence differ?
The comparison of Praœastapâda’s vocabulary (astitva–abhidheyatva–jñeyatva)
and that of Uddyotakara (sattva–abhidheyatva–prameyatva, quoted in n. 5) reveals
that the terms astitva and sattva can, at least on some occasions, be treated as interchangeable, depending on the choice of authors. The specific character of astitva
(‘existentiality’) and the way it differs from sattâ (‘existence’) will become clearer
when we compare the usage of still another term, viz. bhâva, which may at first appear
to cover some of the semantics of ‘existence’ and which occurs in selected passages of Praœastapâda’s work and of the Praœastamati-þîkâ as quoted by Mallavâdin
and Siôha-sûri. The term bhâva occurs in at least the following meanings in both
works:

31
DNC, p. 519.7–520.1: yad apy uktam “atad-âtmatvâd dravyâdînâô sad-abhidhânapratyayau sattâ-yogât, na svataÿ” tad api na.
32
In his criticism Mallavâdin directly refers to Praœastamati’s ideas. This also throws
additional light on the relations between the three properties (existentiality, nameability and cognisability): DNC, p. 521.7–522.1: yataœ cÎvaô tasmât sato bhâvaÿ sattêti vyutpattir dravyâdyvyatirikta-sattârthÎva kartari šašþhî-våtteÿ. yat tat sadbhir bhûyate … sad ity-abhidhâna-pratyayakâraòaô sarvatra.—‘Since it is so, [viz. the universal existence of substances etc. is there by its
own force,] therefore the presence of that which is existent [is the universal] existence—such is
the etymological formation the meaning of which is nothing but [the universal] existence as something different from substances etc., inasmuch as the genitive case is used [to indicate] the agent.
… That which obtains by virtue of existent [entities] (sc. the fact that existent entities occur as
such) is the cause of verbal designation and cognition of the form: “[it] is existent” with respect to
everything.’ Cf. DNCV, p. 521.20–522.–11: yataœ cÎvam ity-âdi, yasmât svata eva sattâ
dravyâdînâô yuktâ tasmât sato bhâvaÿ sattêti yâ œabda-vyutpattir bheda-šašþhy-âpâdanârthâ sâ
dravyâdy-avyatirikta-sattârthÎva jñâyate satâô bhâvaÿ sattêti. kiô kâraòam? kartari šašþhîvåtteÿ. tad-vyâkhyânam—yat tat sadbhir ity-âdi gatârthaô yâvat sad ity-abhidhâna-pratyayakâraòaô sarvatrêti. Comp. also DNCV, p. 535.23–24: yat tat tena bhûyate sa sattâ “bhû
sattâyâm” [PâDhâ 1] iti pâþhât sâmânyam.
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(1) bhâva in the sense of ‘presence’, ‘occurrence’, where it is equivalent
to sadbhâva, viz. ‘x is there’, ‘x is present here’;33
(2) bhâva in the sense of ‘existence [of]’, viz. ‘there is’, ‘there exists’; 34
(3) bhâva in the copulative meaning of ‘is’, viz. ‘x is P’35;36
(4) bhâva in the sense of sattâ-sâmânya, viz. the highest universal.37
The last meaning is technical, and thus relevant to our discussion, whereas the first
three express the ideas of ‘being’ (i.e. ‘being there’, ‘being a P’ etc.) in a rather lose
sense, especially in ontological, existential or predicative senses respectively. Most
importantly, bhâva in the fourth meaning is equated with the universal existence,
which is in agreement with an earlier tradition of the Vaiœešika-sûtra38, and it is
nowhere associated with the idea of astitva, whereas the term sattva is. We see that,
in other words, existentiality (astitva, sattva) corresponds neither to the highest
universal (sattâ-sâmânya) nor to existence (bhâva) in the ontological sense as
‘presence’, or ‘being there’ etc., nor to the copulative meaning of the verb ‘to be’
(Öas, Öbhû).
What is existentiality (astitva, sattva) then, and how does it differ in its meaning
and application from the universal existence (sattâ, bhâva)? It is, in my opinion, the
33

PBh1, p. 238 = PBh2 270: ubhayâsiddho ’nyatarâsiddhas tad-bhâvâsiddho ’numeyâsiddhaœ
cêti. … tad-bhâvâsiddho yathâ dhûma-bhâvenâgny-adhigatau kartavyâyâm upanyasyamâno
bâšpo [PBh1: vâšpe] dhûma-bhâvenâsiddha iti. Cf. VNÞ, p. 14: vâsa-gåhâdišu tarhi dahanâbhâve
’pi dhûma-sadbhâvâd vyabhicâra iti cet.
34
PBh1 10, p. 312 = PBh2 364–365: aparaô dravyatva-guòatva-karmatvâdy anuvåtti-vyâvåttihetutvât sâmânyaô viœešaœ ca bhavati. … prâòy-aprâòi-gatânâm anuvåtti-vyâvåtti-hetutvât sâmânyaviœeša-bhâvaÿ siddhaÿ. See also DNC, p. 518.1–2: katham idaô tâdâtmyam (of dravyâdi and
sattâ)? kiô sato bhâvât uta sat-karatvât?
35
In one of its two meanings, either = or ⊂ , viz. =⊂ ; cf. BOCHEÑSKI (1956: 357; § 40.16).
36
PBh1 9.5, p. 308.1 = PBh2 356: âkâœa-kâla-dig-âtmanâô saty api dravya-bhâve niškriyatvaô
sâmânyâdivad amûrtatvât.
37
PBh1 8, p. 187.3–7 = PBh2 171: buddhi-sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dveša-prayatnânâm dvayor âtmamanasoÿ saôyogâd upalabdhiÿ. bhâva-dravyatva-guòatva-karmatvâdînâm upalabhyâdhârasamavetânâm âœraya-grâhakair indriyair grahaòam ity etad asmad-âdînâô pratyakšam. Comp.
the paraphrase in NKan2, p. 454.9: sattâ-dravyatvâdînâô sâmânyânâm âœrayo… See also PBh1 12,
p. 326.12 ff. = PBh2 376–377: sa ca dravyâdibhyaÿ padârthântaraô, bhâvaval lakšaòa-bhedât.
yathâ bhâvasya dravyatvâdînâô svâdhârešu âtmânurûpa-pratyaya-kartåtvât svâœrayâdibhyaÿ
parasparataœ cârthântara-bhâvaÿ, tathâ samavâyasyâpi pañcasu padârthešv ihêti-pratyayadarœanât tebhyaÿ padârthântaratvam iti. na ca saôyogavan nânâtvaô, bhâvaval liógâviœešâd
viœeša-liógâbhâvâc ca. tasmâd bhâvavat sarvatrÎkaÿ samavâya iti. [here: bhâva = sattâ-sâmânya.
Comp. the paraphrase in in NKan 1, p. 236.21.
38
VS(C) 1.2.4: bhâvaÿ sâmânyam eva. Cf. VSV(C) ad loc.: bhâvaÿ sattâ sâmânyam eva, trišv
api dravyâdišv anuvartamânatvât na viœešaÿ.
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capability of any category of the Vaiœešika system to enter the ontological structure
of the word and to relate to other categories, viz. it is that peculiar capacity that
enables any category to be a part of the atomic facts (see § 2.1., p. 252) down to
which the world structure is analysable. In other words, in terms of extension, the
property of existentiality of entities that can be parts of atomic facts concerns primarily
such entities that are subjects of existential statements ‘x exists’ / ‘there is x’, and as
such the property seems to be characterised by existential entailment, controversial
as it may seem (especially having taken into consideration Kant’s argument). This
aspect is highlighted centuries later by Œaókaramiœra, who avails himself of NavyaNyâya terminology to make it unequivocally clear that astitva attaches to absolutely
everything that is there, can be thought of and accordingly categorised:
‘With respect to these [six categories] existentiality means precisely
the fact [that all these categories] are referred to as “x exists”. Further,
this [property of existentiality] is indeed traditionally [considered]
as something different, i.e. as [a property] common to absences. Accordingly, one should understand that everything, whether having the
status of a property or a property-possessor, shares a common property
of being universally present.’ 39
If my understanding of the above is correct, existentiality is, consequently, such a
property that typifies a reification of the ontological commitment expressed in existential statements.
Precisely such reification is questioned by the Buddhist opponent Kamalaœîla,
who—while referring to T° (PBh1 2.3, p. 16 = PBh2 11)—argues that to postulate
such a property lacks any objective basis insofar as it never occurs separately from
and as something separate from all the six categories; to say that ‘x possesses existentiality’ and ‘there is x’ is one and the same thing and the difference is merely
linguistic, but not ontological:
‘In such [statements as] “the six ontological categories have existentiality” and “there is a group of six [categories]”, even though there is no real
difference [in what they express], the genitive form is used. For you do
not admit existentiality as something over and above the six categories.’40

39
PBhÞS, p. 175.4–7: tatra câstitvam astîti-višayatvam eva tac câbhâva-sâdhâraòam anyad
yathâ-œrutam eva. evaô ca dharmatva-dharmitvâdikam api sarvaô kevalânvayi sâdharmyam iha
pratyetavyam.
40
TSaP 572, p. 192.9–10: šaòòâô padârthânâm astitvaô tešâô ca šaòòâô varga ity-âdâv
asaty api vâstave bhede šašþhy-âdi bhavaty eva. nahi bhavadbhiÿ šaþ-padârtha-vyatiriktam
astitvâdîšyate.
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The property of astitva singles entities as a part of the ontological framework,
whereas the property of sattâ (‘existence’) turns them into elements of our concrete
experiences. The latter thus concerns merely entities that are potentially41 amenable
to ostension, i.e. they are capable of being demonstrated e.g. by pointing, and are relata, i.e. the loci of relations. At the same time, sattâ points to the entities’ capability
of being subjects of predicative sentences of the type ‘x is P’ as entities that are loci
of relations and thus are predicated of as being endowed with properties, i.e. as related to other entities by a relation different than a relation of inherence (samavâya).
Accordingly, we can predicate of qualities (guòa) and movements (karman) of substances (dravya), and of other properties or relations (but not qualities) of qualities
and movements, whereas we cannot predicate of any properties of the remaining
three categories that do not possess sattâ, but only possess astitva.
The relation between astitva and sattâ is, therefore, additive in the sense that all
the six categories possess the former, and some (i.e. the first three) are, in addition,
endowed with the latter: sattâ adds to astitva in some cases, but the converse of the
relation does not hold. We could also use the term ‘bare existence’ for astitva in a
very particular sense to imply that an entity is merely there at least as an object of
thought in its bare form, divested of all its possible properties and relations; however it would not imply that the entity a c t u a l l y and o b j e c t i v e l y
exists as an observable part of atomic facts, i.e. that it is endowed with various relations and properties. What is important, astitva i n n o w a y implies an object’s
existence in mind or an intentional content of a thought (vide supra, p. 269). Further, we could use the term ‘actual existence’ for sattâ in the sense that an entity
actually and objectively is a part of an atomic fact and, therefore, is possessed of
particular properties and is related to other relata, i.e. that it is actually instantiatable. Since sattâ only attaches to entities of which we can predicate properties and
relations, we could also call it ‘predicative existence’.
Interestingly, what we might thus provisionally call ‘bare existence’ will be described by subsequent authors exclusively and emphatically in positive terms, e.g.
as ‘[the property of] being endowed with intrinsic nature’ by Œrîdharamiœra (sva-

41

In the Nyâya-Vaiœešika ontology, not all concrete entities are directly perceptible to an ordinary eye, e.g. atoms are not, being of infinitesimal size beyond ordinary perception. Similarly,
qualities and movements of such entities are not directly perceptible to an ordinary eye, e.g. the
vibrating movement of atoms (spandana) is not, unless—as the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika believed—
one is endowed with a kind of suprasensory perception (yogi-pratyakša) or the so-called seers’
perception (ârša-pratyakša), known also as intuition (pratibha or pratibhâ), see VS(C) 9.28 (see
n. 162) and PBh1 8.12, p. 258 = PBh2 288 (see n. 161). However, all these objects are potentially
amenable to ostention, provided one is endowed with a special kind of suprasensory perception, or
adequate sensory apparatus to perceive them.
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rûpavattva42), ‘the ability to be cognised in a cognitive act primarily through affirmation’ by Œaókaramiœra (vidhi-mukha-pratyaya-vedyatva)43, ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognitive act primarily as affirmation’ by Udayana (vidhimukha-pratyaya-višayatva44) as well as ‘the existence of the thing in its intrinsic
nature’ and ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognition primarily as affirmation’ by Jagadiœa Tarkâlaókâra in his Praœastapâda-bhâšya-sûkti (svarûpa-sattva
vidhi-mukha-pratîti-višayatva 45).
Thus, the usage of the term astitva as well as its subsequent paraphrases highlight
the affirmative aspect of all the ontological categories and accentuate the opposition
to the Buddhist apoha theory: all categories are amenable both to cognitive and verbal
acts d i r e c t l y , as they are, not via the semantic exclusion (apoha).
2.5. Existentiality, existence and non-existence
If, as it seems, by ascribing a property of existence (sattâ) to an entity that belongs
to one of the first three categories, one is ontologically committed, how would it
harmonise with the non-existence of such objects as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa) or
sky flower (kha-pušpa) that we can think of and speak of?
To answer this, we should first see how the ascription of a property of existentiality (astitva) to such non-existent entities is compatible with its ontological commit42

NKan1 p. 16: astitvaô svarûpavattvaô šaòòâô api sâdharmyaô yasya vastuno yat
svarûpaô tad eva tasyâstitvam. abhidhyeyatvam apy abhidhâna-pratipâdana-yogyatvaô, tac ca
vastunaÿ svarûpam eva bhâva-svarûpam evâvasthâ-bhedena jñeyatvam abhidheyatvaô côcyate.
43
PBhÞS, p. 174.14–175.3: nirûpitâ šaþ-padârthî vairdhamyam (recte: vaidharmyam) api
nirûpitam eva lakšaòa-prasaógena samprati sâdharmyaô nirûpyate. šaòòâm astitvam
abhidheyatvaô jñeyatvam. tatrâstitvaô vidhi-mukha-pratyaya-vedyatvam. nanu abhâvo ’stîty
abhâve ’py etat sâdharmyaô gatam iti cet na nañ-uparâgena vidhitva-pratikšepât. tamo ’stîti
pratîtir astîti cet na nañ-arthântar-bhâveòÎva tamaÿ-pada-pravåtteÿ bhâbhâvo hi tama iti.
abhidheyatvam abhidhâna-karma-bhâvatvaô sat-padâbhidheyatvaô vârthâbhidheyatvaô vâ.
jñeyatvam api sattâ-prakâraka-jñâna-višayatvaô jñâna-višaya-bhâvatvaô vâ.
44
KA, p.19.3–7: astitvam—vidhi-mukha-pratyaya-višayatvam; pratiyogy-anapekšanirûpaòatvam iti-yâvat. abhidheyatvam—abhidhâna-yogyatâ. œabdena saógati-lakšaòaÿ
sambandhaÿ. jñeyatvam—jñâna-yogyatâ, jñâpya-jñâpaka-lakšaòaÿ sambandhaÿ. nanv etad eva
dvayam abhâve ’py astîti cet, astu, na hi tad-apekšayâ vaidharmyam idaô vivakšitam, api tu šadapekšayâ sâdharmyam.
45
PBhSû, p. 114: [Sûkti] astitvaô svarûpa-sattvaô tac côbhayâvåtti-dharmavattvam.
abhâvasyâlakšyatve tu tâdåœa-bhâvatvaô vâcyam. evam agre ’pi. astitvaô vidhi-mukha-pratîtivišayatvam. tac ca—pratiyogy-anapekša-nirûpaòa-višayatvam ity âcârya-vyâkhyânantu cintyam.
nirûpaòaô hi tatra yadi sâkšât-kâras tadâtîndriye dravyâdâv avyâptiÿ. yadi ca jñâna-mâtraô
tarhy abhâve ’ti vyâptiÿ, anapekšânta-vaiyarthyaô ca syâd iti. abhidheyatvaô pada-œakyatvam.
jñeyatvaô jñâna-višayatam.
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ment within the Nyâya-Vaiœešika framework, insofar as it is the property of existentiality that carries the ontological commitment, whereas the property of existence
(sattâ), that applies to a narrower set of things, merely inherits it.
It seems that the latter three categories of universals (sâmânya), individuators
(viœeša) and inherence (samavâya) do not pose any significant difficulty once their
existence is accepted within the ontological framework of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
system. This is precisely what the list of the ontological categories (padârtha) is all
about: it offers a catalogue of all that is there. Since the three categories, by definition,
have no properties, they cannot function as subjects of predicative sentences that
predicate a mismatched quality of, say, movement of them. Such sentences would
suffer from defective construction of faulty ascription of a incompatible property.
The problem, therefore, is with the first three categories that seem to allow for such
entities as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa), a sky flower (kha-pušpa), a trembling of the
hands etc. of the son of a barren woman46, a colourless paint, or immovable wind.
They ‘allow’ in the sense that it is only in the context of these first three categories
that we can face the problem of a combination of incompatible or contradictory
constituents into one contradictory, impossible or empirically unattested whole.
We should remember that, generally (there might be some exceptions though), the
philosophers of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika do not distinguish between non-existent objects,
such as ‘Pegasus’, a hare’s horn (khara-višâòa) or a crow’s teeth (kâka-danta), that
are generally not impossible but are merely not attested in experience, i.e. a r e
e m p i r i c a l l y n o t i n s t a n t i a t e d , on the one hand, and, on the other,
purely fictitious objects, such as ‘the present king of the Republic of India’ or ‘a
barren woman’s son’ (vandhyâ-suta), that contain contradictory properties, which
makes them l o g i c a l l y impossible. All of these are subsumed in the NyâyaVaiœešika under the same category of absolute non-existence, or absence
(atyantâbhâva, sâmânyâbhâva, see VS(C) 9.5). It seems that such a two-fold
distinction is conceived of only by Candramati in his DPŒ 1.11, where he additionally speaks of relational non-existence, or absence (saôsargâbhâva), i.e. the absence of (at least) two (or more) particular constituents that are not related in a particular place.47
So, the question arises whether, for the early Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika, the property of
existentiality (astitva) can also be predicated of such fictitious, non-existent objects?
46

The example is taken from NBhû, p. 109: *vandhyâ-putrasya pâòy-âdi-kampa−°.
DPŒ1, p. 101: ‘Natural non-existence is that whereby existence, substances, ad so on do not
yet come either to conjoin with or entirely to abide in one another’, DPŒ2 1.11 [81], p. 181: ‘Relational absence: That in which the highest universal, substances and so on are neither connected
with nor inherent in some place is called relational absence (saôsargâbhâva iti yasmin sattâdravyâdîny ekaikapradeœe ’samyuktâny asamevatâni vâ sa eva saôsargâbhâva ity ucyate).’
47
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Or, does it attach to existent objects only? If it does, what is the status of fictitious
objects? Do they possess existentiality or not? If they do not, how is it possible to
claim, as Praœastapâda does, that all the six ontological categories, including fictitious entities, have the property ‘existentiality’? Further, how does existentiality
relate to the fact that something exists or to the fact that something does not exist?
Some light is on the problem is shed by the pre-Dharmakîrtian48 Naiyâyika Aviddhakaròa, whose view is referred in passing to by Œântarakšita (inexplicitly) and
Kamalaœîla (explicitly) as follows:
‘Aviddhakaròa, however, formulated the following reasoning to prove
the permanence (eternality) of atoms: indivisible atoms do not possess anything that can be accepted as [their] producer which is [at the
same time] furnished with a property [that attaches] to something existent, because it is not a datum [that can be cognised] by cognitive
criteria which demonstrate existence, like a hare’s horn. [To explain
word for word:] A property [that attaches] to something existent
[means] a property of a thing in existence, [and this property is] existentiality; something that is furnished with this [property of existentiality] means something that is endowed with it; [the above statement]
is the negation of such [a property that attaches to something existent].
[All this means] that there is no cause that produces atoms.’49
If we accept the veracity of Kamalaœîla’s testimony—and Kamalaœîla generally
proves quite reliable in this regard—that this is Aviddhakaròa’s view, and he was
probably not unique, we can see the Nyâya-Vaiœešika considered existentiality to be
a property of real or potentially existent entities (sad-dharma). Existentiality cannot
therefore attach to such entities as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa), a sky flower (khapušpa) etc.50
That would be an indirect reply to a query whether it is at all conceivable that a
fictitious compounded entity, e.g. a hare’s horn, which does not possess the highest
universal of existence (sattâ), could be endowed with existentiality (astitva). Theoretically it could, the way universals, individuators and inherence do: they possess
astitva but not sattâ. Aviddhakaròa seems to suggest that such a fictitious com48

His proof of god (‘from the unique structure’, saôsthâna-viœeša, saôniveœa-viœišþa), is referred to by Dharmakîrti in PV 1.12 ac (Pramâòa-siddhi).
49
TSaP 553, p. 187.3–7: aviddhakaròas tv aòûnâô nityatva-prasâdhanâya pramâòam âha—
paramâòûnâm utpâdakâbhimataô sad-dharmôpagataô na bhavati, sattva-pratipâdakapramâòâvišayatvât khara-višâòavad iti. sato vidyamânasya dharmaÿ sad-dharmo ’stitvaô
tenôpagataô prâptam astîty arthaÿ. tasya pratišedho ’yam. aòûtpâdakaô kâraòaô nâstîty arthaÿ.
50
It does, however, attach to their absences, see p. 278 ff.
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pounded entity possesses neither. That conclusion is further strengthened by the
series of paraphrases referred to above (p. 265), such as: ‘[the property of] being
endowed with intrinsic nature’, ‘the ability to be cognised in a cognitive act primarily
through affirmation’, ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognitive act primarily
as affirmation’, ‘the existence of the thing in its intrinsic nature’ or ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognition primarily as affirmation’. Clearly, such descriptions
would hardly apply to fictitious entities. Since such fictitious entities simply do not
exist in any way, they can be possessed neither of existentiality nor of existence.
Their ‘existence’ even as a content of thought or as an idea is merely an illusion which
is a result of erroneous ascription of real properties to a real thing: a hare exists, a
horn exists, a relation of a horn to a particular animal likewise exists; however such
a property–substance–relation compound does not hold in the case of a hare.51 That
explains why astitva is not merely ‘existence in mind’ (vide supra, n. 265).
In addition, it is well-known that the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika claimed that words do
refer to existent things only, i.e. to things that possess existentiality (astitva). That is
confirmed e.g. by Praœastapâda’s statement that to say that ‘a speech element does
not denote an object’ is a contradiction in terms52. That is perfectly in line with what
Uddyotakara says elsewhere:
‘For we do not find any single term which is non-denoting. Even if
you considered that the term “soul” has the body etc. as its contents
(referent), also in that case the inconsistency would not be eliminated.
Why [not]? Because then what becomes the contents of the statement
“there is no soul” is the following: “there is no body etc.”. [If you say]:
“What you imagine to be the soul does not exist”, [we reply]: we do
not imagine the soul, inasmuch as what the imagination [of a certain
object x] is is a cognition of such [an object x which is formed]
through wrong attribution of the properties of a certain [object onto
another object] due to the [imagined] similarity of a certain [object x]
which is not of that kind to [objects y] which are to be of such
kind. However, we do not consider that the soul is of that kind. [If] you
say: “[We consider the soul to be of such kind] as you imagine the
soul”, then you are confronted with the following query: In what way
do we imagine the soul? [Do we imagine it] as something existent or
as something non-existent? If [we imagine it] as something existent,
then what is the affinity between something non-existent and some51

See p. 271 ff., and nn. 57, 58.
PBh1 8.12, p. 234 = PBh2 267: na œabdo ’rtha-pratyâyaka iti sva-vacana-virodhî. Praœastapâda mentions it in the context of logical fallacies (âbhâsa).
52
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thing existent (sc. what is the shared property), on the basis of which
the soul is the contents of the imagination? And [the existence of] the
soul has already been accepted by anyone who advocates the affinity
(sc. the shared property) of the soul and non-soul, because there is no
affinity between something non-existent and something existent.
If [you] first imagine, in the soul, some personal identity the contents
(sc. referent) of which is the body53 and then [you] contradict it, [you
do] not eliminate the inconsistency, because in such a way [you] accept the existence of the contents (referent) which is the personal identity
as something different from the body etc. If you think that there can by
no means exist an object for a single term, for instance the void, darkness etc., that is not [correct], because it [still] does not eliminate the
inconsistency. The [denoted] object for the term “the void”, to begin
with, is the following: such a substance for which there exists no occupant, because it is [an empty space] fit for dogs (?)54, is called “the
void”. Likewise, [the denoted object that corresponds] to the term
“darkness” is the data such as substances, qualities and movements in
the case of which the conditions [that make them amenable] to apprehension have not been reached55. Substances etc. (sc. qualities and
movements) [found] in all such cases wherever there is absence of
light are called “darkness”. Someone (i.e. the Buddhist) who says that
the term “darkness” is non-denoting contradicts his own doctrine because darkness consists in the four kinds of clinging [admitted in Buddhism]. Therefore there is no single term which is non-denoting.’ 56

53

I.e. ‘if you, although you deny the existence of soul, claim that, while using the word “soul”,
we in fact use the word as referring to a body…’
54
The phrase œvabhyo hitatvât is a bit unclear to me; it certainly relates to the etymology of both
œûnya and œvan, traditionally derived from the verb Öœû / Öœvi (‘to swell, to grow, to become inflated’).
It definitely relates to the uselessness of things given dogs, an idea we find e.g. in MDhŒ 8.90:
janma-prabhåti yat kiôcit puòyaô bhadra tvayâ kåtam /
tat te sarvaô œuno gacched yadi brûyâs tvam anyathâ //
‘Whatever merit you have done since your birth, my dear, all that will go to the
dogs, if you speak untruth.’
55
Sc. ‘invisible’; for the expression (an)upalabdhi-lakšaòa-prâpta see KELLNER (1999: 195198) and BALCEROWICZ (2005).
56
NV1 3.1.1, p. 340.7–341.6 = NV2 3.1.1, p. 320.16–321–9: na hy ekaô padaô nirathakaô
paœyâmaÿ. athâpi œarîrâdi-višayam âtma-œabdaô pratipadyethâÿ, evam apy anivåtto vyâghâtaÿ
katham iti? na asty âtmêti vâkyasya tadânîm ayam artho bhavati œarîrâdayo na santîti. atha yaô
bhavanta âtmânaô kalpayanti sa nâstîti na vayam âtmânaô kalpayâmaÿ. kalpanâ hi nâmâtathâ-
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Clearly, such descriptions as ‘a hare’s horn’ or ‘a sky flower’—and, similarly, names
(expressing complex ideas) such as ‘Pegasus’ or such compounded descriptions as ‘the
present King of the Republic of India’—do not denote any real entity taken as a whole,
and are non-denoting expressions. On the other hand, these expressions do connote,
inasmuch they represent particular cognitive states or intentional objects, albeit nonexistent as a whole.57 The solution of the problem how such non-denoting expressions
are meaningful utterances lies in their composite nature.58
In a nutshell, a lucid explanation of the problem is given by Uddyotakara in his
commentary on NS 3.1.1, where he defends the existence of soul:
‘Even if the following [argument] is brought up: “[The concept «the
soul»] is like [the concept] «the hare’s horn», that too is an unproved
example. Why? Because the statement “a hare’s horn” has [a particular] relation as its contents (sc. refers to a particular relation). [Therefore] we negate the relation [of the horn to the hare, but] we do not negate the horn [as such]. [The opponent:] “Let the example be: «the rebhûtasya tathâ-bhâvibhiÿ sâmânyât tad-dharmâdhyâropeòaa tad-pratyayaÿb. na câtmânam evaôbhûtaô pratipadyâmahe. yaô bhavanta âtmânaô kalpayantîti bruvâòoc bhavân prašþavyo jâyate,
kathaô vayam âtmânaô kalpayâma iti. kiô sattvenâthâsattvena vâ? yadi sattvena kim asataÿ satâ
sâdharmyaô yena kalpanâ-višaya âtmâd, âtma-sâmânyaô cânâtmano bruvatâ âtmâbhyupagato
bhavatîti. na hy asataÿ satâ sâmânyam astîti.
atha œarîrâdi-višayam ahaôkâram âtmani kalpayitvâ viparyetie evaôf œarîrâdi-vyatiriktaahaókâra-višaya-sattva-abhyupagamâd anivåtto vyâghâtaÿ. atha manyase eka-padasya nâvaœyam
arthena bhavitavyam iti yathâ œûnyaô tama itig tan na, vyâghâta-anivåtteÿ. œûnya-œabdasya tâvad
ayam artho yasya rakšitâ dravyasya na vidyate tad dravyaô œvabhyo hitatvâc chûnyam ity
ucyate. tamaÿ-œabdasyâpy anupalabdhih-lakšaòa-prâptâni dravya-guòa-karmâòi višayaÿ. yatra
yatrâsannidhis tejasaÿ tatra tatra dravyâdi tamaÿ-œabdenâbhdhîyatei. tamaÿ-œabdaœ cânarthaka
iti bruvâòaÿ sva-siddhântaô bâdhate caturòâm upâdânaj -rûpatvât tamasa iti tasmân
nânarthakam ekaôk padam iti.
a
NV1: °−dharmâropeòa. b NV1: °−pratyaya-višayatvam. c NV1: bruvâòo. d NV1: âtmanâ. e NV1:
viparyasyati. f NV2: evaô ca. g NV2: iti ca. h NV2: °−œabdasyânupalabdhi−°. i NV1: °−œabdenôcyate.
j
NV1: °−upâdeya. k NV1 omits ekaô.
Some portions of the section NV 3.1.1 have been translated by CHAKRAVARTI (1982: 230–
231), albeit the references to the Buddhists are not.
57
See e.g. SHAW (1974: 336).
58
Much has been written on how such non-denoting expressions can be meaningful utterances,
and how the analysis of such compounded expressions on the Nyâya-Vaiœešika account—to the
excitement of a number of scholars—compares to various Western logicians, mostly Bertrand
Russell; see e.g. MCDERMOTT (1970), MATILAL (1970), MATILAL (2005: 92 ff., Chapt. ‘4. Empty
Subject Terms in Logic’), SHAW (1974), SHAW (1978), SHAW (1980), CHAKRAVARTI (1982),
PERSZYK (1983), PERSZYK (1984), MATILAL (1985: 78–88), CHAKRABARTI (1985). Most of these
authors focus, however, on later Nyâya tradition.
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lation of the hare and the horn»”. That too is not correct, because
sometimes there can occur a relation of a hare and a horn, [e.g. we can
tie a real horn to a real hare]. [The opponent:] “[But] that stands in
contradiction with what people know. If you maintain that there is a
horn on a hare, [you] contradict what people [know, i.e. you commit a
formal fallacy called «a faulty example»]”. We do not contradict, because the activity of people [occurs] by way of the denial of the causeeffect relation (sc. what the people are concerned with is the denial of
the causal relation between the hare and the horn). People, to begin
with, deny that the hare has a horn either as its effect or its cause.
There is no cause-effect relation between a hare and a horn the way
there is cause-effect relation between a cow and a horn. And, by
[merely] denying a cause-effect relation [between the two, we do] not
[assert] non-existence [of either of them], because it is not the case that
if x is neither the effect nor the cause of y, x does not exist, like in the
case of Devadatta’s blanket (sc. we can deny that Devadatta has a
blanket, but we do not have to assert the non-existence of the blanket
as such or the non-existence of Devadatta as such, even though there is
no causal relation or possessorship between the two). Further, if [you]
say that a hare’s horn does not exist, then you [have to] answer the
query: is it a generic (absolute) denial or a specific (partial) denial? If
it is a generic (absolute) denial, then it is a not correct, because it is
not possible. [From the statement] “the hare does not have a horn”
also follows that “the hare does not have any horns of a cow etc.”,
and that [thesis] is not possible [to assert], because it is not the case
that the [horns of a cow] do not exist [or that one cannot tie a cow’s
horn onto a hare’s head]. If it is a specific (partial) denial, then [we]
deny a particular horn of a [particular] hare, [such a horn] of which the
hare is not the effect and which is not the cause of the hare. What [we]
deny is precisely such a cause-effect relation [between the hare and the
horn]. On the other hand, a cause-effect relation that is found in other
cases is denied here [in this particular hare-horn case]. Therefore, the
example [of a hare’s horn] is not applicable when you [want to] prove
the absolute non-existence [of something]. By the same token the nonexistence of a sky flower is understood to have been explained.’59

59
NV1 3.1.1, p. 343.3–20 = NV2 3.1.1, p. 322.20–323.11: yad apîdam ucyate œaœa-višâòavad ity
ayam apy asiddho dåšþântaÿ. katham iti œaœa-višâòa-œabdasya sambandha-višayatvât. sambandhapratišedho na višâòa-pratišedhaÿ. œaœa-višâòa-sambandha udâharaòaô bhavišyatîti so ’pi na yuktaÿ,
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Accordingly, the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika do not assert the reality, in any sense, of
such non-existent entities as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa) or a sky flower (khapušpa), which, it seems, can neither possess the property of existentiality (astitva)
nor the property of existence (sattâ). In the case of a non-existent object of this
kind, all the three elements exist, viz. the hare, the horn and a causal relation. However, what is non-existent is a compound of all the three. 60
For the above reason, such compounded fictitious entities cannot apparently possess the property of existentiality (astitva). Likewise, the expressions that seem to
refer to them do not turn out to be non-denoting terms, possessing neither astitva
nor sattâ, but what they actually denote are existent components of such a compound, albeit causally or factually unrelated. It follows that the NaiyâyikaVaiœešika neither postulate that such expressions may refer to fictitious, non-existent
objects, the way MEINONG (1904), PARSONS (1980) or ZALTA (1983) and (1988)
did, nor do they claim that these expressions are meaningful, albeit they cannot be
assigned any truth-value, the way STRAWSON (1950) did.
What still remains unclear is the status of such fictitious entities and how they can
be thought of if they are denied existentiality and, with this, a place within an ontological framework of entities that can be thought of.
3.1. Do the properties overlap?
After we (have gained an impression that we) have understood the meaning of the
property of existentiality (astitva) and the way it differs from the highest universal of
existence (sattâ), we should return to the issue brought up in § 2.2, namely whether exkadâcid višâòena œaœasya sambandhôpapatteÿ. loka-virodha iti cet. atha manyase yadi œaœe
višâòam asti nanu loko viruddhyata iti. na viruddhyate kârya-kâraòa-bhâva-pratišedha-dvâreòa
laukika-pravåtteÿ. lokas tâvat kâryaô kâraòaô vâ œaœasya višâòaô nâstîty evaô pratišedhati.
yathâ gor višâòasya ca kârya-kâraòa-bhâvaÿ, nÎvaôa œaœasya višâòasya ca kârya-kâraòabhâvaÿ. na ca kârya-kâraòa-bhâva-pratišedhâd asattvaô na hi yad yasya na kâryaô na kâraòaô
tan nâsti. yathâ devadattasya paþab iti. idaô ca œaœa-višâòaô nâstîti bruvâòaÿ prašþavyaÿ kim
ayaô sâmânya-pratišedho ’tha viœeša-pratišedha iti. yadi sâmânya-pratišedhaÿ tan na yuktam
aœakyatvât. œaœasya višâòaô nâstîti gav-âdi-višâòâny api œaœasya na santîti prâptam etac
câœakyam. na hi tâni na santi. atha viœeša-pratišedhaÿ kiôcid višâòaô œaœasya pratišiddhyate
yasya œaœo na kâryaô yacc ca œaœasya na kâraòam iti. so ’yaô kârya-kâraòa-sambandha eva
pratišidhyate. kârya-kâraòa-sambandhas tv anyatrad dåšþa iha pratišidhyata iti nâtyantâsattvapratipâdane dåšþânto bhavati. etena kha-pušpâdy-asattvaô vyâkhyâtaô veditavyam.
a
NA1: na cÎvaô. b NA1: ghaþaÿ. c NA1: tac. d NA1: °−sambandhaœ cânyatra.
The passage has also been translated in CHAKRAVARTI (1982: 232–233).
60
The issue whether fictitious, non-existent objects have sattâ or astitva is different from the
question whether the absences of such fictitious objects have either of them; see p. 278 ff.
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istentiality, nameability and cognisability are coextensive properties or whether they
partially overlap. A useful hint as regards the relationship between the three properties
as they were understood in the sixth century can be found in the Praœastamati-þîkâ passage, already quoted above (see p. 261 and n. 30) and reproduced in DNC, p. 517.5–7.
I leave aside the question whether the author of the Praœastamati-þîkâ is the same
person as the author of the Praœastapâda-bhâšya, or whether ‘Praœastamati’ is just
another name for Praœastapâda.61 What is beyond doubt is, however, that both the
61

A number of scholars opted for Praœastamati being different from Praœastapâda, e.g. B.
BHATTACHARYYA (1926: lxv): “Œântarakšita2 refers to the opinions held by another Naiyâyika
scholar who is called Praœastamati. This author seems to be different from the Vaiœešika. Like his
compeer Aviddhakaròa we have no information about him, his doctrines, opinions and his time.
All that we can hazard to say is that he flourished before Œântarakšita, and the latest date that can
be assigned to him is cir. 700 A.D.’ Also Surendranath DASGUPTA (1922–1955: I: 306, n. 1) assigns Praœastapâda to ‘5th or 6th century A.D.’ and, following B. BHATTACHARYYA (1926), Praœastamati to ‘A.D. 700’ (1922–1955: II: 172), implying that these two were different authors. Some other
scholars claim that Praœastamati and Praœastapâda are one and the same person, e.g. Anantalal
THAKUR (1961: 14–16, esp. 14/15): ‘This goes to prove that this Praœastamati is identical with
Praœastapâda’, George CHEMPARATHY (1970), Wilhelm HALBFASS (1989: 555), (1992: 170), and
Johannes BRONKHORST (1996), (2000).
The question of the identity of Praœastamati and Praœastapâda does not seem conclusively settled to me, though, for various reasons. In the most comprehensive analysis of the question so far,
CHEMPARATHY (1970: 249–251, §§ 9, 10) lists a number of quotations ascribed to Prâœastamat /
Praœastamati in various sources, and tries to find either their direct source or equivalents in PBh.
Of the largest portion of them (§ 9, § 10, (a)–(g)), he himself opines that ‘It is to be observed that
none of these fragments from the TSP [= TSaP] mentioned hitherto can be traced in PDS’ (1970:
250). The remaining instances (§ 10, (h)–(i)), he cites, are indeed fragments found its TSaP ‘slight
modifications and the order of the sentences being changed’, ‘or leaving out of phrases or short
sentences of the original’ (1970: 250). CHEMPARATHY (1970: 251) arrives at his conclusion that
‘Of the ten names under which we have classified these references and quations, all, except that of
Prâœastamat, are clearly identical with Praœastapâda, either because they are associated with the
Padârthadharmasaôgraha as author or because the fragments handed down under these names
have been traceable in the Padârthadharmasaôgraha.’ However, CHEMPARATHY’s methodology
follows the (logically faulty!) scheme:
P1 If passagges acribed to authors named 1. Praœasta, 2. Praœastâcâra,
3. Praœastadeva, 4. Praœastadevâcârya, 5. Praœastadevapâda, 6. Praœastakara,
7. Praœastakaradeva, 8. Praœastakâra, 9. Prâœastamat, 10. Praœastamati, are found
in PBh, then all of these authors are identical with Praœastapâda.
P2 Indeed some passages are traceable to PBh.
C Ergo, all these authors are identical with Praœastapâda.
Indeed, most (if not all the authors 1–8) seem identical with Praœastapâda, a l s o because
their quotations are traceable to PBh. However, it is not the case with Praœastamati. Close similarities of Praœastamati’s fragments to passages of PBh may be simply due to the fact that both
Praœastapâda and Praœastamati (if we suppose they are two distinct persons) were propounders of
the same modified system of Vaiœešika and, naturally, expressed their ideas in similar words. That
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texts belong to more or less the same period and to the same philosophical system.
For practical reasons and out of cautiousness, I will treat Praœastamati, an important
exponent of the Vaiœešika system, as different from Praœastapâda. My argument
will, however, be equally valid in case Praœastapâda and Praœastamati are one and
the same person.
Clearly, what Praœastamati (DNC, p. 517.5–7) calls ‘being the scope for verbal
designation’ (abhidhâna-višayatva) and ‘being the scope for cognition’ (pratyayavišayatva) corresponds to Praœastapâda’s nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability
(jñeyatva); similarly, Praœastamati’s sattva is equivalent to Praœastapâda’s astitva.62
The following passage contains a proof formula (prayoga) that shows exact logical relations between the terms:
Thesis (pratijñâ): ‘Substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) are
the contents of verbal designation and cognition as something existent
only by their own force’ (dravyâdînâô svata evâbhidhâna-pratyayavišayatvaô).
Logical reason (hetu): ‘Because they are existent’ (sattvât).
Example (dåšþânta): ‘Like existence and other universals’ (sattâdivat).
Invariable concomitance (vyâpti): ‘Just as there is verbal designation
and cognition of the universal existence and other universals by their
own force, not because of their union with the universal existence,
similarly there is verbal designation and cognition also of the three
categories of substance etc. by their own force, not because they are
endowed with the universal existence’ (yathâ sattâdeÿ sad-abhidhânapratyayau svata eva, na sattâ-yogât, evaô dravyâdînâm api sadabhidhâna-pratyayau svata eva, na sattâ-yogât).63

should not surprise anybody who knows how much similar ideas are expressed in very similar
terms by philosophers of the same school who are not so distant in time. And both Praœastapâda
and Praœastamati lived sometime between 450-550 CE. A decisive proof of the identity of the two
would be based on (1) an exact quote of Praœastamati that is traceable word for word in PBh, and
supported by (2) a certain opinion propounded by Praœastapâda and Praœastamati, but rejected by
other followers of the Vaiœešika system. On the other hand, a conclusive argument to prove that
these two were different authors would be Praœastamati’s opinion that stands in contradiction with
views held by Praœastapâda and expressed in PBh. And there are still reasons (see n. 62) that make
the identity of the authors improbable. I for myself consider it not unlikely that the two are one
and the same person, however as far as I can see the reasons presented heretofore to assume such
identity are insufficient.
62
Also Uddyotakara has sattva instead of astitva, see n. 5. The difference of vocabulary might
be one of such hints that point to different identity of Praœastamati and Praœastapâda.
63
For the complete text see n. 39.
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It does not bear on the cogency of my argument that the above proof is subsequently rejected by Praœastamati, because the reasons for the rejection are of different nature (i.e. faulty relation of the invariable concomitance (vyâpti)) and thus irrelevant to the ontological framework in which the argument is formulated; they
concern neither the structure of the proof formula as such nor the relations between
the members of the formula.
Both the properties of ‘being the contents of verbal designation’ (abhidhânavišayatva) and ‘being the contents of cognition’ (pratyaya-višayatva), which correspond to nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva) respectively, are
the pervaders (vyâpaka) and stand in the same relation to existentiality
(Praœastamati: sattva = Praœastapâda: astitva), which is thereby implied to be the
pervaded property (vyâpya). In other words, the extension of abhidheyatva and
jñeyatva is either identical with or larger than the extension of astitva. Accordingly,
the passage clearly and logically eliminates other options listed in § 2.2 above and
stipulates that it is existentiality that is the subset or proper subset of nameability–
cognisability:
T1°

astitva ⊆ (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva).

It is still left to be decided whether the set covered by existentiality (astitva) and
the set covered by both nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva) are
coextensive or whether the former is a subset of the latter.

3.2. Coextensiveness of meta-categories?
Before I return to this problem, let us first examine the question whether for the
Vaiœešika of the sixth century (Praœastamati, Praœastapâda, Candramati) there were
indeed things which possessed nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability
(jñeyatva), but would not possess existentiality (astitva). The problem boils down to
the question which of the alternatives of the sentence ‘whatever is existent is also
nameable and knowable’ holds true in the Vaiœešika system:
Q1

astitva ⊂ (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva),
‘x is existent only if it is nameable and cognisable’,
or

Q2

astitva = (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva),
‘x is existent if and only if it is nameable and cognisable.’
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Through conversion by contraposition, the two propositions yield the following
statements, both equivalent to the assertion ‘whatever is neither nameable nor knowable is non-existent’:
Q1* (ajñeyatva = anabhidheyatva) ⊂ anastitva, or
‘x is neither nameable nor cognisable only if it is non-existent’,
or
Q2* (ajñeyatva = anabhidheyatva) = anastitva,
‘x is neither nameable nor cognisable if and only if it is non-existent.’
The bold claim of the Vaiœešika that follows propositions Q1, Q2, Q1* and Q2*
would seem to be not only that anything which can, potentially, enter the conceptual
framework can at the same time be known and referred to in language,64 but also—
which is a much stronger claim—that anything which exists can at the same time be
known and referred to in language.
The difference between the pairs Q1 / Q1* and Q2 / Q2* is that the former expresses the idea that the set of things that are nameable and cognisable is larger than
the set of things that are existent, whereas the latter postulates that there are no existent things which are not amenable to cognition and not amenable to verbal designation: there is a concept and a name for everything, and there exists nothing for
which there would be no name and which would remain beyond all cognition.
Most importantly, the latter claim of the pair Q2 / Q2* is not ontological, but
should be understood merely within the conceptual framework of Vaiœešika categories that help us to analyse the world.
The first implication of the pair Q1 / Q1* would therefore be that some entities
could both be named and cognised without being existent in the Vaiœešika framework of categories; in other words, something could have its verbal denotation and
could function as an idea, but it would not be a category of the system. And we are
not talking here merely of compounded entities that happen to be at the same time

64

This claim would not only be uncontroversial, but to a certain degree even tautological,
given the Indian context in which anything that is conceptualised can be referred to by speech.
The context was greatly influenced by ‘the grammarian paradigm’ of Indian philosophy. In contradistinction to Western philosophy, which took recourse to mathematics in search of the paradigm of philosophising and science, Indians turned to grammar, and the grammatical way of
thinking, linguistic structurising of the world etc., greatly influenced Indian philosophy, including
logic. A good example of the grammarian paradigm in the realm of Indian logic is the development of the grammatical relations anvaya and vyatireka and their impact on Indian philosophy, cf.
CARDONA (1967).
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fictitious (see pp. 271–273) but of primary entities, e.g. individuals (avântaraviœeša, intermediate particular), that are further unanalysable.
The consequence of such a claim would be disastrous for the system: the carefully
designed fabric of a complete65 set of categories and relations to optimally and economically describe the universe, viz. the primary design of the Vaiœešika to name all
the irreducible categories, and only such categories that are absolutely necessary to
accurately represent all the phenomena of the world by eliminating any other potential, redundant category that can be reduced to or which overlaps with another
category, would be in ruin.
The second implication of the pair Q1 / Q1* would be that things could have a
name and a concept the mind corresponding to them without actually having any kind
of existence in mind, which would be a contradiction.
For the above reasons I consider the interpretation Q1 / Q1*—according to which,
first, the set of existent entities is a subset of entities that can be named and cognised, and, secondly, a set of entities without a name and concept for them is smaller
than the set of entities that do not exist (ergo there are ‘non-existential’ entities for
which we have a name and concept)—as a genuine exegesis of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
system highly unlikely, and would rather advocate the interpretation Q2 / Q2*, viz.
to treat the three properties (or meta-categories) as coextensive: astitva =
abhidheyatva = jñeyatva.
My conjecture that the meta-categories of existentiality, nameability and cognisability are coextensive seems to gain support in Candramati’s statement of DPŒ2
254 (vide surpa, p. 251), which pertains to the extended system of ten ontological
categories:
‘Any [kind of absence] is not the object of direct cognition. But all
[kinds of absences], which exist without having any locus other [than
their own], are the objects of inference.’66
According to Candramati, even the fivefold category of absence (abhâva) should
ultimately possess existentiality (astitva) in order to become nameable and cognisable. The two properties of nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva)
are implied in the passage by the fact that absences (abhâva) are not directly perceived, but are inferred, i.e. are expressible as a concept (i.e. are cognisable) endowed with verbal dimension (i.e. are expressible).
65

Cf. NKan1 (p. 230): šaþ-padârthebhyo nânyat prameyam asti.—‘There is no cognoscible thing
other than the six ontological categories.’
66
Translated and reconstructed by M IYAMOTO (1996: 206), sarve ’dåšþa-višayâÿ. kiô tu
ananyâœritya vartamânâÿ sarve ’numâna-višayaÿ.
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This conclusion is corroborated also by Praœastamati’s statement quoted in DNC (p.
517.5–518.1) by Mallavâdin (see p. 30 above), who explains that that predicative
existence (see p. 265) of entities, such as substances, qualities and movements, which
are known to primarily possess existentiality (astitva) and to be elements of the
ontological structure of the world, attaches to them only secondarily by virtue of their
possessing the highest universal of existence (sattâ), which renders them predicable:
‘Since substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) do not have the
nature of this [universal existence], [their] verbal designation etc. (i.e.
cognition) as something existent is based on [the universal] existence,
like [the ideas:] “the one with no stick” and “the one with a stick” are
based on [the idea of] “a stick”.’ (dravyâdînâm atad-âtmatvât sattânimittaô sad-abhidhânâdi daòða-nimittâdaòða-daòðitvavad iti.)
The passage would, therefore, lead us to accept the following conclusion of coextensiveness of all the three meta-categories:
T2°

(jñeyatva = abhidheyatva) ⊆ astitva.

In addition, the passage shows that it is the idea of universal existence (sattâ) that
introduces a relational character by virtue of which the first three categories become
invested with predicative existence, i.e. they can be referred also in other sentences
than existential ones. Just the way compounded, relational concepts, such as ‘a person without a stick’ (adaòða) and ‘a person with a stick’ (daòðin),67 involve a relation that links them to another entity, e.g. to a stick (daòða), in the same manner
substances, qualities and movements, which are possessed of existentiality (astitva),
become predicable, i.e. ‘acquire’68 their nameability (abhidheyatva), when they are
linked to universal existence (sattâ).
Also Œaókaramiœra, who explicitly claims that existentiality attaches to absence
(abhâva)69 as well, lends some support to my interpretation. He relates the pair of
nameability and cognisability to existentiality in a similar manner, taking the pair as
logically subordinate to, i.e. subsets of, existentiality:

67
Of course, such objects as ‘a person’ and ‘a stick’ (daòða) exist independently of other entities and, as such, are not relational concepts, at least on this level of description.
68
Clearly, this is purely conceptual and, generally speaking, atemporal, i.e. it is not the case
that some entities first exist without their existence (sattâ), and at a certain point of time they
acquire it through some process that extends in time. On this problematic relation of entities with
the universal existence (sattâ-sambandha) in the context of the Vaiœešika theory of causality see:
HALBFASS (1989).
69
See n. 39.
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‘Nameability is the capacity to become an object of verbal designation,
which is either the capacity to be named with a word that refers to
something existent or the capacity to be named as a concrete thing.
Also cognisability is the ability to be an object of cognition that reproduces [the object’s] existence or the ability to become the contents of
cognition.’70
In both cases, i.e. Praœastamati’s and Œaókaramiœra’s, the manner of exposition is
very alike: for nameability (abhidheyatva) we have ‘verbal designation etc. as something existent’ (sad-abhidhânâdi) and ‘the capacity to be named with a word that
refers to something existent’ (sat-padâbhidheyatva), respectively; and cognisability
(jñeyatva) corresponds to ‘[cognition] as something existent’ (sad-jñâna)71 and ‘the
ability to be an object of cognition that reproduces [the object’s] existence’ (sattâprakâraka-jñâna-višayatva), respectively.
We can easily see that one and the same author Praœastamati, on one occasion (see
p. 39 and 274), expresses the ideas that entail thesis T1°:
T1°

astitva ⊆ (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva),

and, on another occasion (see pp. 30 and 279), he implies thesis T2°, which is supported also by Œaókaramiœra’s reading:
T2°

(jñeyatva = abhidheyatva) ⊆ astitva.

The conjunction of T1° and T2° yields the only conclusion possible:
T3°

astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva.

The controversial character of the equation astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva—
which is a statement of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis of the knowability of everything—could be considered to be delusive. First, the equation implies that any
thought or idea can be formulated with words and that its elements are existent as
entering into relations with other elements of the idea.
Interestingly, the equation astitva = jñeyatva corresponds to what is nowadays called
‘knowability principle’ PK, which claims that all truths are knowable:72
70

PBhÞS, p. 175.1–3: abhidheyatvam abhidhâna-karma-bhâvatvaô sat-padâbhidheyatvaô
vârthâbhidheyatvaô vâ. jñeyatvam api sattâ-prakâraka-jñâna-višayatvaô jñâna-višaya-bhâvatvaô vâ.
71
This is, of course, implied by the °âdi in sad-abhidhânâdi.
72
Although it is the case that truths are not things, but to say ‘all truths are knowable’ is
equivalent to the claim that we can know all of everything, which is the gist of the equation astitva
= jñeyatva. If everything can be known, it means that it is possible to the contents of all true statements about everything and to know that they are true.
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∀p (p → ◊Kp),

where the symbol ‘◊’ is the modal operator: ‘it is possible that …’. The principle,
frequently taken for granted also in Western science, states that for everything that
exists it is possible that one can, in principle, know it. In other words, there are no
logical limits to our cognition, except for factual limits: we just h a p p e n n o t
t o k n o w some (perhaps: most?) truths, but there is intrinsically logically nothing that could prevent one from knowing these truths at some time.
Secondly, it is an obvious condition for meaningfulness of philosophical reflection: we can know and sensibly predicate of things that exist, and there is nothing in
the world which could not, even potentially, become the contents of our judgements.
It d o e s n o t , however, have to imply that our knowledge has no limits in the
sense that we will eventually know everything. Conversely, absolutely non-existent
things cannot become the contents of our thoughts and utterances;73 even dreams
and illusions are made up of real things. That would be an unequivocal statement
of realism of the Vaiœešika system.
The most troubling problem, however, is how to account for such an equation
(astitva = jñeyatva = abhidheyatva), also within the conceptual framework of NyâyaVaiœešika, and whether there could be anyone who might practically attest that indeed all that exists can be known and expressed, or whether it is a matter of (rather
optimistic) belief74. What the equation actually called for in Indian context presently
discussed was a being who would epitomise all the cognitive faculties needed to validate the Nyâya-Vaiœešika claim.

3.3. The Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability thesis
and Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability
This brings us to a strictly logical-epistemic problem which eventually, since the
publication of a seminal and much debated paper by Frederic Brenton FITCH (1963)75,

73

When absolutely non-existent, fictitious things are claimed to become the contents of our
cognition all that means is either that the contents are compounded wholes that consists of reals
components related in a fictitious way or that names we use are empty terms the contents of which
is analysable to a set of real elements.
74
For one thing is to know that something is logically not impossible and another thing is to
know that something is actually the case.
75
FITCH’s paper seemed to be neglected for some time and received wider recognition much
later, after the Paradox of Knowability was revived in HART (1979: esp. 164–165, n. 3.). A handy
account of the paradox is given by BROGAARD–SALERNO (2004).
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came to be known as Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability. In it, FITCH (1963: 139) formulates THEOREM 5, relevant for our discussion, which states that
‘If there is some true proposition which nobody knows (or has known
or will know) to be true, then there is a true proposition which nobody
can know to be true.’
He bases his THEOREM 5, first, on an general notion of a truth class α of propositions for which every member of it is true, symbolically expressed as (p) [(α p) → p]
(where ‘→’ stands for strict implication), which later serves him as a model to substitute a range of operators that map what he calls value concepts (‘striving for’,
‘doing’, ‘believing’, ‘knowing’, ‘desiring’, ‘ability to do’, ‘obligation to do’, ‘value
for’). One of such operators, ‘knowing’, corresponds to what is now generally
known as the epistemic operator K: ‘somebody at some time knows that …’, or ‘it is
known by someone at some time that … ’. Thus, with the epistemic operator K
instantiating α (other such instantiations are ‘truth’, ‘causal necessity’, ‘logical necessity’, ‘doing’, ‘proving’ etc.), one arrives at the assumption: ∀p (Kp → p) (‘for
all propositions p, if one knows that p, then it is the case that p’). Second, the theorem rests on his THEOREM 1:
‘If α is a truth class which is closed with respect to conjunction elimination, then the proposition, [p & ~α p], which asserts that p is true but
not a member of α (where p is any proposition), is itself necessarily
not a member of α.’76
Again, using the epistemic operator K, one can reformulate the theorem to say if
there is truth p which is unknown, (p & ~Kp), then it is itself unknowable that it is
an unknown truth.
The condition for both the theorems, and further proofs which FITCH lays down, is
the idea of closure with respect to conjunction elimination: ‘a class of propositions
… will be said to be closed with respect to conjunction elimination if (necessarily)
whenever the conjunction of two propositions is in the class so are the two propositions themselves’77, i.e. (p) (q) [(α (p & q) → (α p) & (α q)]. Again, what it means in
our context of the epistemic operator K is that, for instance, if one knows both that
Vincent d’Indy was French (p) and that Sigismondo d’India was Italian (q), then one
also knows that Vincent d’Indy was French (p) and one knows that that Sigismondo
d’India was Italian (q): K(p & q) → (Kp & Kq).

76
77

FITCH (1963: 138).
FITCH (1963: 136).
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Accordingly, what THEOREM 5 eventually states is that from the assertion that
there are truths that merely happen to be unknown, ∃p (p & ~Kp), it follows that
ultimately there are necessarily unknowable truths, ∃p (p & ~◊Kp), which is a paradox. Further, the conclusion that there are truths that c a n n o t be known is in
conflict with the knowability principle PK: ∀p (p → ◊Kp), according to which any
truth can, in principle, be known.
As I have pointed out above (p. 281), the knowability principle corresponds to
the (Praœastapâda and post-Praœastapâda) Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation: existentiality = nameability = cognisability. Consequently, FITCH’s conclusions seem to
threaten precisely this equation.
It was Nicholas RESCHER (1984: 150 ff.) who took up FITCH’s conclusions and
devised a proof78 that has stimulated a prolonged debate, to the effect that there are
logical limits for science and any cognitive enquiry, provokingly adding that ‘perfected science is a mirage; completed knowledge a chimera’. And RESCHER’s elaborated proof that not every truth can be known seems directly relevant to the (in)validity of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation, inasmuch as it seems to invalidate the latter.
A rather similar line of reasoning based on FITCH’s proof is applied by Roy W.
PERRETT (1999) to the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation.
Following RESCHER, let us consider four elementary theses of epistemic logic
which all seem perfectly acceptable:
K1°

‘Authentic knowledge is inherently veridical: Kp → p.’
In other words, it is not possible to know anything that is false. K1° would
also be a thesis accepted by the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika realists who claimed
that all that enters our minds and all we know is a result of something that is
factual: if we know a proposition, then it is true.

K2°

‘A conjunction can only be known if both its conjuncts are known: K(p & q)
→ (Kp & Kq).’
If we know a conjunction of two propositions to be true, then we also know
both the conjuncts. This corresponds to FITCH’s (1963: 136) closure with respect to conjunction elimination (vide supra, p. 282).

78

The proof is also reproduced and discussed for instance in SCHLESINGER (1986), which is
later incorporated in extenso in SCHLESINGER (1988: 36 ff.), as well as in ZEMACH (1987), who
attempts to demonstrate that RESCHER’s, and thus also FITCH’s, proof is valid only when taken in
de re reading, not in de dicto (vide supra, p. 286 f.). A different approach, taking into account
intuitionistic approach, to defend the Paradox of Knowability to the effect that not all truths can be
known is found in FLORIO–MURZI (2008). See also Rafa³ PALCZEWSKI (2007: 460 ff.).
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‘Some truth is not known: ∃p (p & ~Kp).’79
It is a premise of FITCH’s THEOREM 5. Since there are a vast number of propositions which we do not know, it is a thesis that nobody would seriously question, lest we boldly declare we know everything. It is also Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis that some truths are not known to humans. In fact, it is the condition for
transmigration (saôsâra) to persist that transmigrating beings do not know all
the truth80. K3° follows from the fundamental tenet of both systems that the
cognition of the true nature of all the categories, either epistemic, in case of
Nyâya81, or ontological, in case of Vaiœešika82, leads to liberation. As long as

As regards PERRETT’s (1999: 405 ff.) analysis (vide infra, n. 84), in itself an inspiring and valuable endeavour, of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation and his attempt to demonstrate that ‘the human
knowability thesis is demonstrably false’, he asks us to ‘consider first the following pair of theses:
Human Knowability: All truths are knowable by humans.
Human Knownness: All truths are known by humans.
Indeed, as he rightly points out, ‘Nyâya affirms human knowability and denies human knownness.’ Further, he asks us to ‘symbolize these two Nyâya theses thus:
T1:
p → ◊Kp.
T2:
~(p → Kp).’
PERRETT’s T1 is, of course, an instantiation of our knowability principle PK: ∀p (p → ◊Kp),
arrived at by universal instantiation.
We may have doubts whether PERRETT’s T2 is an accurate description of the NaiyâyikaVaiœešika’s denial of the Human Knownness thesis. What the Human Knownness thesis states
actually is:
THK: ∀p (p → Kp).
Therefore, its denial by the Nyâya-Vaiœešika school should merely state:
DHK: ~∀p (p → Kp),
which is equivalent to
∃p ~(p → Kp),
and to
∃p (p & ~Kp),
which is our K3°. From K3° one can easily obtain, by existential instantiation, PERRETT’s T2,
which is a much stronger claim, however, not vice versa. I am not quite sure whether the application of the inference rule of existential elimination is at all legitimate here. On some problems
concerning the existential instantiation in this proof—i.e. from ∃p (p & ~Kp) deriving (p & ~Kp)
—see ZEMACH (1987: 529). Having this in view, one would have to redraft the whole argumement, albeit the flaw does not render PERRETT’s demonstration pointless.
80
Vide infra, p. 290.
81
NS 1.1.1: pramâòa-prameya-saôœaya-prayojana-dåšþânta-siddhântâvayava-tarka-niròayavâda-jalpa-vitaòðâ-hetv-âbhâsa-cchala-jâti-nigraha-sthânânâô tattva-jñânân niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ.
82
PBh1 2.1, p. 6 = PBh2 2, p. 1.6–7: dravya-guòa-karma-sâmânya-viœeša-samavâyânâô šaòòâô
padârthânâô sâdharmya-vaidharmya-tattva-jnânaô niÿœreyasa-hetuÿ. See p. 295, n. 111.
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we do not know the categories, which is tantamount to saying that there are
some truths unknown to us, we transmigrate and endure existential pangs.
K4°

‘All truths are knowable: p → ◊Kp.’
This is precisely an instantiation of the knowability principle PK (pp. 281, 283),
and is also admitted by Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika in the equation astitva = jñeyatva.

RESCHER’s demonstration that the above four rules are inconsistent runs in nine
steps as follows:
1.
2.

K~Kp → ~Kp
~(K~Kp & Kp)

3.
4.
5.

K(~Kp & p) → (K~Kp & Kp)
~K(~Kp & p)
~K(~Kp & p)

6.
7.
8.
9.

~◊K(~Kp & p)
~(~Kp & p)
∀p ~(~Kp & p)
~∃p (~Kp & p)

substitution in K1° [Kp/p].
from 1 by the definition of ‘→’ [(P → Q) ≡
~(P → ~Q)].83
substitution in K1° [Kp/q].
from 2, 3 by modus tollens.
from 4 by the rule of necessitation RN (anything derivable from necessary truths is a
necessary truth).
from 5 by the equivalence: φ ↔ ~◊~φ.
from 6, K4° by modus tollens.
from 7 by generalisation.
from 8.

Since step 9 contradicts K3°, therefore the set of theses K1°–K4° is incongruous,
because they lead to a contradiction. Theses K1°–K3° appear to be legitimate, and
therefore it is thesis K4° that should be rejected. ‘We must concede that some truths
are unknowable’, concludes RESCHER (1984: 150).84
83

Cf. an inspiring discussion in BENETT (2003: esp. 20 ff.).
PERRETT’s (1999: 405–407) demonstration applied to Nyâya-Vaiœešika is based on a rather
similar, with some reservations (see n. 79) though, set of assumptions K1°–K4°, and he likewise
dismisses thesis K4° (in his notation T 1), that corresponds to knowability principle PK.
His argument in full starts with the following theses and assumptions as follows (PERRETT
(1999: 406)):
T1:
p → ◊Kp
Nyâya’s Human Knowability thesis (‘All truths are
knowable by humans’).
T2:
~(p → Kp)
Nyâya’s denial of Human Knownness thesis (‘It is
not the case that all truths are known by humans’).
A1:
Kp → p
Assumption one (‘what is known is true’).
A2:
K(p & q) → Kp & Kq Assumption two (‘knowledge distributes over
conjunction’).
84
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Should we, therefore, completely dimiss the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation: astitva =
jñeyatva = abhidheyatva as illogical and invalid? There are two issues involved here.
Firstly, it is whether FITCH’s / RESCHER’s argument indeed is correct or, granted that it
is, under what conditions it is correct. Secondly, supposing that the logical structure of
the Paradox of Knowability is in principle right, how far does it invalidate NyâyaVaiœešika claims?
There is here no room even for a brief discussion of (in)validity, lest for a mere
review of numerous supporters and critics, of FITCH’s / RESCHER’s argument.85 What
is, however, vital to note is that Paradox of Knowability86 does not merely boil down
to SCHLESINGER’s (1986: 26) observation that ‘The final conclusion “(∃p) p&~PKp”
states nothing more noteworthy than that there is some true proposition which at the
present time is in principle unknowable’. It is not simply about some empirical observation that our knowledge, or science for that matter, faces some practical or
technical limits at a given point of time, but it declares that it is p r i n c i p a l l y
a n d l o g i c a l l y i m p o s s i b l e to know some true proposition. This point
seems to have been far too often misunderstood.
A possible way to defend against the paradox would be, for instance, the one
taken by Eddy M. ZEMACH (1987) who proposes to distinguish two readings of the

Next, ‘the reductio proof of the inconsistency of the premise set (T1, T2, A1, A2) goes through as
follows:
(1)
p → ~Kp
From T2
(2)
◊K(p & ~Kp)
From (1) & T1
(3)
◊(Kp & K~Kp)
From (2) & A2
(4)
◊(Kp & ~Kp)
From (3) & A1
Since (4) is a contradiction, we know that at least one of our original assumptions is false. …
Hence the conclusion to be drawn is that T 1 is false.’
Steps (1)–(4) in PERRETT’s arguments are identical to MACKIE (1980: 90), reproduced in
EDGINGTON (1985: 558), to an extent which does not seem coincidental. See also PALCZEWSKI
(2007: 460), in which the premisses are extended.
85
Just to mention a few critics, on different grounds: George N. SCHLESINGER (1988: 39 ff.), E.M.
ZEMACH (1987), Michael DUMMETT (2007: 348–350), cf. for a brief review: BROGAARD–SALERNO
(2004), and most recently Rafa³ PALCZEWSKI (2007), who makes use of additional operators and
applies the idea of group knowledge and group knowability; this, althouth the author does not
states it explicitly and may even not be aware of, presupposes Karl R. POPPER’s (1970), (1972)
notion of ‘the third world’, the world of the products of the human mind as a group knowledge.
86
Which is basically an off-shot of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem, just as its opposite,
verificationism (i.e. a view that all meaningful/true statements are verifiable) is related to what
Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem invalidates (i.e. a view that we can construct a consistent and
complete theory).
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epistemic operator K, de dicto and de re.87 To illustrate the distinction, let us take
one of the opacity verbs that cause some interpretation problem in the following
sentence:
S1°

Jago believes that someone is faithful.

This ambiguous sentence could be interpreted either (syntactically) de dicto (‘of
word’):
S2°

Jago believes that there are faithful women.

BJago ∃x (Fx),

or (syntactically) de re (‘of thing’):
S3°

Jago believes of a particular woman that she is faithful.

∃x (BJago Fx).

Now, let us suppose that Barbie once learnt Thales’ theorem in a TV talk show,
but has forgotten its contents the very next morning and all she knows now is that
Thales’ theorem is true. Is the statement asserting of Barbie that she knows Thales’
theorem true or not? In other words, is KBarbie p (where p stands for ‘Thales’ theorem’) true, and if it is, is it true unconditionally? If we read it de re (‘Of a proposition called «Thales’ theorem», Barbie knows that it is true’) KBarbie p is true. However, if we read it de dicto (‘Barbie knows that if A, B and C are points on a circle
where the line AC is a diameter of the circle, then the angle ABC is a right angle’),
KBarbie p turns out to be false. We can see that Kp may yield two different results
when read it either de re or de dicto.
Let us now see whether the statement ‘Barbie knows that she does not know
Thales’ theorem’ is true or not? This is the case of the proposition K~Kp, which
occurs in RESCHER’s argument. Under what conditions is K~Kp true of Barbie and
Thales’ theorem? Indeed, we can justifiably claim that ‘Barbie knows that she does
not know Thales’ theorem’, but that can make sense only when read de re: ‘Barbie
knows that she does not know what «Thales’ theorem» is all about’. It would not be
very understandable when read de dicto: ‘Barbie knows that she does not know that
if A, B and C are points on a circle where the line AC is a diameter of the circle,
then the angle ABC is a right angle’. This shows that K~Kp in RESCHER’s argument
may not be as unproblematic as it seems at first. Even taken intuitively, to claim that
‘I know that I do not know that I am listening to music’, in which p is ‘I am listening to music’, may seem puzzling. As ZEMACH (1987: 530) and EDGINGTON (1985:
560 ff.) point out, ‘although “~Kp” may be read de dicto, if it is embedded in an87

For the distinction see Willard Van Orman QUINE (1956), Alvin PLANTINGA (1969), that also
contains some brief historical sketch of the distinction, Ernest SOSA (1970) and Roderick CHISHOLM
(1976). Thomas MCKAY (2005) highlights some additional points by distinguishing three different
conceptions of the de re / de dicto distinction: syntactically, semantically and metaphysically.
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other de dicto epistemic operator relative to the same person, it must be read de re.
“KS~KJp” (i.e., “Smith knows that Jones does not know that the car is stolen”) is
true iff Smith knows the contents of p, and that Jones does not know it. … But for
“KJ~KJp” to be true, it is not required that Jones knows the content of p (that the car
is stolen) and that he does not know it.’88 Taking the de re / de dicto distinction into
account, we will see that RESCHER’s argument stalls at a certain point. 89
The same strategy that distinguishes between de re and de dicto readings may cast
doubt on assumption K2°: K(p & q) → (Kp & Kq), instead on K4°.90 Suppose Barbie heard from a reliable source, say, her boyfriend Ken the arithmetician, that
Gödel’s theorems are true. Hence Barbie knows that both Gödel’s incompleteness
theorems are true91: KBarbie (p & q). Does it follow from KBarbie (p & q) that Barbie
knows both that (p), i.e. that it is not possible to construct an effectively strong
arithmetic theory which is both consistent and complete, because one can construct
an arithmetical statement that is true, but not provable in the theory, and that (q), i.e.
that the consistency of an arithmetic theory cannot be proved in the arithmetic itself,
because the theory could contain a statement of its own consistency only if the theory were inconsistent? In other words, does it follow from KBarbie (p & q) that
KBarbie p & KBarbie q? Suppose Barbie has, surprising as it may be, never heard anything more detailed about Kurt Gödel and has never studied arithmetic and logic.
Read de dicto, the statement KBarbie (p & q) → (KBarbie p & KBarbie q) is true, because
Barbie does not have to know the contents of both p and q to have a justified true
belief (thanks to Ken the arithmetician) that p and q are true. However, when read
de re, the assumption KBarbie (p & q) → (KBarbie p & KBarbie q) is plainly false, because Barbie neither knows what a theorem is nor what consistency and completeness of an arithmetic theory are, etc. She probably would not even be able to genuinely grasp the difference between Gödel’s completeness theorem and his two incompleteness theorems at all.
Under the de dicto reading, assumption K2° would also bring us to an undesired
conclusion that if we know something of p and if a piece of information r is logically entailed by p (p → r) or is a part of p (r ⊂ p), we would automatically know r.
88

In ZEMACH’s convention, roman ‘p’ is a schematic letter substituting for propositions,
whereas italicised p is taken as a name of a proposition, not a proposition itself; in my notation, it
is p and ‘p’ respectively.
89
For details see ZEMACH (1987: 530–531).
90
Cf. ZEMACH (1987: 531–532).
91
That her knowledge is indeed a case of justified true belief can be seen on various counts,
e.g. it fulfils Fred DRETSKE’s (1971) conclusive reasons or the conditions of Robert NOZICK’s
(1981: 172–178) truth-tracking account (1. p is true; 2. S believes that p; 3. if p weren’t true, S
wouldn’t believe that p; 4. if p were true, S would believe that p) etc.
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Suppose Barbie knows that Thales’ theorem is true, astonishing as it sounds, she
even knows that if A, B and C are points on a circle where the line AC is a diameter
of the circle, then the angle ABC is a right angle. However, does she also automatically know that the sum of the angles in a triangle is equal to two right angles (180°)
and that the base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal, which is knowledge entailed by Thales’ theorem? This does not automatically follow and she does not
have to have such knowledge. Applied consistently on reading it de dicto, assumption K2° would lead us to an undesired consequence that one would know everything conceivable, whether already known to somebody at one point in history or so
far never discovered by anybody, of p. That would approximate something like ‘pbound omniscience’.92
Therefore it seems far from proven that one would have to, on purely logical
grounds, e.g. by applying Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability, reject Nyâya-Vaiœešika
claim that all truths are, in principle, knowable and expressible.
Now, there is another problem, reflected in Roy W. PERRETT’s (1999: 405 ff.)
analysis of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation. He takes it for granted that what the
equation refers to is what he calls ‘Human Knowability’ thesis, viz. that all truths
are k n o w a b l e b y h u m a n s .
Throughout his paper Roy W. PERRETT, assumes that what the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
equation, as an expression of the knowability of everything, comprises is not only
god’s but also human knowability: ‘I suggest instead that this omission is because
the scope of the knowability thesis is not supposed to be restricted just to knowability by God, but is supposed also to include knowability by humans’ (1999: 402).
Precisely such a postulate of unrestricted human knowability, viz. the knowability
of everything p o t e n t i a l l y by every human being, can be problematic within
the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika. My point is that what the Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability thesis actually expresses is knowability o n l y by god and, perhaps, by a
select group of (super−)humans, in other words: the Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability
92

Cf. NOZICK’s (1981: 204 ff., 227 ff.) discussion of non-closure and criticism of the subjunctive principle K(p → q) & Kp → Kq (‘if S knows that p and he knows that p entails q, then he also
knows that q’) and his rejection of the claim that if a person S knows a conjunction, then he also
knows the conjuncts, which is our K2°. PERRETT (1999: 407 ff.) considers an intutionist line of
defence, following Timothy WILLIAMSON (1982), for the Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis of the
knowability of everything. This seems to be completely unecessary at least for the most of NyâyaVaiœešika till, perhaps, the 16th century and Raghunâtha Œiromaòi, for the system of NyâyaVaiœešika throughout its classical and mediaeval history admitted the elimination of double
negation: ~~p = p, viz. that that the negation of the negation of p is identical with p, the denial of
which is both one of the fundaments of intuitionistic logic and necessary to evaluate and defend
the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation from the standpoint of intuitionistic logic.
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thesis directly entails the acceptance of omniscience of god and, perhaps in addition,
of certain humans, i.e. most spiritually advanced adepts of Nyâya-Vaiœešika or
yogins whose knowledge, for all practical reasons, equals omniscience (vide infra,
§§ 4.3 and 4.4). Most importantly, Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability thesis does not
concern o r d i n a r y humans at all and, therefore, it loses some of its attractive
flavour to a philosopher.
As I have already pointed out (p. 284), the theoretical edifices of both the systems
rest on the assumption that their systems provide us with a scheme of all sufficient
categories that comprehensively cover all that exists and with a method to cognise
all of them.93 The pragmatic and ethical relevance of such bold claims lay in the fact
that the comprehensive scheme mapping all that exists onto a system of categories
and relations was both a sufficient and necessary tool to bring transmigration to its
end. As long as we do not achieve, apparently complete, knowledge of the categories and what they entail, we are going to endure hardships of saôsâra. This is
the salvific aspect of cognition within Nyâya-Vaiœešika.94 Religious life in conformity with moral law (dharma) may secure mundane prosperity and better next birth
(abhyudaya), but it is the cognition of the true nature of the categories that results in
liberation.95
There is no doubt that, on logical analysis, the set of premisses K1°–K4° are inconsistent. Usually it is either premiss K2° (p. 288 f.) or the knowability principle
K4° (p. 285), or the validity of K~Kp (steps 1–3, p. 285 f., viz. the validity of the
substitution of either ‘~Kp’96 or ‘p & ~Kp’97 for ‘p’), when read de dicto, that are
93

A view expressed in the introductory sûtras of Nyâya (n. 81) and Vaiœešika (n. 82).
See NS 1.1.1: pramâòa-prameya-saôœaya-prayojana-dåšþânta-siddhântâvayava-tarka-niròayavâda-jalpa-vitaòðâhetv-âbhâsa-cchala-jâti-nigraha-sthânânâô tattva-jñânân niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ,
and NBh 1.1.1: âtmâdeÿ khalu prameyasya tattva-jñânân niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ.—‘The attainment of
well-being is [possible] by means of the cognition of the true nature of [such categories as] cognitive criterion, the cognoscible …’
95
Cf. VS(C) 1.1.2, see p. 292 f., n. 104. The tradition of Nyâya lays more stress on the cognition of one of the cognoscibles (prameya), i.e. the soul (âtman), see NS/NBh 4.2.1 ff. However,
even that being the case, Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin’s introduction to NS 4.2.1 reveals that it is
94

not only the cognition of the soul and the imperfections responsible for erroneous attribution
of the idea of self (ahaôkâra, NS 4.2.1) that is important but also the cognition of other categories. Even the lengthy discussion on the whole and on the atoms which starts with NS 4.2.3
shows how important is the cognition of the environment in which the idea of the soul can be
assessed. Further, Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin emphasises the role of cognition as the means to
liberation: ‘The cognition of the true nature of [the cognoscibles as the second category] is the
means to achieve this [liberation]’ (NBh 4.2.0, p. 259.1: tasyâdhigamôpâyas tattva-jñânam).
96
97

Questioned in ZEMACH (1987: 530 ff.)
Questioned in EDGINGTON (1985: 560 ff.).
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blamed for the inconsistency. However, the validity of the thesis of the limits of human knownness— ∃p (p & ~Kp), equivalent to ∃p ~(p → Kp) —i.e. that there are
some truths that happen not to be known, has never been questioned in the analyses
of the Paradox of Knowability, also applied to the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation.
Whether various strategies taken to defend against Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability
(see n. 85) prove indeed successful or not98 is rather irrelevant to the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
thesis of the knowability of everything, because—in view of omniscience asserted of
god and of certain elevated individuals—the premiss rejected by Nyâya-Vaiœešika is
K3°.99 In other words, since Nyâya-Vaiœešika admit the existence of at least one being,
i.e. god, that knows everything, it rejects the thesis that ‘Some truth is not known’. The
Nyâya-Vaiœešika system explicitly admits a thesis, contrary to K3°, that all truths can
be, and actually a r e known: ∀p (p → Kp), which is equivalent to ∀p ~(p & ~Kp),
or rather, more specifically, that there is someone α (god, a yogin) who knows all
truths: ∃α ∀p (p → Kα p), equivalent to ∃α ∀p ~(p & ~Kα p). Therefore, for the
proponents of the system, around and after the times of Praœastapâda at the latest,
i.e. after the admittance of god into the system, the Paradox of Knowability simply,
when based on premisses K1°, K2° and K4°, does not arise. 100
Nevertheless, even seen on purely logical grounds, what the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
equation requires is the elimination of assumption K3°, i.e. the acceptance of a being that is omniscient. We can easily see that Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation seemed
controversial on various grounds, and that also includes modern interpretations of
anti-realist claims. Indeed, the equation seems to be most defensible in the context
of omniscience, and at first sight the equation of the knowability of everything
smacks of omniscience (vide supra, p. 307).101
4.1. Knowability thesis and the ‘knowability thesis package’
The idea of the three meta-categories, i.e. the properties astitva–abhidheyatva–
jñeyatva, must have entered the system of Vaiœešika at a later date, most probably in
98

There have been many attempts undertaken. See for instance a rejoinder to EDGINGTON’s
(1985) Timothy WILLIAMSON’s (1987) arguments in favour of Paradox of Knowability.
99
For a fruitful analysis of the idea of (un)knowability in the context of (god’s) omniscience
see Jonathan L. KVANVIG (1989: 488 ff.).
100
Cf. Jonathan L. KVANVIG (1989) for the analysis of the untenability of the claim that unknowable truths may exist vis-à-vis the doctrine of omniscience, and Charles TALIAFERRO’s
(1993) rejoinder to KVANVIG.
101
Logically, however, the statement ‘… can know everything’ does not entail ‘… knows everything’, whereas the latter does entail the former.
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the fifth century, insofar as it is not present in the extant text of the Vaiœešika-sûtra
itself. However, it must have become a part of the system of beliefs either slightly
before or, which is much less likely, at the time of Praœastapâda, otherwise it would
be hardly difficult to account for its relatively widespread presence in other works
such as those of Praœastamati (granted that he is different from Praœastapâda), Candramati and Uddyotakara Bhâradvâja (550–610 CE) around the same time, i.e. in
the first half of the sixth century, i.e. after Diónâga (480–540 CE) and before Mallavâdin (c. 600 CE), or even earlier, i.e. in the second half of the fifth century, i.e.
the time of Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin 102.
I shall now argue that the reasons that prompted Nyâya-Vaiœešika philosophers to
adopt such a controversial claim were of different nature than philosophical analysis
and purely rational concerns.
My thesis is that (1) the idea expressed in the equation astitva = abhidheyatva =
jñeyatva was adopted by Vaiœešika thinkers simultaneously along with three other
concepts at approximately the same period: (2) the idea of god’s existence, (3) the
idea of god’s omniscience and (4) the idea of twofold supernatural perception (âršapratyakša and yogi-pratyakša), which were absent in the original Vaiœešika-sûtra, as
it existed prior to Praœastapâda103. Further, all these latter three ideas were indispensable to justify each other. To wit, it was a package of four tenets that entered
Nyâya-Vaiœešika system in the late fifth century CE.

4.2. Knowability thesis and god’s existence
Let me start with the idea of god, which was a foreign body to and incompatible
with the system of early Nyâya-Vaiœešika. It hardly needs any additional prove now,
since it is widely accepted, that the idea of god was absent in the original text of the
Vaiœešika-sûtra. There are no references to that idea in VS, and the only passage of
VS into which the existence of god is read into by later tradition is VS 1.1.3, which
reads in a concrete context:
‘[2] That from which [results] the attainment of mundane prosperity
and the highest good is moral law. Vedic tradition possesses cognitive
validity, because of its statement.’104

102

Cf. p. 298, n. 125.
See WEZLER (1982), ISAACSON (1993) and HONDA (1988) and p. 308 ff.
104
VS(C) 1.1.2–3: yato ’bhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ sa dharmaÿ. tad-vacanâd âmnâyaprâmâòyam. VS(C) 1.1.3 is explicitly quoted in PBh1 8.12.2.2, p. 213 = PBh2 257, see p. 297, n. 123.
103
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The expression ‘because of its statement’ (tad-vacanât)—which was later interpreted as referring to god105—could be, in this particular context, interpreted either as:
‘because [Vedic tradition] communicates moral law’ (tad = dharma), or
‘because [Vedic tradition] speaks of the attainment of mundane prosperity
and the highest good’ (tad = abhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ), or
‘because [Vedic tradition] speaks of mundane prosperity and the highest good’
(tad = abhyudaya-nihœreyasa).

(a)
(b)
(c)

All the interpretations could be linguistically plausible here. The idea connoted
roughly by the interpretations (a), (b) or (c) is echoed by Candramati with the statement that ‘the Vedas and sacred texts proscribe moral law and prohibit unrighteousness [respectively]’ (*œruti-småti-vihita-pratišiddha-dharmâdharma) in the passage
of DPŒ:
‘Of merit and demerit, the cause is the connection of mind with soul after [the production of] desire and aversion, assisted by both pure and impure intention on those means for performing merit and demerit which
are ordered and prohibited by the Vedas and the authoritative sacred
texts.’106
The anonymous author of the commentary Vaiœešika-darœana-vyâkhyâ clearly interprets the statement in the sense (c):
‘Because of the statement, or the teaching about these two, viz. heaven
and liberation, which produces knowledge, Vedic tradition, viz. the
Vedas, sacred texts, historic stories etc., possess cognitive validity, viz.
they are the causes of knowledge.’ 107

105

Cf. e.g. Candrânanda and his VSV(C) 1.1.3: tad iti hiraòya-garbha-parâmarœo hiraòyaô
reto ’syêti kåtvâ bhagavân mahêœvara evôcyate.—‘The [pronoun] “that” invokes the idea of the
golden egg (sc. Brahman). Having taken this to mean “that whose golden [egg] is progeny” it
refers to the Supreme Lord.’ See BRONKHORST (1996).
106
DPŒ2 154 (reconstructed): dharmâdharmayor icchâ-dveša-pûrvakaÿ œruti-småti-vihitapratišiddha-dharmâdharma-sâdhana-œuddhâœuddhâbhisandy-ubhayâpekša âtma-manaÿ-saôyogaÿ
kâraòam. = DPŒ1 2.2.5.25, p. 110: ‘Merit and demerit are preceded by desire and aversion, and have
their causes in contact of self with mind, caused by hearing and reflecting on, or by disregarding the
fact that merit and demerit (severally) bring about a pure or impure state in the future life.’
107
VSV(D) 1.3, p. 2: tayoÿ svargâpavargayor vacanât pratipâdanât pramiti-jananâd âmnâyasya
œruti-småtîtihâsâdeÿ prâmâòyaô pramiti-kâraòatvam.
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However, against any philologically possible interpretation of the VS passage,
Praœastapâda gives an entirely new sense to VS 1.1.3, by taking tad−° to mean ‘god’
(îœvara−°):
‘Vedic tradition is based on the cognitive validity of the speaker’
(vaktå-prâmâòyâpekšaÿ),108
in which ‘the speaker’ for Praœastapâda is the only ultimately reliable and indisputably trustworthy speaker, i.e. god.
With his novel interpretation, Praœastapâda overrides the original meaning of
VS 1.1.3 at the very outset of his Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha, by stating that
‘This [cognition, operating by way of positive procedure and by way
of negative procedure, of the true nature of the six ontological categories] is [attained] because of moral law revealed by god’s injunction.’109
Interestingly, Praœastapâda’s statement fulfils a double role.
First, it gives a new meaning to VS 1.1.3, as against the original purport of the
sûtra. Most importantly for the present issue, in the context of moral law (dharma)
related to Vedic tradition that is considered to be a valid and reliable source of
knowledge, Praœastapâda takes Kaòâda’s phrase tad-vacanât to eventually connote
the meaning: îœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmât. It becomes conspicuous when we
compare the argumentative structure of relevant portions of VS(C) and PBh. We
obtain the following either causal or explanatory dependence, which is very similar
in both cases:
Kaòâda, VS(C):110
1.

dharma → abhyudaya-nihœreyasa
Moral law leads to prosperity and liberation.

tad-vacana → âmnâya-prâmâòya → dharma
2a. The utterance of/by ‘this’ leads to cognitive validity of Vedic tradition.
2b. Vedic tradition leads to moral law.

108

See PBh 1 8.12.2.2, p. 213 = PBh2 257: œruti-småti-lakšaòo ’py âmnâyo vaktåprâmâòyâpekšaÿ tad-vacanâd âmnâya-prâmâòyam, liógâc cânityo, buddhi-pûrvâ vâkya-kåtir
vede buddhi-pûrvo dadâtir ity uktatvât. For the translation of the whole passage see p. 297.
109
PBh1 2.1, p. 7 = PBh2 2, p. 1.8: tac cêœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmâd eva. [tat = šaòòâô
padârthânâô sâdharmya-vaidharmya-tattva-jñânam].
110
VS(C) 1.1.2–3: yato ’bhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ sa dharmaÿ. tad-vacanâd âmnâyaprâmâòyam.
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Praœastapâda, PBh:111
dharma → tattva-jñâna → nihœreyasa
1a. Moral law leads to the cognition of the true nature of the categories .
1b. The cognition of the true nature of the categories leads to liberation .
2.

îœvara-codanâbhivyakti → dharma
The demonstration of the injunction by god leads to moral law.

In both cases it is ultimately dharma (‘moral law’) that leads, either in one or two
steps, to liberation (or mundane prosperity) and in both cases dharma is communicated this way or another. Praœastapâda leaves no doubt that the source is the injunction revealed by god.
Second, Praœastapâda’s above statement expresses, at the same time, a criticism directed against the Mîmâôsaka and Jaimini’s well-known claim that ‘Moral law is
something characterised by injunction’112, viz. moral law is known directly from Vedic injunction without the mediation of anyone, including god. It cannot be a coincidence that Praœastapâda avails himself of a rather unusual term for the Vaiœešika,
which is nowhere attested in VS and occurs only once in PBh. For Jaimini, the atheist,
and for his tradition, people’s adherence to dharma was due to a very special character
of the language of Vedic revelation, which was characterised by injunction and therefore required no author or authority, being self-explanatory, or self-enforcing. That
was the Mîmâôsaka strategy to explain what provided the imperative character of
Vedic statements that communicated dharma without taking recourse to god’s authority and reliability. Praœastapâda the theist seems do deliberately refer to Jaimini’s thesis, to modify it and augment it with the new element îœvara−°:
Jaimini:
*codanâ-lakšaòo dharmaÿ
Moral law is characterised by injunction, ergo n o t r e v e a l e d .
Praœastapâda:
*îœvara-codanâbhivyakto dharmaÿ
Moral law is manifested through injunction r e v e a l e d b y g o d .
Praœastapâda, with his two-purpose comment, made therefore a statement: an unequivocal manifestation of his conviction as a theist.

111

PBh1 2.1, p. 6–7 = PBh2 2, p. 1.6–8: dravya-guòa-karma-sâmânya-viœeša-samavâyânâô
šaòòâô padârthânâô sâdharmya-vaidharmya-tattva-jnânaô [PBh 1 , n. 5 = PBh 2 , n. 2:
°−vaidharmyâbhyâô tattva−°] niÿœreyasa-hetuÿ. tac cêœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmâd eva.
112
MS 1.1.2: codanâ-lakšaòo ’rtho dharmaÿ.
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There is one more Kaòâda’s passage that was later interpreted in the theistic sense:
‘[1] The composition of sentences in the Vedas is preceded by conscious design. [2] And it does not [come] from our conscious designs.
It is the inferential sign of a seer’s [conscious design].’113
What Kaòâda says is that behind the rational structure and meaningful contents of
the Vedas stands a conscious design of a seer, who composed them. The phrasing
and contents of Kaòâda’s words contains nothing that would allude to god as such.
He merely says that it was a product of a consciousness higher than that of an ordinary being. The expression he uses is na câsmad-buddhibhyaÿ (‘not … from our
conscious designs’) bears a resemblance to Praœastapâda’s wording asmadviœišþânâô yoginâô (PBh 241, 370: ‘yogins … who are superior to us’, pp. 311,
312)114. It is hardly feasible that what he meant was god. 115
However, Candrânanda, in his Våtti, offers a completely different exposition in the
purely theistic spirit:
‘For our [human] cognition is not of this kind [to know the Vedas],
having as its scope [only] objects that are present, not concealed [from
sight] and [directly] connected [to our sense organs]116. Of such kind is
only the cognition of god. For this reason god’s cognition has as its
scope extrasensory objects.’117
Also Bhaþþa Vâdîndra (c. 1230–1250118), the author of Vaiœešika-sûtra-vârttika
(Tarka-sâgara), gives a purely theistic exposition of the sûtra: ‘<And this> vener-

113

VS(C) 6.1.1–2: buddhi-pûrvâ vâkya-kåtir vede. na câsmad-buddhibhyo liógam åšeÿ.
Cf. Bhartåhari’s expression: asmad-viœišþânâô (VP 3.1.46: ‘those who are superior to us’,
p. 321).
115
There existed an idea of îœvara being a kind of superman, a powerful superhuman being, ‘a
particular kind of soul, untainted by afflictions, karman and karmic fruition [caused by subliminal
disposition’ (YS 1.24: kleœa-karma-vipâkâœayair aparâmåšþaÿ puruša-viœeša îœvarah.) in the
tradition of the Pâtañjala-yoga-œâstra (ca 325 to 425 CE?, for the dating see MAAS (2006: xii–xix)
and (2009: 383)). However, that idea is not what Kaòâda or Praœastapâda refer to.
116
This cognition is exactly the opposite of the yogin’s supernatural perception described, e.g.,
in VSV(C) 1.15, see n. 150.
117
VSV(C) 6.1.2, p. 45.9–11: na hi yâdåœam asmad-vijñânaô vartamânâvyavahitasambaddhârtha-višayaô tâdåœam eva bhagavato vijñânam. ataÿ sambhavati bhagavato
’tîndriyârtha-višayaô vijñânam.
118
ISAACSON (1995: 4).
114
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able seer is god’119. Clearly, such reinterpretations of Kaòâda’s intention presuppose
Praœastapâda’s theistic innovation in the system.

4.3. Knowability thesis and god’s omniscience
Since, prior to Praœastapâda and his contemporaries, the Vaiœešika system as such
knew no idea of god’s existence120, there could neither be any idea of god’s omniscience known to the system before that time either. However, the idea of god’s
omniscience—as a corollary of the belief in god’s existence—is present, which is
my contention, as early as Praœastapâda’s afore-mentioned statements that explicitly
refer to god,121 or even earlier, i.e. at the time of Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin (after c.
450).
There are at least two ideas that, when combined, lead us to the conclusion that
Praœastapâda, while accepting the existence of god, also admitted of his omniscience.
First, it is his conviction that the composition of the Vedas, which reliably communicate all the knowledge and describe the whole world in its entirety, (a) entails
the existence of their author and (b) presupposes prior knowledge of their contents
in the author’s consciousness:
‘Vedic tradition, consisting in Vedic revelation (œruti) and authoritative testimony (småti), is based on the cognitive validity of the speaker:
“Vedic tradition possesses cognitive validity, because of «its»122
statement (here: because of god’s statement)” [VS 1.1.3]. And [the
word (œabda)] is [proved to be] impermanent on the basis of the inferential sign, because it has been said [in VS 6.1.1]: “The composition of
sentences in the Vedas is preceded by conscious design”, [and in VS(C)
6.1.1 = VS(Œ) 6.1.3]: “Benefaction is preceded by conscious design”.’123

119

VSV2 ad loc., p. 57: <sa ca> bhagavân åšir îœvaraÿ. VSV1 ad loc., p. 298.11 = VSV(D),
p. 58.11: <veda-kartâ> bhagavân åšir îœvaraÿ.
120
I don’t mean to say that theistic views were altogether unknown to Kaòâda but that he did
not subscribe to them.
121
See PBh1 2.1, p. 7 = PBh2 2, p. 1.8 (tac cêœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmâd eva) and PBh1
8.12, p. 213 = PBh2 257; see nn. 109 & 111, and n. 108 respectively.
122
See § 4.2, p. 292 ff.
123
PBh1 8.12.2.2, p. 213 = PBh2 257: œruti-småti-lakšaòo ’py âmnâyo vaktå-prâmâòyâpekšaÿ
“tad-vacanâd âmnâya-prâmâòyam” (VS 1.1.3), liógâc cânityo, “buddhi-pûrvâ vâkya-kåtir vede”
(VS 6.1.1), “buddhi-pûrvo dadâtir” (VS(C) 6.1.4 = VS(D) 6.1.4 = VS(Œ) 6.1.3) ity uktatvât. Passage partially cited above on p. 294, n. 108.
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Secondly, the admission of the idea of a complete knowledge of all the categories,
which is indispensable to construct an exhaustive ontology attempted by the
Vaiœešika, necessitates the acceptance of the idea of knowledge that embraces all
the elements of the universe; and that is eventually tantamount to omniscience .
By the time of Praœastapâda the idea of omniscience as such, i.e. either human or
divine, had already entered the body of beliefs professed by the representatives of
Nyâya-Vaiœešika, and it is already present in the Nyâya-bhâšya, just to quote two
examples:
‘Out of these [twelve cognoscible categories, the first one, viz.] the soul
is the perceiver of everything, the experiencing subject of everything,
the omniscient, the sensor of everything.’ 124
and
‘[It is known] through scriptural testimony [that] god is the perceiver,
the knower, the omniscient. And who could possibly explain god, who
is inexpressible [and] beyond the scope of perception, inference and
scriptural testimony, by means of the soul’s attributes, such as sentience etc.?!’125
These two instances demonstrate that the Nyâya-bhâšya related the idea of omniscience to two categories of the soul (âtman). Firstly, it was a potential property of
the soul as such, being its dormant innate aptitude that was correlated to its omnipresence and spatial infinity, features that, for Praœastapâda, the soul shared with
three other substances.126 Secondly, it was an actual property of god, a supreme kind
of soul. This twofold division of the souls was later expressed in plain terms, e.g. by
Udayana in his Lakšaòâvalî: ‘Soul is twofold: god and non-god.’ 127
Even though Praœastapâda nowhere mentions god’s omniscience directly, apparently taking it for granted and as something that necessitates no further proof, he
does make use of the idea on a few occasions. The first is the description of the act
of (re)construction of the world:
‘Now the principle of the construction and dissolution of the four
[atomic] material elements is described in the following. At the end of
124

NBh 1.1.9: tatrâtmâ sarvasya drašþâ sarvasya bhoktâ sarva-jñaÿ sarvânubhâvî.
NBh 4.1.21, p. 228.13: âgamâc ca drašþâ boddhâ sarva-jñâtâ îœvara iti. buddhy-âdibhiœ
câtma-liógair nirupâkhyam îœvaraô pratyakšânumânâgama-višayâtîtaô kaÿ œakta upapâdayitum.
126
PBh1 3, p. 22 = PBh2 19: âkâœa-kâla-dig-âtmanâô sarva-gatatvaô, parama-mahattvaô,
sarva-saôyogi-samâna-deœatvaô ca.
127
LA 114 (p. 70): sa dvividha îœânîœa-bhedât.
125
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a hundred years [measured] by Brahma units, at the time of liberation
of the current divine being Brahman—simultaneously with the wish of
supreme god, the lord of the whole universe, to dissolve [the universe]
in order to give rest during the [period of Brahma] night to all living
creatures wearied by transmigration—the activity of invisible moral
principles, which are present in all souls and which govern [the souls’]
bodies, sense-organs and material elements, comes to halt. Then the
suspension of the connection between these [atomic particles] occurs by
means of the separations of the atomic particles which are the causes
of bodies and sense-organs, [the separations being] accomplished
through the actions that result from the connection of supreme god’s
wish, the souls and the atomic particles. Subsequently, the dissolution
of these [atomic particles takes place] up to the indivisible atoms.’128
After the period of the world’s dissolution comes to an end, god performs his role
through a divine being Brahman and launches the world again to a new round of
active manifest existence, having in the first step introduced motion into the universe anew and having brought the first two atoms together to form a particle 129:
‘And this [divine being] Brahman—being entrusted by supreme god
[and] being endowed with cognition characterised by absolute excellence (sc. omniscience), and with passionlessness and divine might—
gets to know the fruition of the deeds of living creatures (sc. souls),
[first] begets [his] sons who are made of his mind and are lords of the
creatures, [and then he creates] law-givers, divine beings, seers and
classes of forefathers, the four social strata that sprung from [Prajâpati’s] mouth, arms, thighs and feet, as well as other higher and lower
[corporeal] living beings—so that the knowledge, experience and life
span [of all these beings] correspond to their previous deeds. [In these
acts of construction, divine Brahman] endows [all the created beings]

128
PBh1 5, p. 48.7 ff. = PBh2 57: ihêdânîô caturòâô mahâ-bhûtânâô såšþi-saôhâra-vidhir
ucyate. brâhmeòa mânena varša-œatânte vartamânasya brahmaòo ’pavarga-kâle saôsârakhinnânâô sarva-prâòinâô niœi viœrâmârthaô sakala-bhuvana-pater mahêœvarasya saôjihîršâsamakâlaô œarîrêndriya-mahâ-bhûtôpanibandhakânâô sarvâtma-gatânâô adåšþânâô våttinirodhe sati mahêœvarêcchâtmâòu-saôyoga-ja-karmabhyaÿ œarîrêndriya-kâraòâòu-vibhâgebhyas
tat-saôyoga-nivåttau tešâm â paramâòv-anto vinâœaÿ.
129
PBh 1 5, p. 48.19 ff. = PBh2 58: tataÿ punaÿ prâòinâô bhoga-bhûtaye mahêœvarasisåkšânantaraô sarvâtma-gata-våtti-labdhâdåšþâpekšebhyas tat-saôyogebhyaÿ pavanaparamâòušu karmôtpattau tešâô paraspara-saôyogebhyo dvy-aòukâdi-prakrameòa mahân vâyuÿ
samutpanno nabhasi dodhûyamânas tišþhati. etc.
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with their [respective] moral duty, knowledge, passionlessness and divine might that conform to their potencies stored [as their karman].’130
Clearly, such an arduous task, as it probably would have to be, of putting the universe of all living beings together along with their respective karmans, to be accomplished by divine Brahman, would have to necessitate absolute and supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna), which i s c o n s i g n e d , or subcontracted, to Brahman
by god (mahêœvareòa viniyuktaÿ) as an act of divine outsourcing.
Another indirect reference to god’s omniscience, or at least some kind of extraordinary cognition, is found in the section that describes how dimensions larger than
atomic size as well as the idea of plurality in the world originate:
‘Impermanent [dimensions] of all four kinds have their source in number, dimension and multitude. Out of these [dimensions, the idea of]
the plural number arises thanks to god’s mind with respect to atomic
dyads, made of indivisible atoms; [the said plural number] produces
[the qualities of] magnitude and length—simultaneously with the formation of colour and other [secondary qualities]—in [complex] substantial things, understood as atomic triads (i.e. particles composed of
three pairs of atoms) and as other [larger macroscopic bodies], which
are effects brought about by these [atomic dyads].’131
In other words, it is god’s mind that stores the idea of two-atom particles as well
as the notion of complex wholes based on the idea of plurality (plural number), inherent in the composition of atomic triads, that are composed of six atoms (i.e. three
pairs). Praœastapâda wants us to believe that without that notion present in god’s
mind complex wholes could not emerge.
Three questions immediately arise here. First, what does the idea of plurality, or
duality, have to do with atomic dyads (dvy-aòuka)? Second, what does god have to
do with it? And, third, what does it all have to do with god’s omniscience ?
To answer the first question, i.e. what relates the idea of plurality with two-atom
particles, we have to take a closer look at the idea of the cognition of recurrent con-

130

PBh 1 5, p. 49.11 ff. = PBh 2 59: sa ca mahêœvareòa viniyukto brahmâtiœaya-jñânavairâgyÎœvarya-sampannaÿ prâòinâô karma-vipâkaô viditvâ karmânurûpa-jñâna-bhogâyušaÿ
sutân prajâpatîn mânasân manu-deva-rši-pitå-gaòân mukha-bâhûru-pâda-taœ caturo varòân anyâni
côccâvacâni bhûtâni ca såšþvâ, âœayâòurûpair dharma-jñâna-vairâgyÎœvaryaiÿ saôyojayatîti.
131
PBh1 8.7, p. 131 = PBh2 155–156: anityaô catur-vidham api saôkhyâ-parimâòa-pracayayoni. tatrêœvara-buddhim apekšyôtpannâ paramâòu-dvy-aòukešu bahutva-saôkhyâ tair ârabdhe
kârya-dravye try-aòukâdi-lakšaòe rûpâdy-utpatti-samakâlaô mahattvam dîrghatvaô ca karoti.
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tinuity (apekšâ-buddhi)132, sometimes called enumerative knowledge, and the process through which our mind forms the notion of the number ‘two’ and larger numbers, as was understood by Praœastapâda, who surprisingly devoted a lot of space to
the problem:
‘[130] The [number “two” and numbers larger than “two”] arise, as
one should realise, from many [single instances] of oneness combined
with the idea of a multiple object, and disappear with the disappearance of the cognition of recurrent continuity. [131] How [does it take
place]? ‘When it comes to a contact of the perceiver’s eye with two individual substantial things, belonging either to the same class or to a
different class (i.e. two homogeneous or heterogeneous things), there
arises the cognition of generality of oneness which inheres in each
[individual substantial thing] that is in contact with the [eye; and it has
the form: “This is one. This is one”]; then from [three] acts of cognition: one of the generality of oneness and [two] of the relation [of the
two single things] to this [oneness], there arises one single notion of
two single-instantiated [things] with respect to a multiple object [made
of these two individual substantial things]. Then, contingent on this
[single notion of two single-instantiated things], the notion of duality
emerges with respect to (sc. instantiated in the form of) these two onenesses, each of which having their respective substrata (i.e. the singleinstantiated things). And, subsequently, with respect to this [singular
notion of duality instantiated in the form of the two onenesses] there
arises the cognition of generality of duality. As a consequence of this
cognition of generality of duality the cognition of recurrent continuity
(here: the cognition of duality dependent on two instantiations) gradually disappears and, from the acts of cognition: of the generality of duality, of the relation [of the two onenesses] to this [duality] and of [this
singular] duality, there gradually arises one single notion of the quality
of duality—[these two processes take place at] the same time.
[132] Then, immediately on the disappearance of the cognition of recurrent continuity (here: the cognition of duality dependent on two instantiations), the quality of duality disappears. [Since] the cognition of
the quality of duality is the cause of the disappearance of cognition of
the generality of duality, there gradually arises—because of the quality
of duality, its cognition and its relation—the notion of [two] individual
substantial things of the form: “two individual substantial things”;
132

On apekšâ-buddhi see e.g. MIYAMOTO (1996: 78–84).
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[these processes take place at] the same time. [133] Immediately afterwards there arises the cognition of [two] individual substantial
things of the form: “two individual substantial things”, the duality disappears, the notion of the quality of duality gradually disappears; from
the cognition of individual substantial thing subliminal impression
gradually arises; [these processes take place at] the same time.
[134] Immediately afterwards from the cognition of individual substantial thing the notion of the quality of duality disappears; also the
notion of individual substantial thing [disappears] due to the subliminal impression. [135] In this way [we] have also described how [the
notion of] the number “three” etc. originates. [Their] production proceeds from many [single instances] of oneness combined with the idea
of a multiple object, and [their] disappearance follows the disappearance of the cognition of recurrent continuity.’133
This lengthy account on number two, and similar procedures, apply also to numbers larger than two, and shows that to conceive of a notion of number was maintained by Praœastapâda to be a highly complex process that involved a sequence of
stages and a special cognitive ability called the cognition of recurrent continuity
(apekšâ-buddhi). Equally easily can we see that Praœastapâda thought a clearly
formed notion of the number ‘two’, or ‘duality’, and that of larger numbers as well,
was indispensable for the existence of compounded entities, which by nature are aggregates consisting of numerous (at least two) parts, for instance for the existence of
two-atom particles. In other words, the existence of a whole consisting of two ele-

133
PBh1 8.6, p. 111–112 = PBh2 130–135: [130] tasyâÿ (= sâôkhyâyâÿ) khalv ekatvebhyo
’neka-višaya-buddhi-sahitebhyo nišpattir apekšâ-buddhi-vinâœâd vinâœa iti. [131] katham. yadâ
boddhuœ cakšušâ samânâsamâna-jâtîyayor dravyayoÿ sannikarše sati tat-samyukta-samavetasamavetÎkatva-sâmânya-jñânôtpattâv ekatva-sâmânya-tat-sambandha-jñânebhya eka-guòayor
aneka-višayiòy ekâ buddhir utpadyate tadâ tâm apekšyÎkatvâbhyâô svâœrayayor dvitvam
ârambhyate. tataÿ punas tasmin dvitva-sâmânya-jñânam utpadyate. tasmâd dvitva-sâmânyajñânâd apekšâ-buddher vinaœyattâ dvitva-sâmânya-tat-sambandha-taj-jñânebhyo dvitva-guòabuddher utpadyamânatêty ekaÿ kâlaÿ. [132] tata idânîm apekšâ-buddhi-vinâœâd dvitva-guòasya
vinaœyattâ dvitva-guòa-jñânaô dvitva-sâmânya-jñânasya vinâœa-kâraòaô dvitva-guòa-taj-jñânasambandhebhyo dve dravye iti dravya-buddher utpadyamânatêty ekaÿ kâlaÿ. [133] tad-anantaraô
dve dravye iti dravya-jñânasyôtpâdo dvitvasya vinâœo dvitva-guòa-buddher vinaœyattâ dravyajñânât saôskârasyôtpadyamânatêty ekaÿ kâlaÿ. [134] tad-anantaraô dravya-jñânâd dvitva-guòabuddher vinâœo dravya-buddher api saôskârât. [135] etena tritvâdy-utpattir api vyâkhyâtâ.
ekatvebhyo ’neka-višaya-buddhi-sahitebhyo nišpattir apekšâ-buddhi-vinâœâc ca vinâœa iti.
On the process of conceiving the idea of the number ‘two’, the way Praœastapâda understood it,
see MIYAMOTO (1996: 59–77) and THAKUR (2003: 203–207): ‘Duality (dvitva)’.
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ments (e.g. a two-atom particle) entails prior existence of the notion of ‘two’ and a
respective design based on this notion.
To understand why—and this is a reply to the second question: what is god’s role
in the process—we must recall that for Praœastapâda all movements and actions in
the universe ultimately proceed from conscious entities, viz. the souls134 of two
kinds135, because atoms, hence all other material entities composed of atoms alike,
are not capable of autokinesis on their own. Further, movement and action is indispensable to produce a whole, therefore any compounded whole is thus a result of a
series of events that eventually go back to the first mover, clearly an idea that was
used to formulate one of a number of arguments for the existence of god, the argument from the first mover:
‘Material substratum, atoms and karman operate, because—as they
were put in motion earlier—they are superintended by a cause endowed with cognitive awareness (sc. god), insofar as they [themselves]
are unconscious, like an axe etc., viz. just like an axe and other [tools]
operate being superintended by a carpenter endowed with cognitive
awareness, because they [themselves] are unconscious …’136
Even to combine elements into a smallest possible whole, viz. an atomic dyad (dvyaòuka), it takes a conscious being that would capacitate atoms to conjoin by applying
his cognition of recurrent continuity (apekšâ-buddhi) to separate elements. We can

134

Cf. e.g. PBh1 6.4, p. 69.6 ff. = PBh2 76: tasya saukšmyâd apratyakšatve sati [PBh1, n. 5:
’pi] karaòaiÿ œabdâdy-upalabdhy-anumitaiÿ œrotrâdibhiÿ samadhigamaÿ kriyate. vâsyâdînâm
[PBh1, n. 7: vâsyâdînâm iva] karaòânâô kartå-prayojyatva-darœanâc chabdâdišu prasiddhyâ ca
prasâdhako ’numîyate.—‘Since due to its subtlety the [soul] is imperceptible, it is made known
through sensory organs such as the organ of hearing whose [existence] is inferred through [the
existence of sensory data] such as sound etc. Similarly, since instruments, such as axe etc., are
empirically attested to [entail] that they are employed by an agent [with a purpose], and [sensory
instruments] are well established to [be employed] with respect to sound and other [data, the soul]
is inferred [to exist] as an executor [of all actions].’
135
See p. 298, n. 127.
136
NV 1 4.21, p. 461.11–13: pradhâna-paramâòu-karmâòi prâk pravåtteÿ buddhimatkâraòâdhišþhitâni pravartanta ’cetanatvâd vâsy-âdivad iti yathâ vâsy-âdi buddhimatâ takšòâ
adhišþhitam acetanatvât pravartate … Cf. n. 229. The argument was frequently repeated by subsequent authors, e.g. by Udayana in NKA 5, p. 503.15: paramâòv-âdayo hi cetanâ-yojitâÿ
pravartante acetanatvâd vâsy-âdivat.—‘Indivisible atoms etc. operate when propelled by consciousness, because they are unconscious, like an axe etc.’ Jayanta-bhaþþa devotes a longer passage
to the argument in NMa1 I: 488–490. Cf. NS 1.1.11: cešþêndriyârthâœrayaÿ œarîram.—‘The body
is a seat of action, sense organs and objects.’
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speak here of something resembling Aristotelian final cause (causa finalis)137, i.e. of a
particular design god has while bringing about a combination of two atoms. Since in the
(endlessly cyclical) beginning of the world after the period of its dissolution all other
conscious beings are each time dormant, the only conscious agent is god who needs to
have a well-formed notion of the number ‘two’ etc. in order to initiate the process of
the composition of the universe, from finest particles to large macroscopic wholes.
The problem remains, which is our third question, what does god’s omniscience
have to do with all this? After a period of a complete dissolution of the world
(pralaya), when all conscious beings are dormant and all matter has dissolved into
separate, uncombined atoms in rest, god requires—in order to bring the world into
existence back again—the ideas of the number ‘two’ etc. in order to initiate the
union of two atoms and to induce the process of forming larger wholes. However, as
Praœastapâda’s account suggests, the notions of duality and plurality are as such an
abstract synthesis derived from experience that requires elements somehow linked
together with the help of the cognition of recurrent continuity (apekšâ-buddhi). To
form a complex whole, necessarily based on notions of duality and plurality, requires a prior knowledge of such an idea of number larger than one. In the world
emerging from the dissolution, in the first stage, there is nothing that could serve as
a source for an experience that could subsequently trigger the conception of such
numbers, because all objects are unitary and no objects are combined in pairs.
Therefore, it has to be postulated that god must be possessed of such knowledge that
is not derived from experience at all. His knowledge of this sort does not necessarily
have to amount to omniscience, however, it certainly remains outside the scope of
any experience or ordinary knowledge derived from experience.138 No doubt it must
be regarded as some kind of extraordinary knowledge: it is beyond the capability of
any ordinary being to have knowledge which is not derived from experience of any
form, including testimony communicated by another agent, which also entails some
kind of experience. To put it plainly, the existence of wholes compounded of atoms
rests on the notion of ‘two’ along with a respective design based on this notion; and
that presupposes extra-empirical, perfect and, probably, omniscient mind of god, the
(re)constructor, in which all such notions are stored.
Met 983a31-32: tet£rthn d t¾n ¢ntikeimšnhn a„t…an taÚtV, tÕ oá ›neka kaˆ t¢gaqÕn
(tšloj g¦r genšsewj kaˆ kin»sewj p£shj toàt' ™st…n).—‘The fourth [cause] is the opposite of
the latter (i.e. of efficient cause), namely that for sake of which something happens (sc. purposefulness) and goodness, for it is the purpose of all that arises and moves.’
138
An argument that god acquired such a knowledge empirically, i.e. before the dissolution,
while the complex world was still there in developed form, and therefore, while the world is reemerging after the dissolution, god’s knowledge of duality and plurality would merely be a case of
memory from previous, i.e. pre-dissolution experience, would lead to infinite regress.
137
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Consequently, to postulate such a knowledge of simple numbers, as trivial as it
may sound at first, in the context where the universe offers no observable data for
one to empirically derive such a knowledge from it, is tantamount to asserting that
god possesses at least some kind of supernatural cognition that transcends all a
mundane soul could possibly know.
A very similar indication of the same kind of supreme knowledge, which exceeds
everything known in the universe, is found in the following passage quoted in
Abhayadeva-sûri’s Tattva-bodha-vidhâyinî and ascribed to Praœastamati:
‘Praœastamati, on the other hand, says: “In the beginning of (re)construction [of the world, verbal] usage of people is preceded by someone else’s instruction, because later on [people’s usage] awakened
[after the dissolution of the world] is [properly] delimited with respect
to their specific objects139, just as verbal usage of children, who have
not learnt verbal usage yet, [when properly] delimited with respect to
their specific objects, is preceded by the instruction of [their] mothers
and other [people].’
In his comment immediately following the passage, Abhayadeva-sûri explicates
what is actually self-evident in the quote, that, first, that what Praœastamati has in
mind as the primary source of verbal usage, when no knowledge yet exists, is god,
and secondly, what lies at the core of god’s capability of bestowing upon the humankind linguistic skills is his supreme cognition:
‘… It is proved that the one by whose instruction [verbal] usage [of
people] is preceded in the beginning of [re]construction [of the world]
is god; indeed, he is not deprived of excellence of cognition during the
dissolution [of the world].’140
Further, Abhayadeva-sûri either recapitulates or quotes what Praœastamati apparently has to say on god’s omniscience (sarva-jñatva), as being related to god’s act
139

I.e. people correctly use words and denote objects. The same expression occurs in PBh1 8.12,
p. 171= PBh2 212: buddhir upalabdhir jñânaô pratyaya iti paryâyâÿ. sâ câneka-prakârârthânantyât
praty-artha-niyatatvâc ca.—‘Cognitive awareness [of an object], apprehension, cognition, comprehension—these are synonyms. This [cognitive awareness] has numerous varieties, because
objects are infinite and it is delimited with respect to its specific objects.’
140
TBV, p. 101.19–23: praœastamatis tv âha: “sargâdau purušâòâô vyavahâro ’nyôpadeœapûrvakaÿ, uttara-kâlaô prabuddhânâô praty-artha-niyatatvâd, aprasiddha-vâg-vyavahârâòâô
kumârâòâô gav-âdišu praty-artha-niyato vâg-vyavahâro yathâ mâtrâdy-upadeœa-pûrvakaÿ” iti.
prabuddhânâô praty artha-niyatatvâd iti prabuddhânâô satâô praty arthaô niyatatvâd ity
arthaÿ. yad-upadeœa-pûrvakaœ ca sa sargâdau vyavahâraÿ sa îœvaraÿ pralaya-kâle tu aluptajñânâtiœaya iti siddham.
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of composition or construction (not an act of creation ex nihilo, of course!) of the
world:
‘“Now, on the basis of this [argumentation] it must be taken as proven
that god, consisting in multiple causes, is the cause of all the world.
But how can it be proved that he is omniscient, so that he could become the object of devotion for all those [people] desirous of the highest good and mundane prosperity141? We say it is because it has been
proved beyond doubt that [god] is the constructor of the world.” And
this is what Praœastamati and others said along these lines: “[{1. Thesis:}
God is omniscient], {Logical reason:} because [he as] the agent has
the knowledge of the product, of its material cause, of the tools
(assisting causes) [to produce it], of the purpose [of the product] and
of its recipient. {Invariable concomitance and example:} For in this
world, whoever is the agent [producing] something, he has the knowledge of the material cause of the material cause etc. of that [thing]. For
instance the potter, being the agent [producing] a pot [as the product]
etc., has the knowledge of a clod of clay, which is the material cause
[of the pot]; [he has the knowledge of] the potter’s wheel, which are
the tools [to produce the pot]; [he has the knowledge of] the fetching
of water etc., which is the purpose [of the pot]; and [he has the knowledge of] the householder as the recipient. That is obvious.
{Application:} Similarly, god is the agent [producing] all the world
layers, he has the knowledge of their material causes, consisting in atoms etc.; [he has the knowledge of] the tools (immediate assisting
causes) [to produce them], i.e. the moral law, space, time etc.; [he has
the knowledge of] factual tools [to produce them], consisting in universals, individuators and inherence; [he has the knowledge of] the
purpose, i.e. the benefit and [he has the knowledge of] people who are
technically called recipients. {Conclusion:} Therefore it is proved that
he is omniscient”.’142

141
Two goals mentioned in VS(C) 1.1.2 (v n. 104); nota bene the sequence of both the goals is
interchanged.
142
TBV, p. 101.27–35: atha bhavatv asmâd dhetu-kadambakâdîœvarasya sarva-jagaddhetutva-siddhiÿ, sarva-jñatvaô tu kathaô tasya siddhaô yenâsau niÿœreyasâbhyudaya-kâmânâô
bhakti-višayatâô yâyât? jagat-kartåtva-siddher evêti brûmaÿ. tathâ câhuÿ praœastamatiprabhåtayaÿ: “kartuÿ kâryôpâdânôpakaraòa-prayojana-saôpradâna-parijñânât. iha hi yo yasya
kartâ bhavati sa tasyôpâdânâdîni jânîte, yathâ kulâlaÿ kuòdâdînâô kartâ, tad-upâdânaô måtpiòðam, upakaraòâni cakrâdîni, prayojanam udakâharaòâdi, kuþumbinaô ca saôpradânaô jânîta
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What we find embedded in the passage as a quote is a full-fledged, five-membered
proof formula of god’s omniscience and its authorship is ascribed either to Praœastamati or to his immediate tradition. What is missing in the proof formula is an explicit
formulation of the thesis; however, the context is so unequivocal that one can
phrase it as follows beyond a shadow of doubt: *îœvarasya sarva-jñatvaô (‘god is
omniscient’).
Whether the Vaiœešika author of the above argument for god’s omniscience was
Praœastamati himself or his immediate disciples, or whether Praœastamati was
Praœastapâda or not, the passage attests to the fact that around the time when
Praœastamati and Praœastapâda flourished the idea of god’s omniscience not only
circulated but attempts were undertaken to prove it. The contention holds valid even
when the above five-membered proof formula is not an original formulation but
merely a paraphrase: it still attest to the fact that the Vaiœešikas attempted to prove
their theistic stance. And that renders a strong support to my thesis that what Praœastapâda himself spoke of as supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna, n. 130; or jñânâtiœaya,
n. 140), which was beyond this world and did not undergo the process of dissolution
when everything else was temporarily dissolved, was in fact omniscience.
To recup, we can see that although Praœastapâda did not make any consistent attempt, at least in his only extant work, to characterise the essence of god or to prove
either his existence or his omniscience, he did, for all practical purposes, use the
notion of god and god’s omniscience as self-evident. These reservations will not
hold if he indeed were the same person as Praœastamati, of course. For, as regards
Praœastamati, granted he is different from Praœastapâda, we may not know whether
at all or how he defined god’s essence, but we do know that either he or someone of
his direct disciples conceived of god as an omniscient being and, in addition, provided what he thought to be a valid proof formula for that. In any case, what is beyond doubt is that by the end of the fifth century a clear idea of god as an
omniscient constructor of the world was a well-established doctrine of the NyâyaVaiœešika system.
Although they did not have all the theoretical apparatus of modern logic (vide
supra, p. § 3.3), the intuition of the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika seemed quite appropriate
to relate the belief in omniscience to either god or to select humans of extraordinary
qualities. It is therefore not at all surprising to find the knowability thesis enter
their system. It would be too far-reaching to claim that the philosophers thought that
the ability to know everything was really applicable to ordinary humans. It must
ity etat siddham. tathêœvaraÿ sakala-bhuvânâô kartâ, sa tad-upâdânâni paramâòv-âdi-lakšaòâni,
tad-upakaraòâni dharma-dik-kâlâdîni, vyavahârôpakaraòâni sâmânya-viœeša-samavâya-lakšaòâni,
prayojanam upabhogam, saôpradâna-saôjñakâôœ ca purušân jânîta iti. ata siddham asya
sarvajñatvam iti.
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have therefore been correlated with the idea of divine omniscience and yogic experience, which warranted their systems completeness and (seeming) consistency.

4.4. Knowability thesis and supernatural perception
The third and last idea that entered the body of tenets upheld by later Vaiœešika
philosophers simultaneously with the equation ‘existentiality = nameability = cognisability’ (astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva), and was complementary to it was the
belief in supernatural perception. It eventually came to be believed to be of two
kinds: the yogin’s perception (yogi-pratyakša) and the seer’s perception (âršapratyakša).

4.4.1. Supernatural perception of the yogins
We may safely assume that the admission of some sort of supernatural powers, including extrasensory perception, was quite a widespread popular ‘folk-religious’
belief at quite an early age also in India. However, it was not until the first half of
the first millennium CE that the actual term for such a phenomenon, e.g. either yogipratyakša (‘the yogin’s perception’) or ârša-pratyakša (‘the seer’s perception’), was
coined and found its way into philosophical treatises in general. Attempts to prove
the existence of such a belief-based concept are generally even later.
Both the concept and the term are absent in earliest versions of the Vaiœešikasûtra; their addition must have taken place later, about the turn of 4th/5th centuries
at the earliest, and antedate Praœastapâda, as WEZLER (1982), HONDA (1988) and
ISAACSON (1993) convincingly argued. The latter (ISAACSON (1993: 141-142)) also
draws attention to the following passage of Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin’s Nyâyabhâšya,143 which directly mentions the idea and explicitly quotes VS(C) 9.13, apparently the earliest Vaiœešika reference to supernatural perception.144

143

NBh 1.1.3 (p. 9.8–9): pratyakšaô yuñjânasya yoga-samâdhijam “âtmany âtma-manasoÿ
saôyoga-viœešâd âtmâ pratyakšaÿ” iti.—‘[Another proof of the existence of soul, beside verbal
testimony of an authority or inference, is] perception of a [yogin] temporarily [engrossed] in
meditation, which is born in the state of concentration in yoga [in accordance with] the following
[sûtra]: “Due to particular connection of the self and the mind in the self [there arises] perception
of the self”.’
144
Indeed, there is a reference to samâdhi in NS 4.2.38: samâdhi-viœešâbhyâsât.—‘[The cognition of the true nature of imperfections (see NS 4.2.1 and 1.1.18)] arises due to rehearsed exertion of a particular kind of concentration.’ However, one should not take such a reference to
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Accordingly, the section into which the discussion of supernatural perception is
some time later inserted is VS(C) 9.13–17 and actually, in the version we have in
front of us, deals with two kinds of it 145:
‘[A: The state of a yogin temporarily engrossed in meditation (yukta,
lit. “connected” or “disciplined, concentrated” 146):]
[13] Due to particular connection of the self and the mind in the self
[there arises] perception of (through?) the self.147
[14] [This perception] also [grasps] other substances, [sc. atoms148 of
five elements, time, space, mind].

meditative concentration (samâdhi) as an indication that Akšapâda Gautama accepted supernatural perception because there is no necessary link between the two. The explanation of
Pakšilasvâmin Vâtsyâyana in NBh ad loc. is a clear indication that what samâdhi meant was a
process that has nothing to do with supernatural perception but was a process of withdrawal of
the self’s attention from the sense-data: ‘This [concentration is a connection of the mind with
the soul [only, the mind being] withdrawn (sc. disconnected) from sense-organs and held under
control by a restraining effort, and [this connection] is characterised by a desire to understand
the true nature [of the categories]’ (sa tu pratyâhåtasyêndriyebhyo manaso vidhârakeòa
prayatnena dhâryamâòasyâtmanâ saôyogas tattva-bubhutsâ-viœišþaÿ).
145
We should be aware, though, that this two-fold division—achieved through the later insertion of VS(C) 9.15—was most probably subsequently imposed on an earlier interpolation which
did not know the two kinds of supernatural perception, and that happened under Praœastapâda’s
influence, see FADDEGON (1918: 293), HONDA (1988: 468–469) and ISAACSON (1993: 144–148),
cf. WEZLER (1982: 667).
146
It corresponds to yuñjâna (‘connecting’ or ‘disciplining himself, concentrating’) of NBh 1.1.3
(see n. 147).
147
It is quoted in NBh 1.1.3 (p. 9.8–9) as a proof of the existence of the soul: pratyakšaô
yuñjânasya yoga-samâdhijam “âtmany âtma-manasoÿ saôyoga-viœešâd âtmâ pratyakšaÿ” iti.—
‘[Another proof of the existence of soul, beside verbal testimony of an authority or inference, is]
the perception of a [yogin] temporarily engrossed in meditation, which is born in the state of concentration in yoga [in accordance with] the following: “Due to particular connection of the self
and the mind in the self [there arises] perception of the self”.’ VS(C) 9.13 is also quoted in
RVâr 5.2, p. 440.9 (as indicated by Muni Jambuvijaya in VS(C), n. 15, p. 234.26–27), and not in
RVâr 5.22, as ISAACSON (1993: 141) indicates.
Also Kauòðinya the Pâœupata accepts this kind of supernatural perception as different from ordinary, sensory variety, see PABh 1.1, p. 7.1–8: tatra pratyakšaô dvividham indriya-pratyakšam
âtma-pratyakšaô ca. indriya-pratyakšam indriyârthâÿ œabda-sparœa-rûpa-rasa-gandha-ghaþâdyâÿ,
vyâkhyâna-tâpa-mûtra-purîša-mâôsa-lavaòa-prâòâyâmaiÿ siddham. âtma-pratyakšaô tadupahâra-kåtsna-tapo-duÿkhântâdi-vacanât siddham. yathâ prasthena mito vrîhiÿ prasthaÿ.
paramârthatas tv indriyârtha-sambandha-vyañjaka-sâmagryaô dharmâdharma-prakâœa-deœa-kâlacodanâdy-anugåhîtaô sat pramâòam utpadyate. âtma-pratyakšaô tu cittântaÿ-karaòa-sambandhasâmagryam. See also PABh 3.19, p. 88.20–21: kåtsnasya tapaso lakšaòam âtma-pratyakšaô
veditavyam (for the translation see n. 173).
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[B: The state of a yogin no longer engrossed in meditation (viyukta, lit.
“disconnected” or “undisciplined, no longer concentrated”):]
[15, interpolation:149] And [also] due to the contact of the self, senseorgan, mind and object [there arises supernatural perception].150
(ŒM: And [also] those whose internal organ (mind) is no [longer] concentrated, whose concentration has been interrupted, [acquire perception] of these [other substances].)
[16] And [there is also supernatural perception] of actions and qualities, since they inhere in [the other substances].
[17] And [also there is supernatural perception] of qualities of the self,
since they inhere in the self.’ 151
However, as FADDEGON (1918: 293) suspected—on the basis of tat−° in tatsamavâyât of VS(C) 9.16 = (VS(Œ) 9.14) referring naturally to VS(C) 9.14 = (VS(Œ)
9.12), not to the preceding sûtra—and as ISAACSON (1993: 144 ff., § 4) demonstrated, VS(C) 9.15 (= VS(Œ) 13) is still a later interpolation and its insertion introduced a two-fold division (known to Praœastapâda) of yogi-pratyakša into yukta and
viyukta, apparently not known to the author of the earlier passage VS(C) 9.13–14
148
Thus acc. to Candrânanda, VSV(C): …vyâpaka-dravyešv âtmanâsaôyuktešv apratišiddhâtmasaôyogešu ca paramâòv-âdišûbhâbyâô saôyuktešu…
149
See ISAACSON (1993) and HONDA (1988).
150
Cf. VSV(C) 1.15: sûkšma-vyavahita-viprakåšþešv arthešu tešâô catušþaya-sannikaršâd api
pratyakšaô jâyate. tathâsmad-âdi-pratyakšešu.—‘For these [yogins no longer engrossed in meditation] there arises perception of objects which are subtle, concealed [from sight] and distant due
to the contact of these four [viz. the self, sense-organ, mind and object]a. And also of things perceptible to people like us.’
a
On catušþaya (as well as on traya and dvaya) see also DPŒ2 146 (p. 191–2): … yad jñânaô
tasyâtmêndriya-mano-’rtha-catušþaya-sannikaršaÿ karaòam. Cf. also the sequence of connection in
NBhû, p. 170 (apropos of NSâ: viprayuktâvasthâyâô catušþaya-traya-dvaya-sannikaršâd grahaòaô
yathâ-saôbavena yojanîyam): [catušþaya:] tatra rasana-cakšus-tvâcâm … âtmâ manasâ
saôyujyate, mana indriyeòa, indriyam arthenêti. [traya:] œrotreòârtha-grahaòe trayâòâm âtmamanaÿ-œrotrâòâô sannikaršaÿ. [dvaya:] manasârtha-grahaòe dvayor âtma-manaso sannikarša iti.
151
VS(C) 9.13–17 ≈ VS(Œ) 9.1.11–15 ≈ VS(D) 9.11–13:
13: âtmany âtma-manasoÿ saôyoga-viœešâd âtma-pratyakšam.
[VS(D)
: absent]
14: tathâ dravyântarešu.
[VS(Œ) 12: tathâ dravyântarešu pratyakšam.]
[VS(D)
: absent]
15: âtmêndriya-mano-’rtha-sannikaršâc ca. [= VS(D)]
[VS(Œ) 13: asamâhitântaÿ-karaòâ upasaôhåta-samâdhayas tešâô ca.]
16: tat-samavâyât karma-guòešu. [= VS(D)]
17: âtma-samavâyâd âtma-guòešu. [= VS(D)]
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and 16–17. Indeed, when we eliminate sûtra 15, we obtain a more consistent, uninterrupted reading, without the unnatural jump in the textual structure.
Praœastapâda’s full-fledged description of both kinds of supernatural perception of
a yogin, either directly engrossed in the practice of yoga (yukta) or not (viyukta),
that influenced the later insertion of VS(C) 9.15 into the Vaiœešika-sûtra section on
yogi-pratyakša, runs as follows:
‘[240] The grasping of the highest universal (i.e. mahâ-sâmânya) and
of [intermediate universals such as] substantiality, qualitativeness, and
mobility etc., inherent in a perceptible substratum, through sense-organs
which grasp [their] substratum is the [ordinary] perception of people
like us. [241] However, in yogins who are temporarily engrossed in
meditation (yukta) [and] who are superior to us, through the mind influenced by moral excellence (dharma) produced by [the practice of]
yoga, there arises an unerring perception of the intrinsic nature with
respect to [such invisible substances as] their own self, the self of others, ether, space, time, air, atoms, mind as well as qualities, actions,
universals, individuators which are inherent in these [substances].
[242] On the other hand, in [yogins who are] no longer engrossed in
meditation (viyukta) due to the contact of the four [viz. the self, senseorgan, mind and object and] thanks to the efficacy of the influence of
moral law produced by [the practice of] yoga, there arises perception
with respect to objects which are subtle, concealed (from sight) and
distant152.’153
Just as Praœastapâda’s references to god implied the existence of an antecedent
Vaiœešika tradition, albeit of quite a fresh date, in which that idea had already been
established, also in the case of Praœastapâda’s mature and particularised description
of supernatural perception it seems that the idea of yogi-pratyakša had already been
established in the system for quite some time and it was not Praœastapâda’s own
innovation.

152

Cf. n. 150.
PBh 1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 240–242: [240] bhâva-dravyatva-guòatva-karmatvâdînâm
upalabhyâdhâra-samavetânâm âœraya-grâhakair indriyair grahaòam ity etad asmad-âdînâô
pratyakšam. [241] asmad-viœišþânâô tu yoginâô yuktânâô yoga-ja-dharmânugåhîtena manasâ
svâtmântarâkâœa-dik-kâla-paramâòu-vâyu-manaÿsu tat-samaveta-guòa-karma-sâmânya-viœešešu
samavâye câvitathaô svarûpa-darœanam utpadyate. [242] viyuktânâô punaœ catušþayasannikaršâd yoga-ja-dharmânugraha-sâmarthyât sûkšma-vyavahita-viprakåšþešu pratyakšam
utpadyate.
153
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What attests to a mature state of development of the idea of the yogin’s supernatural perception is not only the double division mentioned in the above section of
PBh, but also the fact that Praœastapâda finds an additional role for yogi-pratyakša
to play in the Vaiœešika ontology. For him it serves as an additional tool, or even a
direct, perceptual proof of the existence of the individuators (viœeša), perhaps the
most controversial and debatable ontological postulate of the school, and also of the
atoms. This is how he attempts to prove the existence of the individuators by taking
recourse to supernatural perception:
‘[370] Similarly to people like us who experience the differentiation in
cognition occasioned by equal shapes, qualities, actions, parts or relations, with reference to cows, etc. [as different] from horses, etc.—
[e.g. in the form] “[this] cow is white, of swift pace, with a fat neck
hump, with a large bell”—in a similar manner yogins, who are superior
to us, [experience] the differentiation in cognition with reference to
permanent [entities like] atoms as well as minds and souls of liberated
people that [all] have identical shapes, qualities and actions. Since
there is no other factor [that would make such a differentiation between seemingly identical things possible], the factors thanks to which
[the yogins are able to distinguish] each and every substratum [of
qualities and actions in the form]: “this is different, that is different”,
and [thanks to which in those yogins] a recognition arises: “this is that
[atom]” with regard to an atom in distant place and time, are ultimate
individuators.154 [371] Suppose, on the other hand, without [postulating the existence of] ultimate individuators, that the yogins possessed
such a discrimination through cognition as well as recognition [of individual atoms, which they could acquire] through moral law (dharma)
produced by [the practice of] yoga, what would happen then? It would
not be possible [for them to distinguish between atoms etc.] in this
154

Interestingly, while quoting the passage PBh1 11, p. 321–322 = PBh2 370 in his Nyâyaviniœcaya-vivaraòa, Vâdirâja-sûri omits the above phrase deœa-kâla-viprakarše ca paramâòau sa
evâyam iti pratyabhijñânaô ca bhavati, see NViV 1.121, vol. 1, p. 452.1–3: tato yad uktam
<> yoginâô nityešu tulyâkåti-guòa-kriyešu paramâòušu muktâtma-manaÿsu cânyanimittâsambhava ebhyo nimittebhyaÿ pratyâdhâraô vilakšaòo ’yaô <> iti pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ <>
te ’ntyâ viœešâÿ. (The dotted underline shows varia lectio, the square brackets <> indicate that
some portions preserved in the edited text of PBh are missing in NViV).
That could either mean that Vâdirâja-sûri omitted phrase deœa-kâla-viprakarše… deliberately,
for it was not relevant to his critique of the viœeša category (although his way of quoting other
work is generally quite faithful), or the phrase was not present in the manuscripts of PBh Vâdirâjasûri used, which might further imply that the phrase is a latter addition to PBh.
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way, [i.e. merely through such a supernatural perception]. Just like a
cognition of white in something which is not white or a recognition of
something completely invisible does not arise through moral law produced by [the practice of] yoga, and if it could [arise] it would be false,
in the same manner the yogins can possess neither discrimination
through cognition nor a recognition through moral law born of [the
practice of] yoga without [the existence of] ultimate individuators155.’156
The above account apparently refers primarily to yogins who are temporarily engrossed in meditation (yukta, yuñjâna), because what is at stake is the yogins’
capability of perceiving atoms, viz. the competence Praœastapâda reserves for
them157. Praœastapâda’s strategy is to liken, by analogy158 (yathâsmad-âdînâô …
tathâsmad-viœišþânâô yoginâô), the operation and scope of supernatural perception,
allegedly possessed by yogins, to commonplace perception of ordinary humans. At
the same time supernatural perception functions as a vital tool for ‘the cognoscenti’
to access the layers of reality which are beyond the scope or ordinary cognitive apparatus and which is at the same time the ontological fundament of Vaiœešika universe and metaphysics. We will subsequently see that it is not the sole role assigned
to supernatural perception.

155

The idea of the individuators that make it possible for the yogins to distinguish between
various atoms is recapitulated in YBh 3.53 (p. 313.7).
156
PBh1 11, p. 321–322 = PBh2 370–371: [370] yathâsmad-âdînâô gav-âdišv aœvadibhyas
tulyâkåti-guòa-kriyâvayava-saôyoga-nimittâ pratyaya-vyâvåttir dåšþâ gauÿ œuklaÿ œîghra-gatiÿ
pîna-kakudmân mahâ-ghaòþa iti, tathâsmad-viœišþânâô yoginâô nityešu tulyâkåti-guòa-kriyešu
paramâòušu muktâtma-manaÿsu cânya-nimittâsambhavâd yebhyo nimittebhyaÿ pratyâdhâraô
vilakšaòo ’yaô vilakšaòo ’yam iti pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ, deœa-kâla-viprakarše ca paramâòau sa
evâyam iti pratyabhijñânaô ca bhavati te ’ntyâ viœešâÿ. [371] yadi punar antya-viœešam antareòa
yoginâô yoga-jâd dharmât pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ pratyabhijñânaô ca syât tataÿ kiô syât? nÎvaô
bhavati. yathâ na yoga-jâd dharmâd aœukle œukla-pratyayaÿ saôjâyate atyantâdåšþe ca
pratyabhijñânam, yadi syân mithyâ bhavet, tathêhâpy antya-viœešam antareòa yoginâô na yogajâd dharmât pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ pratyabhijñânaô vâ bhavitum arhati.
157
PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153.
158
Analogy (upamâna) is a cognitively valid procedure also for the Vaiœešika, albeit it is not
classified as a separate cognitive criterion (pramâòa) but merely a subvariety of testimony of an
authoritative person, see PBh1, p. 220 = PBh2 259: âptenâprasiddhasya gavayasya gavâ gavayapratipâdanâd upamânam âpta-vacanam eva.—‘Analogy based on explanation, by an authoritative
person, [what the animal] gayal (Bos Gavaeus) [is like by comparing] the unknown gayal to [well
known] cow is nothing but a testimony of an authoritative person.’ It is considered different from
inference, even such that is based on recognition of the whole from the perception of its parts, see
VS(C) 2.1.8: višâòî kakudmân prânte vâladhiÿ sâsnâvân iti gotve dåšþaô liógam.—‘The visible
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4.4.2. Supernatural perception of the seers
Supernatural perception acquired through the practice of yoga is not the only kind
of such an extrasensory faculty admitted by Praœastapâda. The other kind is âršapratyakša159, or perception of the seers (åši) who are endowed with it ‘genetically’,160 viz. they are apparently born with it by virtue of their past good deeds.
However, not only seers have it, as Praœastapâda maintains:
‘The seer’s perception is described as such a cognition which makes
things known as they are (sc. in correspondence to truth) and which
arises, by virtue of the contact of the soul and the mind and due to special moral endowment (dharma), in the seers, who are revealers of the
Vedic lore, as the insight into past, future and present, and into extrasensory things such as moral law etc., which are expounded in the
scriptures and which are not expounded [at all]. This [supernatural
perception] is possessed by divine beings and seers in an extensive
form, [but] also sometimes by ordinary people, for instance when a girl
says: “My heart tells [me] that tomorrow my brother will come”.’ 161
The new element here is, first, purely extrasensory domain of this supernatural
perception and, second, the inclusion of dharma in its domain; further it extends to
things past and future, rendering predictions, fortune telling, authoritative religious
accounts entrusted to scriptural word etc. possible. The seer’s perception, which
attracts much less attention in PBh, necessarily requires the contact of the self
(âtman) and the mind (manas), and is considered a tool whereby one can directly, or
‘perceptually’, cognise moral law.

inferential sign [necessary for inference] with respect to “cow” [to be inferred] is that it has horns,
it has a hump, it has bristled tail at its end, it has a dewlap.’
159
The Vaiœešika distinguish it from yogi-pratyakša, even though the critics of the idea (the
Mîmâôsaka and the Cârvâka) take these two varieties, yogi-pratyakša and ârša-pratyakša, as one
and the same phenomenon.
160
The idea of ‘genetically’ induced supernatural perception is found also in Jainism, see e.g.
TS 1.21–22: dvividho ’vadhiÿ. bhava-pratyayo nâraka-devânâm.—‘Clairvoyance is two-fold. [Clairvoyance] occasioned by birth is [possessed] by hell-beings and divine beings.’
161
PBh1, p. 258 = PBh2 288: âmnâya-vidhâtåòâm åšîòâm atîtânâgata-vartamânešv atîndriyešv
arthešu dharmâdišu granthôpanibaddhešv anupanibaddhešu câtma-manasoÿ saôyogâd dharmaviœešâc ca yat pratibhaô yathârtha-nivedanaô jñânam utpadyate tad âršam ity âcakšate. tat tu
prastâreòa deva-ršîòâô, kadâcid eva laukikânâô, yathâ kanyakâ bravîti œvo me bhrâtâgantêti
hådayaô me kathayatîti.
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The idea of the seer’s perception (ârša-pratyakša), occasionally called intuition
(pratibha or pratibhâ), is mentioned as a special kind of supernatural perception
also in Vaiœešika-sûtra in three recensions: ‘The seer’s [perception] and the perception of perfected beings [arises] from merits.’162 This sûtra must be again a later
interpolation, albeit we find it in all three recensions163, because in all of them the
sûtra is entirely mechanically appended at the very end of the respective chapters,
without any direct connection to the preceding portion. The reason for such an insertion was most probably the need to accommodate the two-fold division of
supernatural perception (yogi-pratyakša and ârša-pratyakša) found in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya, but not in an earlier version of the Vaiœešika-sûtra, and to verbalise a
reaction to the claims of the Mîmâôsâ school denying the existence of such a perception.
On the other hand, we have clear indications that even at the time of Praœastapâda
the belief in supernatural perception did not belong to the Vaiœešika canon of convictions accepted universally by all proponents of the school. A section of Daœapadârtha-œâstra (DPŒ1, p. 108–109 = DPŒ2 145–148) unmistakably shows that
Candramati did not admit the existence of any supernatural perception, for he explicitly asserts that such categories as atoms, qualities of atoms etc., which are considered by Praœastapâda to be accessible to yogi-pratyakša, fall in the category of
the imperceptibles. Likewise, in no way does he allude to the existence of or to the
mere idea of liberation (mokša). Hakuju UI (1917: 11–12) rightly observes that
‘The treatise has no mention of Îœvara, as in the case of V.S. (Vaiœešikasûtra—P.B.); there is also no description of the way to emancipation
(mokša); even if the second sort of merit (dharma, one of the twentyfour attributes) corresponds to it, it is only a definition of it. As a consequence, the author does not allude to yoga, yogin, or anything supernatural.’

4.4.3. Supernatural perception and moral law
Both accounts of supernatural perception, i.e. that of a yogin and that of a seer, associate it, either directly or indirectly, with moral law (dharma) and liberation (mokša).
In the case of ârša-pratyakša, the link is immediate: those who are endowed with
this kind of supernatural perception are capable of cognising dharma directly. In the
162
163

VS(C) 9.28 = VS(Œ) 9.2.18 = VS(D) 9.22: âršaô siddha-darœanaô ca dharmebhyaÿ.
Candrânanda in his exposition (VSV(C), p. 71) recapitulates PBh1 8.12, p. 258 = PBh2 288.
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case of the yogin’s supernatural perception the link is a bit less obvious and not so
explicit.
To understand it better, we should first see how Praœastapâda defines moral law
(dharma):
‘[308] Moral law is a quality of the human being. It is the cause of
pleasure, good and liberation for the agent;164 it is extrasensory …
[315] The practice of yoga is the moral law (i.e. obligation) [to be followed by] anyone who has [so far] been in any of the [first] three
[life stages (âœrama)], who has acquired faith, after he has granted (sc.
taken the single vow of) permanent amiability (lit. fearlessness) to all
creatures [and] has laid down his [mundane] duties, who is not negligent as regards rules (yama) and restraints (niyama)165 [and] becomes,
due to constant rumination over the six ontological categories, a renouncer [in the last life stage of saônyâsin]. [316] Moral law arises
through the contact of the soul and mind in dependence on these
[above-mentioned] means and through purity of intention with no regard of any visible goal.’ 166
This succinct account first states that dharma, although a quality of the soul
(puruša-guòa), is not amenable to sense organs (atîndirya) and one therefore requires special faculty to cognise it directly or is forced to rely on another person’s
account who has seen it directly himself. Since dharma is the quality of the soul and
under normal circumstances the soul, at least for the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika, is incapable of self-cognition, or self-illuminating cognition (sva-saôvitti, sva-saôvedana),
what is required for the perception of dharma is a direct contact of the soul and
mind (âtma-manasoÿ saôyogâd dharmôtpattiÿ). Further, Praœastapâda declares that
there exists the means to cognise the moral law, which is the practice of yoga (yogaprasâdhana), being at the same time the moral duty of a renouncer. Commenting on
164
This is a reference to two-fold goal of moral law as expressed in VS(C) 1.1.2: yato
’bhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ sa dharmaÿ.—‘That from which [results] the attainment of mundane prosperity and the highest good is moral law.’
165
These are the well-know first two steps of the eight-fold path of yoga, see YS 2.29: yamaniyamâsana-prâòâyâma-pratyâhâra-dhâraòâ-dhyâna-samâdhayo ’šþâva aógâni. It is certainly not
a coincidence to find these two categories of the Yoga school in Praœastapâda’s passage, which
attests to the influence of yoga practice and belief on the latter.
166
PBh1, p. 272 = PBh2 308, 315–316: [308] dharmaÿ puruša-guòaÿ. kartuÿ priya-hita-mokšahetur atîndiryo … [315] trayâòâm anyatamasya œraddhâvataÿ sarva-bhûtebhyo nityam abhayaô
dattvâ saônyasya svâni karmâòi yama-niyamešv apramattasya šaþ-padârtha-prasaôkhyânâd
yoga-prasâdhanaô pravrajitasyêti. [316] dåšþaô prayojanam anuddiœyÎtâni sâdhanâni bhâvaprasâdaô câpekšyâtma-manasoÿ saôyogâd dharmôtpattir iti.
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the passage, Vyomaœiva makes the idea explicit by adding that the practise of yoga
is the only means to achieve dharma.167 The adept of yoga who is engaged in preliminary stages of the eight-fold path of yoga (yama-niyamešv apramattasya) has
one aim: liberation, which is achieved by virtue of knowing moral law (kartuÿ …
mokša-hetuÿ).
An additional support for the thesis that Praœastapâda did view the yogic path as a
means to liberation is the expression ‘permanent amiability’, or ‘constant fearlessness’ (nityam abhayaô), which has its parallel in Nyâya-bhâšya defining the state of
liberation (apavarga):
‘This is [the state of] amiability (lit. fearlessness), without decay, a
state of immortality, the absolute, the attainment of tranquillity.’ 168
Moreover, the idea of ‘granting permanent amiability to all living beings’ (sarvabhûtebhyo nityam abhayaô dattvâ) is not an invention of proponents of the NyâyaVaiœešika systems but is an echo of an earlier expression, i.e. sarva-bhûtâbhayapradâna, well anchored in the tradition of the Yoga-bhâšya:
‘Being [continuously] roasted on dreadful coals of transmigration, I
take the refuge in moral rules of yoga by granting amiability (lit. fearlessness) to all creatures.’169
Thus, the direct link between a yogin, who acquires supersensory faculties through
the practice of yoga, and yogi-pratyakša, being precisely such a supersensory faculty, is therefore quite well established. Similarly well authenticated is the relation
between the practice of yoga, understood as one’s ultimate duty, and liberation
(mokša). Thus, the explicit link between supernatural faculty and the perception of
dharma, which was straightforwardly expressed in the case of the seer’s perception
(ârša-pratyakša), also holds in the case of the first kind of supernatural perception,
that of a yogin. Consequently, such a supernatural perception of any form (either
yogi−° or ârša-pratyakša) is ultimately related to the purpose of achieving the final
goal, liberation. 170

167

VyV ad loc., vol. II, p. 234.24: yoga eva tasya dharma-sâdhanam.
NBh 1.1.22, p. 22.3: tad abhayam ajaram amåtyu-padaô brahma kšema-prâptir iti.
169
YBh 2.33, p. 217.10–11: ghorešu samsârâógârešu pacyamânena mayâ œaraòam upâgataÿ
sarva-bhûtâbhaya-pradânena yoga-dharmaÿ.
170
The salvific goal does not exhaust all possible motivations why yoga was practised: there
are other traditions the adepts of which seek supernatural perception and other powers (siddhi,
åddhi) for their own sake, not for the sake of liberation, but such a siddhi-tradition is not relevant
to the present issue.
168
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The direct link between yogi-pratyakša of the yukta-yogins and dharma is embedded in Praœastapâda’s statement: “in yogins who are temporarily engrossed in meditation (yukta) [and] who are superior to us, through the mind influenced by moral
excellence (dharma) produced by [the practice of] yoga”171, which relates moral
excellence to the practice of yoga, resulting in the superiority of yogins and in their
inner excellence of supernatural perception that eventually grasps invisible substances such as their own selves, the selves of others, ether, space, time, air, atoms,
mind as well as qualities, actions, universals, individuators which are inherent in
these substances. A similar dependence between the acquisition of supernatural
perception and moral law is expressed by Praœastapâda in another passage172 which
postulates that yogins can supernaturally perceive ultimate individuators inherent in
atoms, accordingly discriminate between the atoms and recognise them after some
time thanks to moral endowment (dharma) achieved thanks to their engagement
with the practice of yoga.
The above passages dealing with supernatural perception as well as the recurrent
expression yoga-ja-dharma173 additionally demonstrate that the practice of yoga
was conceived of as being instrumental in moral upliftment and inner (spiritual)
progress.

4.4.4. Supernatural perception and the gradual development argument
I shall now attempt to demonstrate that the acceptance of supernatural perception
eventually entails, in the tradition of Praœastap¹da and/alias Praœastamati, the acceptance the idea of omniscience, or supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna, jñânâtiœaya),
to which the concept is indirectly and logically related. I would even venture to
assert that it was a necessary corollary of the omniscience claim.
In his descriptions of yogi-pratyakša, Praœastapâda indirectly follows at least two
lines of reasoning that may count as hidden arguments for omniscience, already
referred to above:

171

PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153.
PBh1 11, p. 322 = PBh2 371, see above p. 313, n. 156.
173
Altogether five occurrences of yoga-ja-dharma in PBh 1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241–242
(n. 153) and PBh1 11, p. 322 = PBh2 371 (n. 156). A parallel is found in a commentary on the
Pâœupata-sûtra, in which Kauòðinya explains that supernatural perception arises thanks to ascetic
practices, see PABh 3.19, p. 88.20–21: kåtsnasya tapaso lakšaòam âtma-pratyakšaô veditavyam.—
‘One should know the defining feature of all the austerities is [supernatural] perception of
(through?) the self.’
172
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‘This [supernatural perception] is possessed by gods and seers in an
extensive form, [but] also sometimes by ordinary people, for instance
when a girl says: “my heart tells [me] that tomorrow my brother will
come”.’174

A2°

‘Similarly to people like us who experience the differentiation in cognition occasioned by equal shapes, qualities, actions, parts or relations,
with reference to cows, etc. [as different] from horses, etc.—[e.g. in
the form] “[this] cow is white, of swift pace, with a fat neck hump,
with a large bell”—in a similar manner yogins, who are superior to us,
[experience] the differentiation in cognition with reference to permanent [entities like] atoms and minds and souls of liberated people that
have identical shapes, qualities and actions.’ 175
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Both these descriptions rely on what I would call ‘gradual development argument’
for omniscience, well attested in Indian philosophical literature.
The underlying structure of such an argument could be phrased as follows:
T4°

‘Supreme knowledge (omniscience) is possible, because we observe a gradual development of cognitive faculties’, 176

or, alternatively, more universally:
T5°

‘An invisible perfect condition x (e.g. liberation, omniscience, extrasensory
perception) is possible, because there is a gradation of the respective faculty”.

A classical and lucid formulation of the argument can be found some time later in
Jayanta-bhaþþa’s Nyâya-mañjarî, who merely recapitulates an older version of it as
follows:
‘The proof [of supernatural perception] is the excellence (culmination)
of perception. For it is as follows: a person like us whose sight relies
[on light] notices a number of things placed in proximity. Cats177, on
the other hand, can recognise even [a thing] that has fallen into a place
covered with a layer of mud in the thickest possible darkness. Fur174

PBh1, p. 258 = PBh2 288. Vide supra, p. 314, n. 161.
PBh1 11, p. 321 = PBh2 370. Vide supra, p. 313, n. 156.
176
Cf. BALCEROWICZ (2005: 180–181 and n. 133).
177
The rare expression undura-vairin (‘enemies of mice’) is explained by Jayanta-bhaþþa himself later as våša-daôœa, see NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 269.6–10 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 157.17: sampâti-våšadaôœa-dåœoÿ. The term våša-daôœa (‘having strong teeth’), i.e. ‘the cat’, is listed, e.g., in the
Amara-koœa as one of the synonyms of ‘the cat’, see AmK 2.5.6ab, p. 242:
otur biðâlo mârjâro våša-daôœaka âkhu-bhuk /
175
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thermore, one learns from the Râmâyaòa epic that the king of vultures
named Sampâti could even see Sîtâ (lit. the spouse of Daœaratha’s son)
in the distance of a hundred miles. This precisely is the excellence
(culmination) of perception, just like the culmination of such qualities
as white etc., which is based on gradation. Hence it is understood that
there is the highest culmination without any higher culmination. And
therefore those in whom there is the highest intensity of this [perception] are praised as yogins. So the topmost culmination means that
[yogins’] perception has as its domain [things] that are subtle, concealed [from sight], distant, past, future etc.’ 178
At first glance, one might say that the above passage only deals with supernatural
perception of yogins (yogi-pratyakša), not with omniscience. Jayanta, however, dispels
such doubts by himself making a direct link to omniscience, first by quoting
Kumârila-bhaþþa’s criticism of the idea, in which the term sarva-jña expressly occurs,179 and subsequently by himself referring to the ‘all-perceiving yogins’.180 Accordingly, what Jayanta-bhaþþa says is the following: some creatures can only see
things in proximity when illuminated by light, some can also see objects in the dark,
while others can perceive things in distance, and still others can grasps extremely
remote objects, etc.; therefore there must be a limit to this gradual increase of perceptive powers which is their complete consummation in the form of omniscience .
The argument rests on an almost universally Indian fear of infinite regress
(anavasthâ), the literally meaning of which is ‘lack of foundation’, the designation
itself quite suggestive of such a fear. Alternatively, what was generally considered a
178

NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 268.3–11 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 157.1–7: darœanâtiœaya eva pramâòam. tathâ
hy asmad-âdir apekšitâloko ’valokayati nikaþa-sthitam artha-våndam, undura-vairiòas tu sândratama-tamaÿ-paóka-paþala-vilipta-deœa-patitam api saôpaœyanti. sampâti-nâmâ ca gådhra-râjo
yojana-œata-vyavahitâm api daœaratha-nandana-sundarîô dadarœêti râmâyaòe œrûyate, so ’yaô
darœanâtiœayaÿ œuklâdi-guòâtiœaya iva târa-tamya-samanvita iti gamayati param api niratiœayam
atiœayam. ataœ ca yatrâsya paraÿ prakaršas te yogino gîyante. darœanasya ca paro ’tiœayaÿ
sûkšma-vyavahita-viprakåšþa-bhûta-bhavišyad-âdi-višayatvam.
179
MŒV 2.112 quoted in NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 269.13–14 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 158.1–2:
ekena tu pramâòena sarva-jño yena kalpyate /
nûnaô sa cakšušâ sarvân rasâdîn pratipadyate iti //
180
NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 1.271.1–2 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 158.11–12:
satyaô sâhasam etat te mama vâ carma-cakšušaÿ /
na tv eša durgamaÿ panthâ yoginâô sarva-darœinâm //
‘Surely it would be rash [to claim that] this moral law (dharma) [is visible] to
physical eyes of you or me. But this is not an impossible path for all-perceiving
yogins.’
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logical fallacy was occasionally 181 also called ‘unreachable limit’ (alabdhaparinišþha). Any assumption that allows for such an infinite regress must ex
definitione be wrong. Therefore, while admitting of any gradation of supernatural
faculties, one has to admit an upper limit of the gradation, or apex, when the faculties reach their maximum.182
Such an argument is not completely new and we find it as early as in Bhartåhari’s
Vâkyapadîya:
‘It is known that the cognition, encompassing all senses,183 of those
who are superior to us184 with respect to [imperceptible universals
stems] from repeated practise, just like [the knowledge] of specialists
as regards certain [objects such as] gems, silver coins etc. 185’186
The same idea of gradual progression, or growth, up to the climax, which underlies the above verse, is explicitly expressed by Bhartåhari elsewhere:
‘[64/63] Whatever common quality P of an object (model, standard) x
to which another object y is compared and of the object y that is compared to the object (model, standard) x is resorted to, some [other]
property R, different from P, stands out that characterises the objects x,
y etc. to which other objects are compared. [65/64] Whatever quality P, which is the cause of culmination (the highest degree) [in an
object x], is specified as independent (topmost), the fact that this
181

Cf. e.g. NAV 29.23, p. 457.4–5.
Apparently one distinguished infinite regress as logical fallacy from actual infinity such as
the infinity of the world, which is limitless or endless (anâdi, ananta).
183
The expression sarvêndriyaô implies extrasensory cognition which transcends all the conventional limitations of sensory organs that are perceptive only of their particular type of sensory
data (višaya), cf. VP 1.155. In other words, the cognition is not sense-dependent and therefore
grasps conventionally imperceptible objects.
184
Cf. VS(C) 2.1.18 [p. 13]: saôjñâ-karma tv asmad-viœišþânâô liógam, and PBh1 8.12, p. 187
= PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153.
185
See VP 1.35:
parešâm asamâkhyeyam abhyâsâd eva jâyate /
maòi-rûpyâdi-vijñânaô tad-vidâô nânumânikam //
‘The knowledge of specialists as regards certain gems, silver coins etc., which is
not communicable to others, comes about only through repeated practise, it is not
inferential.’
186
VP 3.1.46:
jñânaô tv asmad-viœišþânâô tâsu sarvêndriyaô viduÿ /
abhyâsân maòi-rûpyâdi-viœešešv iva tad-vidâm //
182
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[quality P] is of the highest degree can be known only through [still
another] quality R that subsists in it.’ 187
Bhartåhari’s idea is that any comparison, which in itself entails gradation, of two
items x and y rests on a property P, which we can call first-level property, shared by
the two items, and the degree of the property P in both of the items x and y is assessed against still another property R, let us say a second-level property, being the
criterion for the comparison. What may seem a little ambiguous in the above succinct verses is borne out in the commentary of Harivåšabha as follows:
‘[63] In the [verse], the following triad is laid down: (1) an object
(model) x to which another object y is compared, (2) an object y that is
compared to object x and (3) a common property of these two. That
being the case, a common quality, which is ascertained in an object of
comparison [expressed in the sentence:] “The kšatriya studies recitation like a brâhmaòa”, is understood also with respect to the object (model) x to which the other object y is compared. However, when
[in the comparison:] “The recitation study of the kšatriya is similar to
the recitation study of a brâhmaòa”, both the students are presented as
the relata [of the relation] between an object (model) x to which another object y is compared and an object y that is compared to object x,
then [first-level] properties such as competence etc. of two such recitation study practices, which are differentiated according to their respective substrata, [i.e. the kšatriya and the brâhmaòa], are ascertained
as common properties [of these two substrata]. [That being the case],
there are [additional second-level] properties such as absolute perfection etc. [that characterise the first-level properties such as] competence etc., which [in their turn] are relata [of the relation] of both the
recitation study practices [accomplished by the kšatriya and by the
brâhmaòa]. Hence, there is no limit to differentiation, [because also
the second-level properties can be compared by taking recourse to a
third-level property]. [64] As long as [anything] is presented [in the
form] “this” [or] “that” as the main thing, it is the substance. However,
the substance [as such] does not have any higher degree or lower degree. Therefore, an object, with respect to which one intends to express
187

VP1,2 1.64–65 = VP3 1.63–64:
sâmânyam âœritaô yad yad upamânôpameyayoÿ /
tasya tasyôpamânešu dharmo ’nyo vyatiricyate //
guòaÿ prakarša-hetur yaÿ svâtantryeòôpadiœyate /
tasyâœritâd guòâd eva prakåšþatvaô pratîyate //
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culmination (high degree), is graded by way of factors (sc. attributes)
which subsist [in it], which are the causes of differentiation, which are
dependent on it, which are associated with it, [and] which are instrumental in [manifesting] the culmination (high degree). … As long as
one expresses culmination (high degree) of something which subsists
as the main thing of the expression “this” [or] “that”, so long this
[process of] expression [of the gradation] has no end, as having t h e
u n d e s i r e d c o n s e q u e n c e that one can imagine [still] another factor (sc. attribute) [of higher grade].’ 188
The undesired consequence (prasaóga), mentioned by Harivåšabha, indicates a
conviction that a process of gradation must have an end: unlimited gradation is the
undesired consequence (prasaóga). What was in VP1,2 1.64–65 primarily a linguistic
analysis of suffixes taraP and tamaP that express comparative and superlative degrees of adjectives or substantives was subsequently, in VP 3.1.46, projected onto
metaphysics.
The logical structure of the argument of culmination (‘gradual development argument’), based on a gradation of degree until it reaches a maximum point, has the
following structure:
(∀x ∃y (y → x)) → (∃y ∀ x (y → x)) ,
If, for any thing x there exists some thing y which is higher in degree,
then there exists some thing y which is highest in degree with respect
to all things x.
The symbol → in the formula denotes any sort of antecedence (logical, causal,
physical, spatial etc.).189
188

VPV 1.63–64 ad VP 1.64/63–65/64: [63] ihôpamânam upameyaô tayoœ ca sâdhâraòo
dharma iti tritayam etat siddham. tatra “brâhmaòavad adhîte kšatriyaÿ” ity upameye œrûyamâòaô
sâmânyam upamâne ’pi pratîyate. yadâ tu brahmâòâdhyayanena tulyaô kšatriyâdhyayanam ity
adhyetârau upamânôpameyayoÿ sambandhitvenôpâdîyete, tadâdhyayanayor âœraya-viœešabhinnayoÿ saušþhavâdayo dharmâÿ sâdhâraòatvena pratîyante. saušþhavâdînâm apy adhyayanasambandhinâô parinišpatty-âdayo dharmâ iti nâsti vyatirekasyâvacchedaÿ. [64] yâvad idaô tad
iti prâdhânyenôpâdîyate tad dravyam. na ca drayasya prakaršâpakaršau sta ity aœritair bhedahetubhiÿ para-tantraiÿ saôsargibhir nimittaiÿ prakarše savyâpâraiÿ pracikîršito ’rthaÿ
prakåšyate. … yâvad idaô tad iti-vyapadeœasya prâdhânyenâœritasya prakåšþa-vyapadeœaÿ
kriyate, tâvad vicchinno ’yaô nimittântara-parikalpanâ-dharma-prasaógaa iti.
a
Recte: avicchinno and °−parikalpanâ-prasaóga, cf. VPA ad loc., p. 113.28: tâvad avicchinno
’yaô tatra tatra nimittântara-parikalpanâ-dharma-prasaóga[ÿ].
189
The structure of this proof resembles the proof of god’s existence which we find in Thomas
Aquinas’ Summa Theologiae classified as ‘the forth way’, or the argument ‘from the degrees of
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A very similar structure relying on which Praœastapâda’s acceptance of supernatural perception leads him to the acceptance of god’s omniscience is found on a number of occasions in arguments for the existence or perfection of god, which attests to
the fact that the logical argumentative structure was quite widespread in India. The
first such type is the arguments which correspond to the cosmological argument:
from the first cause (kâraòa), known to Uddyotakara190 and later to Jayanta191, as
well as from the first mover, likewise known both Uddyotakara 192 and to Jayanta193.
Still before Uddyotakara, we come across an argument from perfection (*guòaviœišþa-saôpad), which proves most relevant for our discussion. It is an Indian version of the well-known argument that there must be a real standard of perfection to
make any hierarchy of beings possible. The argument underlies Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin’s formulation of god’s qualities:
‘God is something more than soul, being distinguished by his special
qualities. When one examines the notion of the soul, it is not possible
to conceive of this [god] as anything else [other than as a kind of soul].
Since he is something distinguished by complete absence of evil,

perfection’. The logical flaw of this argument is structurally similar to two other arguments of
god’s existence (‘from the movement’ and ‘from the efficient cause’), for the first time formulated
by Aristotle at the beginning of his Metaphysics, at least in one respect. What the argument says is
that we can order a set of, say, all possible white things in such a way that there will always be
another thing greater in degree (whiter), until we reach the maximum white, or the most perfect
white, or we reach the most perfect being in the hierarchy of all entities in the world which is god
(which would be Thomas Aquinas’s argument). Similarly, we can order all acts of perception so
that it will culminate in the most perfect perception (yogi-pratyakša or sarva-jñâna), for which
there will be other perfection that is better in degree. The grave logical flaw in the argument is that
is not logically permissible to validly interchange the places of the quantifiers in a formula as
follows: ∀x ∃y (T(x, y)) → (∃x ∀y (T(x, y)), whereas the following is a tautology: ∃x ∀y (T(x, y))
→ ∀y ∃x (T(x, y)). Besides, there is nothing logically binding that would force us to accept the
termination of an infinite succession in a chain of events. In other words, one could admit a gradual quantitative growth of clearness of perception without any qualitative change.
190
NV1 4.1.21, p. 460.16 = NV2, p. 433.1: tad-kâritatvât … nimitta-kâraòam îœvaraÿ.
191
NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 492.2–3, com., Vol. 1, p. 502.10–13.
192
NV1 4.21, p. 461.10–14 = NV2, p. 433.13–16: pradhâna-paramâòu-karmâòi prâk pravåtteÿ
buddhimat-kâraòâdhišþhitâni pravartante acetanatvâd vâsy-âdivad iti. yathâ vâsy-âdi buddhimatâ
takšòâ adhišþhitam acetanatvât pravartate tathâ pradhâna-paramâòu-karmâòy acetanâni
pravartante tasmât tâny api buddhimat-kâraòâdhišþhitâni iti.
193
NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 488–490.
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wrong cognition and torpidity and by the perfection of righteousness,
cognition and concentration, god is something more than soul.’ 194
The expression dharma-jñâna-samâdhi-saôpad (‘the perfection of righteousness,
cognition and concentration’) is a clear verbalisation of the conviction, that god
stands at the top of the hierarchy of entities with respect to all good qualities. Also
humans, or other beings for that matter, are possessed of some degree of righteousness, cognition or concentration. However, what distinguishes god from all other
individual souls is that he is the only such a substance in which all virtuous qualities
find their perfect completion. He corresponds to what Thomas Aquinas would call
maxime ens. Interestingly, Vâtsyâyana applies the same argument by way of diminution of all negative qualities: it is god in whom all the negative qualities, present in
all other individual souls in greater or lesser degree, find their complete annihilation.
This harmonises well with a similar reasoning found in Kauòðinya’s Pañcârthabhâšya (PABh, c. 500?) comment on the Pâœupata-sûtra thesis that ‘there is god of
all beings’195:
‘In the [sûtra] god is [understood] as someone with respect to whom
there is nothing supreme.’ 196
There is still another relevant argument for the existence of god, the structure of
which is in fact a slight modification of the previous argument, embedded in the
following rhetorical question posed by Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin:
‘Who could possibly manage to prove, by way of attributes (inferential
signs) of the soul such as cognition etc., that god is not recognisable
[or] is beyond [all cognitive criteria]: perception, inference and scriptural testimony?’197
The obvious (albeit not really logically sound) reply to the quandary, which is
supposed to rectify the doubt, would be the following argument: ‘There is god, because he is inferred trough such perceptible attributes as cognition etc.’ And this
involves a gradation of (the intensity of) the attribute, i.e. of perception. Also such
an argument would have to rely on the same idea of gradation: we prove the exis194

NBh 4.1.21, p. 228.6–7: guòa-viœišþam âtmântaram îœvaraÿ. tasya âtma-kalpât kalpântarânupapattiÿ. adharma-mithyâ-jñâna-pramâda-hânyâ dharma-jñâna-samâdhi-saôpadâ ca viœišþam
âtmântaram îœvaraÿ.
195
PS 5.43, p. 145.1: îœvaraÿ sarva-bhûtânâm.
196
PABh 5.43, p. 145.2: atra niratiœaya aiœvaryeòa îœvaraÿ.
197
NBh 4.1.21, p. 228.14: buddhyâdibhiœ câtma-liógair nirupâkhyam îœvaraô pratyakšânumânâgama-višayâtîtaô kaÿ œakta upapâdayitum.
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tence of ordinary souls through the observation of their ordinary attributes, and we
know of the existence of god, super-soul, through his extraordinary attributes.
The argumentative structure was well-known among the Jainas, even prior to
Praœastapâda, a good example being Kundakunda’s Pavayaòa-sâra (ca 4th–5th
centuries) and his ‘proof’ of liberation in which he applies the same gradual development argument, that rests on the idea of gradual purification, or natural development, till one reaches a perfectly pure condition, or perfection (siddhatva),
tantamount to liberation, characterised by perfect omniscience (kevala-jñâna) and
perfect ‘omni-perception’ (kevala-darœana):198
‘[45] Perfected souls (saints) [achieve their condition] as a result of
merit (or: auspicious karman). Their activity is, however, a natural development, which is free from [inauspicious karman such as] confusion etc., and therefore it is known as “resulting from the destruction
[of karman]” (kšâyika)199. [46] If the soul itself could not become either good or bad by virtue of its own essential nature alone, there
would be no mundane world (transmigration) for all the bodies endowed with a soul.’200
Also Samantabhadra (contemporary with Dharmakîrti) avails himself of the same
argument in the Âpta-mîmâôsâ:
‘[4] A complete destruction of defects and karmic veils is possible, because a complete consummation [of the gradual purification process] is
[possible], just like a [complete] annihilation of both external and internal blemishes in particular cases with the help of respective

198

Kundakunda also makes use of what we could call a reverse gradual development argument
in his Samaya-sâra 222–223, in which the development towards perfection of the soul is compared to a conch which is step by step turning into black until it becomes completely black and
dirty.
199
Cf. TS 10.1: moha-kšayâj jñâna-darœanâvaraòântarâya-kšayâc ca kevalam.—‘Absolute
knowledge [arises] from the destruction of [the karman called] confusion and from the destruction
of the karmans obstructing and veiling [innate] cognition and perception/conation.’
200
PSâ 1.45–46:
puòòa-phalâ arahaôtâ tesiô kiriyâ puòo hi odaiyâ /
mohâdîhiô virahiyâ tamhâ sâ khâiga tti madâ //
jadi so suho va asuho òa havadi âdâ sayaô sahâveòa /
saôsâro vi òa vijjadi savvesiô jîva-kâyâòaô //
Comp. also SSâ 204.
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causes.201 [5] Objects that are subtle, concealed [from sight] and distant remain [always] directly perceptible to someone, because they are
inferable, just as fire etc. [is inferable from visible smoke]—such is a
proof of the omniscient [Jina].’202
Similar arguments based on the idea of the gradation of attributes can be found
also in Buddhist works, e.g. with Dharmakîrti:
‘The yogin’s cognition is produced by the ultimate consummation (intensity) of contemplation of existing objects.’ 203
Dharmakîrti’s description of supernatural perception achievable to an adept of
yoga supplies a nucleus of a proof of yogi-pratyakša which in its crudest form
would assume the formulation: ‘Supernatural perception is possible, because it can
be achieved by consummation (perfection) of practice (meditation).’ In other words,
uninterrupted spiritual practice and meditation have to necessarily lead to their culmination in the form of omniscience. Of course, such an argument in Buddhist (or
Jaina) context did not lead one to accept the existence of a divine being endowed
with perfect qualities but to accept the possibility of the existence a perfect cognition in a human form (that of Buddha, Bodhisattva or Tîrthaôkara). Dharmakîrti’s
commentator, Dharmottara explains that ‘contemplation (meditation) of an entity is
the perpetual (lit. again and again) reflection on it’204, and emphasises the gradual
development that finally leads to supernatural perception, by emphatically dividing
the process into three stages:205 the consummation (intensity) of contemplation
(bhâvanâ-prakarša)206, the apogee of the intensity (prakarša-paryantâvasthâ)207 and,
ultimately, the yogin’s perception (yogi-pratyakša) as the final stage208.209
201
For the analysis of the verse, being a formulation of a proof of liberation, and its soteriological implications see BALCEROWICZ (2005).
202
ÂMî 4–5:
došâvaraòayor hânir niÿœešâsty atiœâyanât /
kvacid yathâ sva-hetubhyo bahir antar mala-kšayaÿ //
sûkšmântarita-dûrârthâÿ pratyakšâÿ kasyacid yathâ /
anumeyatvato ’gny-âdir iti sarva-jña-saôsthitiÿ //
203
NB 1.11: bhûtârtha-bhâvanâ-prakarša-paryantajaô yogi-jñânaô cêti.
204
NBÞ 1.11, p. 67.5: bhûtasya bhâvanâ punaÿ punaœ cetasi viniveœanam.
205
Cf. NAGASAKI (1988: 349–350).
206
NBÞ 1.11 (p. 67.5–6): bhâvanâyâÿ prakaršo bhâvyamânârthâbhâsasya jñânasya
sphuþâbhatvârambhaÿ.—‘The consummation (intensity) of contemplation is the beginning of [the
process in which] cognition [the contents of which is] the image of the object being contemplated
represents [this object] in a clear way.’
207
NBÞ 1.11 (p. 67.6–68.2): prakaršasya paryanto yadâ sphuþâbhatvam îšad asaôpûròaô
bhavati. yâvad dhi sphuþâbhatvam aparipûròaô tâvat tasya prakarša-gamanam. saôpûròaô tu
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It is difficult at this stage to say when, where or with whom the gradual development argument originated. One of the earliest sources is certainly Yoga-bhâšya:
‘Further, his (god’s) supremacy is without any equal excellence [that
could compare with it]. To begin with, [his] excellence is not exceeded
by any other excellence, [because] that very thing which would be excelling over [it] would necessarily be this very excellence [of god].
Therefore, where the excellence reaches its upper limit that is god.
Moreover, there is no excellence that is equal to his. Why? [Because]
when out of two [seemingly] equal things one thing is desired at the
same time [and] and the thing is selected (lit. established) as follows:
“This one must be new; that one must be old”, then it is automatically
follows that the other is inferior because it falls short of [satisfying] the
desired expectation.210 And it is not the case that for two [seemingly]
equal things both are achieved as the desired object simultaneously,
because of the contradiction in terms. Therefore the one whose supremacy is without any [seemingly equal excellences is god.’211
In view of the usage of the term atiœaya or niratiœaya in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya,
the Pañcârtha-bhâšya and the Yoga-bhâšya, it is quite possible that both the foryadâ tadâ nâsti prakarša-gatiÿ. tataÿ saôpûròâvasthâyâÿ prâktany avasthâ sphuþâbhatvaprakarša-paryanta ucyate.—‘The apogee of the intensity [in such a contemplation] is when the
representation of [the object] in a clear way with ultimate intensity is almost complete. For as long
as the representation of [the object] in a clear way is not absolutely complete, this is the progress
of the consummation (intensity) of such a [contemplation]. But when [it is] complete, then there is
no progress [any more]. Therefore, the state prior to the state of complete [representation] is called
the apogee of the intensity of the representation of [the object] in a clear way.’
208
NBÞ 1.11 (p. 68.2–3): tasmât paryantâd yaj jâtaô bhâvamânasyârthasya sannihitasyêva
sphuþatarâkâra-grâhi jñânaô yoginaÿ pratyakšam.—‘Such a cognition which is produced by this
apogee [of intensity and] which grasps more clear form of the object that is being contemplated as
if it were immediately present [in front of the contemplator] is the yogin’s perception.’
209
For further description of the three stages see NBÞ 1.11 (pp. 68.4–69.2). However, Vinîtadeva in his Þîkâ distinguishes four stages, see STCHERBATSKY (1930 II: 31, n. 2) and NAGASAKI
(1988: 350–354).
210
In my rendering and understanding of the passage I consciously go counter the interpretation of the Vivaraòa.
211
YBh 2.24, p. 56.2–57.4: tac ca tasyÎœvaryaô sâmyâtiœaya-vinirmuktam. na tâvad
aiœvaryântareòa tad atiœayyate, yâd evâtiœâyi syât tad eva tat syât. tasmâd yatra kâšþhâ-prâptir
aiœvaryasya sa iœvara iti. na ca tat-samânam aiœvaryam asti. kasmat? dvayos tulyayor ekasmin
yugapat kâmite ’rthe navam idam astu purâòam idam astu ity ekasya siddhau itarasya prâkâmyavighâtâd ûnatvaô prasaktam. dvayoœ ca tulyayor yugapat kâmitârtha-prâptir nâsti, arthasya
viruddhatvât. tasmâd yasya sâmyâtiœayair vinirmuktam aiœvaryaô sa evêœvaram.
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mulations of the gradual development argument phrased by Kauòðinya and Praœastapâda go back to the Yoga-bhâšya or to some common source from which the three
traditions stem.
What is beyond doubt in all the passages of the number of authors quoted above is
that we come across the very same structure of the argument that grades a particular
attribute up to its ultimate perfection. The argument is well known also to the
Mîmâôsâ school, which refers to it and criticises it. 212
Consequently, in view of the logical structure of the argument, consistently applied in India to prove a ‘perfect apex’, it seems justified to hold that Praœastapâda,
and/alias Praœastamati for that matter, saw supernatural perception as pointing to the
existence of supreme knowledge, or omniscience. My contention gets additional
strength in the fact that it was already Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin who spoke not
only of god as such but also of his omniscience, the conviction unambiguously indicated in the statement that ‘god is distinguished by the perfection of cognition
(jñâna-saôpad)’213, thus paving the way for Praœastapâda and his tradition to admit
of god also in the system of Vaiœešika.
I would further maintain that the acceptance of supernatural perception as such
was not merely dictated, at least in part, by religious and extra-philosophical convictions of Praœastapâda and of the generation of Vaiœešika thinkers around his
time,214 but it was also an essential rational corollary of his belief in god’s perfect
powers, including his omniscience. In other words, to explain the process of how the
idea of god entered the body of convictions of Nyâya-Vaiœešika, yogi-pratyakša was
both a corollary of the belief in god’s omniscience and a intermediary step in an
argument for its existence. It was probably a conscious decision of the philosophers
to avail themselves of an idea that was well-known to them from the tradition of
Yoga.

212
See e.g. Sucaritamiœra’s MŒVÞ ad MŒV 4.27, p. 215.15 ff., Pârthasârathi Miœra in NRÂ ad
MŒV 4.26, p. 102.15-16.
213
See p. 324, n. 194.
214
Perhaps the major philosophical function of supernatural perception was to prove the existence of atoms (an idea intimated in the interpolated VS(C) 9.14, see above p. 145, and expressly
mentioned in PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153) and individuators
(mentioned in PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, and PBh1 11, p. 321–322 = PBh2 370–371, see above
312 f.).
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5. Conclusion
5.1. God’s incompatibility with the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika
Having analysed all the four components of the ‘knowability thesis package’, viz.
(1) the equation astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva, (2) the belief in god’s existence,
(3) the belief in god’s omniscience and (4) the belief in supernatural perception, we
see that all of them played an important role in justifying the three remaining ones,
and it must have been a consistent step to accept them all.
The problematic and controversial equation (vide supra, p. 281 and § 3.3 ff.), a
rational proof for which seemed entirely lacking, n e e d e d some additional
strong support and eventually found it in the new dogmatics of the Vaiœešika school.
It was god’s unlimited cognition which came to be believed to account for the conviction that everything that exists is expressible and cognisable. In other words,
god’s omniscience was to guarantee that the Vaiœešika system was complete and
logically consistent in the light of the knowability thesis: anything that is existent
enters god’s mind, and therefore can always be cognised at least by one person, i.e.
god; likewise, it can also be expressed by him. It was god who indirectly provided
people with the Vedas, that were supposed to contain the gist of all the knowledge
about the world. Seen from this perspective, Praœastapâda’s equation existentiality =
nameability = cognisability’ (astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva) turns out to be
much less controversial. We should remember that this explanation is only partial: it
only explains how the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas a s philosophers built the idea
into their philosophical system. The other important part of the explanatory scheme
is their extra-philosophical conviction, i.e. their religious belief which they entertained on account of reasons that were other than philosophical or rational (see below, p. 341 ff.).
The philosophical meaning of strictly religious believe in supernatural perception
(§§ 4.4.1–2) lay in the demonstrative force and structure of the ‘gradual development argument’ (§ 4.4.4), and supernatural perception was merely an indispensable
component of the premisses to proof that omniscience was at all possible.
In addition, the admittance of god into the ontology of Nyâya-Vaiœešika was no
longer a philosophical stance, but a religious belief: all the universe, starting from
the indivisible atoms as building blocks of the universe, along with the relations that
bind atoms into atomic dyads and triad particles, up to all the ontological categories,
is present in god’s mind. It is god’s mind that stores the design (vide supra,
p. 297) which precedes the (re)construction of the universe after cyclical periods of
dissolution. We know that god is omniscient, because we see the gradation of
cognitive faculties in the world, and (faulty) logic, mostly based on the fear of
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anavasthâ (‘infinite regress’), tells us that the gradation must have its apex somewhere. And, indeed, it does find it in god’s mind. Since god can know everything, as the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas came to believe, the thesis that everything
that exists can be also named and cognised is easily defensible.
The idea of god’s existence and omniscience was indispensable in order to accept
the equation: existentiality = nameability = cognisability, and vice versa the equation was an obvious consequence entailed by the idea of god’s omniscience. Even
though each of the four components was problematic in itself, they all when taken
together, and thus rendering mutual support to each other, made Praœastapâda’s
decision to introduce all four a consistent move. At the same time the decision demonstrates how philosophical reason eventually capitulated before religious conviction.
What is important, there was nothing in the earlier, pre-Praœastapâda and preVâtsyâyana tradition of Nyâya-Vaiœešika that could foreshadow such a development
and that would eventually prompt the philosophers to accept the contentious equation as a logical consequence of some ancient teachings. Neither was there anything
in the system that would, on purely philosophical or logical grounds, impel the philosophers to accept the doctrine of god’s existence and omniscience. What is even
more significant, the acceptance of god went against ‘the logic’ of the NyâyaVaiœešika system, which was strictly realistic.
The theistic shift, correlated with the acceptance of the knowability thesis, eventually proved disastrous to the logical consistency of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika system of
ethics. In the first place it was the objectivity and impersonality of the workings of
karman that suffered most.
Prior to that, the workings of karmic retribution were essentially mechanistic,
automatic and objective, i.e. not influenced by any extraneous controlling agent.
Deeds of transmigrating beings, including humans, were directly translated into
their fate in the form of the invisible moral principle (adåšþa).215 It was believed to
comprise two aspects: a positive element, merit (dharma) and a negative element,
demerit (adharma). These two were qualities of the soul (âtman) and inhered in
it,216 being connected via the relation called inherence (samavâya), the sixth category (padârtha) in the system. These joint properties of merit and demerit had both
individual and cosmic dimension: they determined the fate of the soul they inhered
in (e.g. the future birth and social status);217 the fate after death, the movements of

215

On adåšþa see FADDEGON (1918: 341–354). On adåšþa in early Vaiœešika see THAKUR
(2003: 14–19), who takes adåšþa in early Vaiœešika to mean merely ‘unknown factor’.
216
PBh1 6, p. 70 = PBh2 79: tasya [= âtmanaÿ] guòâ buddhi-sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dveša-prayatnadharmâdharma-samskâra-saôkhyâ-parimâòa-påthaktva-saôyoga-vibhâgâÿ.
217
NV1 1.1.1, p. 19.14.
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the atomic mind, its egress from the dead body at the moment of death and its ingress into a new body at a new birth etc., digestion, development of the foetus
etc.,218 emotional states such as passion,219 but also—as a cumulated, collective
principle of all souls—they determined the course of world, including the movements of atoms, the attraction of iron particles by the magnet,220 the circulation of
liquids and juices in plants and trees,221 the upward motion of the fire, the sideward
motion of wind etc.,222 untypical movements in the world, different from basic categories of movement enumerated in VS(C) 5.2.1,223 all movements of water different
than its falling down (e.g. rainfall) as a result of weight in the absence of contact, or
support (mentioned in VS(C) 5.2.3), e.g. positive and negative results of rainfalls
etc., or absence of rain,224 and other phenomena of the physical world. The invisible
moral principle was thus responsible for all phenomena that would not follow ordinary and known physical rules of the world. People could influence the workings of
the invisible moral principle (adåšþa) by various kinds of morally relevant behaviour, including rituals, religious activities etc.:
‘Bath consecration (i.e. bathing in places of pilgrimage), fasting, celibacy, residing in the family of the preceptor, living in a forest [as a renouncer in the third stage of life (âœrama)], sacrifice, charity, purification by sprinkling225, observances regarding cardinal points, constellations, sacrificial formulas and time contribute to the invisible moral
principle’226.
These two properties of all the souls, when combined, could directly affect the
material world, without the agency of the souls themselves, because they were in
contact with atoms; at the same time the invisible moral principle was believed to
218

VS(C) 5.2.19: apasarpaòam upasarpaòam aœita-pîta-saôyogaÿ kâryântara-saôyogâœ cêty
adåšþa-kâritâni.
219
VS(C) 6.2.15.
220
VS(C) 5.1.15: maòi-gamanaô sûcy-abhisarpaòam ity adåšþa-kâritâni.
221
VS(C) 5.2.8: våkšâbhisarpaòam ity adåšþa-kâritam.
222
VS(C) 5.2.14: agner ûrdhva-jvalanaô vâyoœ ca tiryak-pavanam aòu-manasoœ câdyaô karmêty
adåšþa-kâritâni.
223
VS(C) 5.2.2: tad-viœešeòâdåšþa-kâritam.
224
VS(C) 5.2.4: tad-viœešeòâdåšþa-kâritam.
225
Cf. MDhŒ 5.115c, 118a, 122a.
226
VS(C) 6.2.2: abhišecanôpavâsa-brahmacarya-guru-kula-vâsa-vâna-prasthya-yajña-dânaprokšaòa-dió-nakšatra-mantra-kâla-nigamâœa câdåšþâya.
a
VSV(C) ad loc. consistently reads °−niyama−°: dió-niyamâdayo ’nye viœešâÿ. dió-niyamaÿ …
nakšatra-niyamaÿ … mantra-niyamaÿ … kâla-niyamaÿ. Also VSV adopts the reading °− niyamâœ.
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inhere in the souls which were omnipresent, and therefore the results of past deeds
stored as subliminal impressions (saôskâra) could in theory be activated, it seems,
basically anywhere.227 The ambiguous term saôskâra (‘accumulation’) pertained to
both material / objective and mental / subjective plains: it comprised physical factors
resulting from previous actions and triggering subsequent events, e.g. velocity
(VS(C) 5.1.17) of an arrow put in motion, as well as subconscious determinants that
were causes activating remembrance (VS(C) 9.22) or as causes, impeding cognitive
faculties, of nescience (VS(C) 9.25) etc. Thus, the subliminal impressions mediated
in causal relations.
Furthermore, in the causation theory of Nyâya-Vaiœešika, the cause—be it efficient cause (nimitta-kâraòa) or the ‘trigger’ of a causal complex (kâraòa-sâmagrî)—
was thought to immediately precede the effect.228 Also karmic retribution was explained as a part of such a rigid causal system, and a delay in either punitive or rewarding sanction, which one would expect to progress immediately after a respective demeritorious or meritorious deed, was mediated by subliminal impressions that
temporarily stored the moral potential of the deed in order to activate it in an appropriate future moment. This mechanistic causal system of deeds committed in the
past and future retribution for them required no additional agency. It functioned the
way atoms could join or molecules could split without anybody’s supervision, once
a motion was there in the world. And it was there, because souls were believed to be
such sources of motion.
The introduction of god brought confusion to the mechanistic principles of the
system of karmic retribution and postulated an additional, supervising moral agent,
next to moral agents proper, i.e. humans. God came to play a role of the Grand
Moral Accountant, or the ultimate supervisor (adhišþhâtå) and supreme co-ordinator
of how merit and demerit are distributed over to moral agents. The idea of supervision of moral law was immediately used by Uddyotakara to devise an argument
from moral law to prove god’s existence:
227

PBh1, p. 107, 266 = PBh2 127, 300: âtmâòu-saôyogât ; PBh1 5, p. 48.7 ff. = PBh2 57: sarvâtmagata-våtti-labdhâdåšþâpekšebhyas tat-saôyogebhyaÿ pavana-paramâòušu karmôtpattau…
228
Cf. POTTER (1995: 57): ‘One, suggested perhaps by Uddyotakara, has it that the supreme
cause is the most effective cause, the event which immediately precedes and brings about the
production of the effect.’ Early Vaiœešika sources do not provide too much information of how
causality was conceived. The only passages of the Vaiœešika-sûtra on causality are the following
ones: VS(C) 1.2.1–2: kâraòâbhâvât kâryâbhâvaÿ. na tu kâryâbhâvât kâraòâbhâvaÿ.—‘From the
absence of cause follows the absence of effect. However, it is not the case that from the absence of
effect follows the absence of cause’; and VS(C) 4.1.3: kâraòa-bhâvâd dhi kârya-bhâvaÿ.—‘[The
effect of that which is eternal is an inferential sign for its existence,] because from the existence of
cause follows the existence of effect.’ On causality in Nyâya-Vaiœešika and the development of
the idea see also Sadananda BHADURI (1975: 271–319) and MATILAL (1975).
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‘Merit and demerit, being superintended by a cause endowed with
cognitive awareness, cause retribution of a human being, because they
are ultimate causes (instruments), like an axe.’ 229
In other words, since differentiation into morally good and bad actions is, for whatever reasons, accepted as a matter of fact, and if the freedom of human conduct is to
be constrained by some principles entailed by some established convention or moral
law (‘if not everything is permitted’), and if moral law is to be carried out m e a n i n g f u l l y , then a source of morality must exist (sc. ‘god exists’). Uddyotakara’s
reasoning is a counterpart of Immanuel Kant’s argument from morality. Absolute
god’s mind is, therefore, a warrant for moral order and truth in the world. Otherwise, and Uddyotakara would certainly subscribe to Fyodor Dostoevsky’s paradox,
‘if god does not exist, everything is permitted’.
However, there is nothing binding in Uddyotakara’s (or Kant’s) argument that
would compel us to draw a conclusion that ‘god exists’ from premisses that there is
the summum bonum and some rules of conduct, called moral order, exist in a society. Or, which is logically equivalent, from a statement that ‘there is no god’ it does
not follow that moral law does not exist and human conduct is not liable to ethical
judgement. From the same premiss, which so much troubled Dostoevsky and probably Uddyotakara, that ‘god does not exist’, we can draw a contrary conclusion, just
as Jean-Paul Sartre did: ‘we are alone, with no excuses’. If there is no god, we have
to accept that there are no divine regulations which could coerce humans to act accordingly, and often uncritically (merely on the basis of divine authority), and no
superhuman commandments which humans could adhere to mechanically and unreflectively in the hope of eternal bliss. ‘Man is condemned to be free’ and nobody
can tell what is good and what is wrong, what alleviates the pain of nothingness and
what can ease the fear of extinction. Man is condemned to be ‘responsible for everything he does’, to find his own way between good and wrong. And that means full
responsibility for one’s own deeds which no authority has jurisdiction to absolve
one from.
Similarly, the earlier concept of karmic retribution implied full responsibility of
human agents for their actions, albeit some clearly defined moral principles existed,
determined by moral law (dharma). It was the individual, and nobody else, who was
wholly accountable for all he had done. The consequences of his actions would
inevitably return to him, and to nobody else, and in the degree proportional to the
extent of good or wrong earlier committed by him. That was possible precisely be229

NV1 4.1.21, p. 463.13–14 = NV2, p. 435.5–6: dharmâdharmau buddhimat-kâraòâdhišþhitau
purušasyôpabhogaô kurutaÿ karaòatvâd vâsy-âdivad iti. Cf. n. 136 and VSV(C) 1.1.3: îœvaraœ ca
sâdhitas tanu-bhuvanâdînâô kâryatayâ ghaþâdivad buddhimat-kartåkatvânumânena.
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cause there was no extraneous agency which would remove the burden of responsibility from him or exculpate him, or suspend the workings of moral law by dint of
grace, mercy or caprice.
Seen in this light, admission of god by the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas involves a
breach in the consistency of the moral law and undermines inevitability of karmic
retribution. Uddyotakara’s step brings the philosophers closer to strictly religious
views and ethical reflection steers them towards devotion to god (bhakti), the highest superhuman instance on whose supervision of karmic retribution human fate
partly relies. Clearly, such a theistic approach seriously undermined human ethical
agency and moral responsibility, rendering the theory of karmic retribution ultimately ineffectual. Alternatively, assuming that the mechanism of karmic retribution retained its force, god’s superintendence would become meaningless, because
the only role to play for god would merely be that of an uninvolved and completely
inactive observer, which would stand in contradiction with the initial premise of his
supervision of the process of redistribution of merit and demerit to moral agents.
No wonder such an approach provoked criticism from various opponents who
were keen to point out that god is n o t compatible with karman. A Buddhist
thinker Vimalamitra (fist half of the sixth century?) observed in his Abhidharmadîpa that ‘The cause of the world is these [human] deeds, not god etc.’230. Even
earlier, Vasubandhu opined in the often-quoted verse in the same spirit:
‘The diversity of the world comes from action (karman). This [action]
consists in volitional consciousness and all that it brings about ’231.
The same criticism was expressed by the Jainas. Abhayadeva-sûri (TBV, p. 105)
was not unique among them to point out that Uddyotakara’s argument in support of
god’s supervision contradicts the original view found in the Vaiœešika-sûtra that
‘The upward motion of the fire and the sideward motion of wind etc.,
the first movement of the atom and of the mind—all this is caused by
the invisible principle.’ 232
Among numerous arguments against the existence of god found in his Mîmâôsâœloka-vârttika (MŒV 5.16.42ab–117), Kumârila-bhaþþa directly refers to the problem
faced by Uddyotakara and other theistic Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas and points out,
in the latter part of the argument below (83cd), that the existence of god as a moral
controller renders merit and demerit, to wit moral law, superfluous:
230

APr [155], p. 118.13: karmâòi etâni lokasya kâraòaô nêœvarâdayaÿ.
AK 4.1ab: karma-jaô loka-vicitryam cetanâ tat-kåtaô ca tat.
232
VS(C) 5.2.14, see n. 222.
231
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‘There cannot be any impure (evil) creation [accomplished] by a pure
(good) person (sc. god). And since merit and [demerit] were dependent
on [god] himself, any distress resulting from them would be inconceivable. On the other hand, if the course [of the world] were determined
by these [merit and demerit], then it would imply a different [agency
than god’s].’233
If the fate of humans, their rebirth, social status and happiness are determined by
merit and demerit, that nullifies god, a thesis which is by transposition equivalent to
saying that if god exists, he nullifies merit and demerit. Kumârila exposes the same
paradox even more explicitly elsewhere:
‘If you accept that it is god’s will [to activate the accumulated karmans
of living beings at the time of recreation of the world after its dissolution], then precisely this [will] is the [ultimate] cause of the world,
[not the karmans]. H o w e v e r , i f i t i s g o d ’ s w i l l
that determines [the world], then to assume [any role for the accumulated] karm a n i s p o i n t l e s s . ’234
Therefore, if one is to take human responsibility and ethics seriously, one is compelled to reject the existence of god: the two notions are not compatible. 235
That this critical judgement concerning the relation between the idea of karmic
retribution and god’s incompatibility with it was not restricted to philosophers is
attested in a popular passage of the Bhâgavata-purâòa:
‘[13] [Every] living being is born by the force of karman, and it is by
the force of karman alone that he expires. Happiness, suffering, fear
and tranquillity occur by the force of karman alone. [14] Even if there

233

MŒV 5.16.82cd–83:
purušasya ca œuddhasya nâœuddhâ vikåtir bhavet //
svâdhînatvâc ca dharmâdes tena kleœo na yujyate /
tad-vaœena pravåttau vâ vyatirekaÿ prasajyate //
234
MŒV 5.16.72:
îœvarêcchâ yadîšyeta sÎva syâl loka-kâraòam /
îœvarêcchâ-vaœitve hi nišphalâ karma-kalpanâ //
235
The question how to exculpate god of all the evil in the world, he himself has created (or
has been supervising) occurs as early as during the Kušâna reign and is found in the so-called
Spitzer Manuscript, tentatively dated ca. 250 (FRANCO (2003: 21)). There (folio 284, fragm.: Sp.
19) we read: ‘Living beings experience undesirable births. Did they offend God, so that he causes
them to suffer?’ (FRANCO (2003: 24)).
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is some god who assumes the form of (sc. supervises) the results of the
karmans of others, he himself engages as an agent, for he has no power
over someone who is not an agent. [15] What is the use here of a controller of beings propelled by their own respective karmans, who is incapable of modifying what has been determined by people’s own nature? [16] For the man, dependent on his own nature, follows his own
nature. All this [universe], along with divine beings, demons and humans, is founded on [their] own nature. [17] Living being obtains and
casts off bodies of low and high status by force of karman. It is nothing but karman that is [the living being’s] enemy, friend, indifferent
bystander, the teacher and god. [18] Therefore a person who is firmly
settled in (sc. dependent on) his own nature and performs his own
karman [alone] should worship karman. That alone by the force of
which he is instantly propelled is his deity.’ 236
‘Taking m o r a l rights seriously’, to invoke Ronald Dworkin’s famous work,
was not the only concern. The first part of Kumârila’s above argument (MŒV
5.16.82cd–83ab) highlights another important problem, that of theodicy237. At first
sight, it would be the idea of karmic retribution, involving merit and demerit, which
could help the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika avoid the paradox of evil. Taking recourse to
the idea of purpose (prayojana), one could argue that god—omnipotent, good and
omniscient—merely creates initial environment into which all living beings are cast.
It would precisely be the invisible moral principle (adåšþa) of the individuals, or the
law of karmic retribution, that exonerate god of all moral responsibility because,
after the initial moment of recreation of the world, humans experience (bhoga) what
236

BhâgP 10.24.13–18:
karmaòâ jâyate jantuÿ karmaòÎva pralîyate /
sukhaô duÿkhaô bhayaô kšemaô karmaòÎvâbhipadyate // 13 //
asti ced îœvaraÿ kaœcit phala-rûpy anya-karmaòâm /
kartâraô bhajate so ’pi na hy akartuÿ prabhur hi saÿ // 14 //
kim indreòêha bhûtânâô sva-sva-karmânuvartinâm /
anîœenânyathâ kartuô svabhâva-vihitaô nåòâm // 15 //
svabhâva-tantro hi janaÿ svabhâvam anuvartate /
svabhâva-stham idaô sarvaô sadevâsura-mânušam // 16 //
dehân uccâvacâñ jantuÿ prâpyôtsåjati karmaòâ /
œatrur mitram udâsînaÿ karmÎva gurur îœvaraÿ // 17 //
tasmât sampûjayet karma svabhâva-sthaÿ sva-karma-kåt /
anjasâ yena varteta tad evâsya hi daivatam // 18 //
237
On theodicy, or the problem of evil in the world created by omnipotent and omniscient god
see the excellent Chapter 9 ‘The Problem of Evil’ in John L. MACKIE (1982), perhaps the best
analysis so far of the problem.
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they have sown, an argument used much later by Udayana (ÂTV, 410.2–411.5). The
major flaw inherent in this argument, and present in the Nyâya-Vaiœešika system
from the moment it admitted of god as the Grand Moral Accountant, who s u p e r v i s e s merit and demerit, was the contradiction how to explain how morally
good, omnipotent and omniscient god, who has a purpose and knows the consequences of his act of creation, creates or supervises a world in which also demerit,
or evil, exists and, besides, its workings are beyond his control. This paradox was
plainly and succinctly pointed out several decades before Kumârila by the anonymous author of the Yukti-dîpikâ:
‘Moreover, [the world could not be created by someone endowed with
cognitive awareness], because [the world] is full of utmost suffering238.
If ‹this› [world], being a special product, were preceded (sc. caused) by
cognitive awareness, then the creator would not have any purpose in
furnishing it with utmost suffering. And since the [creator is said to be]
omnipotent, he would furnish it with utmost happiness. … [If you argue that utmost suffering in the world] is not the fault of god, [but is
there] because it is occasioned by merit and demerit, would the following be the opinion [of yours:] “Even though this [world as] a special product is preceded (sc. caused) by god, nevertheless living beings
like us, who were brought into existence with utmost happiness at the
moment of the initial creation, acquire (lit. come into contact with)
lower, intermediate and higher [ranks] of life, caste, character etc. under the influence of merit and demerit. Therefore that is not the fault of
god”? Also this [argument] is not correct. Why? Because there is no
logical reason to [explain] the origination of demerit [in the world in
this way]. If god had any authority over merit and demerit, he would
create only merit, because [it alone] is the cause of happiness for living
beings. [He would] not [create] demerit, because [demerit] has no purpose. Or [perhaps the following is your] opinion: “The origination of
merit and demerit is natural, following their own causes, [independently of god]?” [Then you face] a contradiction with what you have
said [earlier, namely,] that all manifest (sc. the world) is preceded by
god’s cognitive awareness (design). Therefore god cannot be the cause
[of the world].’239
238

The bolded text marks the vârttikas, following the convention of Albrecht Wezler amd
Shujun Motegi, the editors of YDî.
239
YDî 15d, p. 158.13–15, 19, 23–28: kiô ca duÿkhôttaratvât. buddhi-pûrvakaœ ced ‹ayaô›a
kârya-viœešaÿ syât kartur duÿkhôttara-vidhâne prayojanaô nâsti, œaktimâôœ câyam iti
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Another blow to an initial consistency of the karmic retribution dealt by the admission of god to the system was connected with the causal theory of NyâyaVaiœešika, according to which the effect immediately follows its ultimate cause
(vide supra, p. 333). There opponents were likewise quick to utilise the incongruity.
One of the classical formulations is again found in Kumârila’s writings:
‘Further, it is not consistent [to assume that] for [beings that] have accumulated karman there is a period of existence during which there is
no [possibility to] experience the [accumulated karman], insofar as the
results [of the accumulated karman] cannot be [temporarily] withheld
by another karman on account of some other action [e.g. undertaken
by god]. And a state in which all [actions exist] without [producing] a
result is not possible. Moreover, such a want of fruition [of living beings’ accumulated karman] cannot be a result of any karman at all. On
the one hand, if all karman were destroyed [during the dissolution of
the world], then no [future] creation [of the world] would be conceivable [because there would be no karman to determine the course of the
new world]. On the other hand, [if the karman were not destroyed
completely], what would be the causal factor during the time [of recreation of the world] to activate the [accumulated] karmans [of living
beings, if all karmans were dormant]?’240

sukhôttaram eva vidadhyât … dharmâdharma-nimittatvâd adoša iti cet. syân matam. yady
apîœvara-pûrvako ’yaô kârya-viœešas tathâpy âdi-sarge sukhôttarâòâm ‹asmâd−›a-utpannânâô
prâòinâô dharmâdharma-parigrahâd dhîna-madhyamôtkåšþa-vayo-jâti-svabhâvâdi-yogo bhavati.
tataœ ca nâparâdho ’yam îœvarasyêti. etad apy ayuktam. kasmât. adharmôtpatti-hetv-abhâvât.
îœvaraœ ced dharmâdharmayor utpattâv îšþe dharmam eva prâòinâô sukha-hetutvâd utpâdayet.
nâdharmaô prayojanâbhâvât. atha mataô svâbhâvikî dharmâdharmayoÿ sva-kâraòâd utpattiÿ.
yad uktaô sarvam îsvara-buddhi-pûrvakaô vyaktam iti [tu]c tasya vyâghâtaÿ. tasmâd îœvaro na
kâraòam.
a
‘All the Mss read asya’ (note 2 in YDî, p. 158).
b
‘All the Mss read asmad-utpannânâô’ (note 3 in YDî, p. 158).
c
According to the convention of Albrecht Wezler amd Shujun Motegi (YDî, p. XXX), the
editors of YDî, the square brackets mark the text to be deleted.
240
MŒV 5.16.69–71:
na ca karmavatâô yuktâ sthitis tad-bhoga-varjitâ /
karmântara-niruddhaô hi phalaô na syât kriyântarât //
sarvešâô tu phalâpetaô na sthânam upapadyate /
na câpy anupabhogo ’sau kasyacit karmaòaÿ phalam //
aœeša-karma-nâœe vâ punaÿ såšþir na yujyate /
karmâòâô vâpy abhivyaktau kiô nimittaô tadâ bhavet //
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The idea of karmic retribution demanded that there be no intermediate period
when accrued dharma and adharma are suspended by anyone or anything. And that
perfectly harmonised with causal contiguity adopted by the two systems. One might
at first read Kumârila’s argument as formulated against the idea of the cosmic dissolution (pralaya) . And so it was, i n p a r t . The context, however, shows that
the reasoning was formulated in a line of arguments to disprove the existence of
god. In addition, Kumârila’s statement that ‘the results [of the accumulated karman]
cannot be [temporarily] withheld by another karman on account of some other action [e.g. taken by god]’ (5.16.69cd) demonstrates that what is at stake is god’s possible power to suspend the workings of karman: no one is omnipotent enough to
bring the fruition of the accumulated karman to a halt, even for a short while. Any
other solution yields inconsistency.
The above arguments formulated by the critics of Nyâya-Vaiœešika reveal the inherent contradictions involved by the admission of god into the ontology and ethics
and indicate that god was indisputably a ‘foreign body’ in the system.
The critics of the system confirm that the reasons to accept the equation ‘existentiality = nameability = cognisability’, along with the existence of god the other two
elements of the ‘knowability thesis package’, could not have been prompted by strictly
rational enquiry of the philosophers but must have been motivated by their extraphilosophical and, in essence, non-philosophical religious beliefs. The introduction
of the equation alone would have been unwarranted and difficult to defend had it
not have come along with god, the guarantor of the completeness of doctrine and
attestation to the validity of the equation.
In addition to the above survey of systemic difficulties the creation of god in the
world of Nyâya-Vaiœešika engendered, a handy account of two more serious incompatibilities that the admission of god that the admission of god into the system involved is given by the author of the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ:241 god cannot be included in any of the six categories admitted by the Vaiœešika and Kaòâda did not
mention god as a separate category242; further, god’s supervision of the final immobility of atoms during the dissolution of the world and their initial motion after the
pralaya is problematic.
Why did then the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas adopt the notion of god, if there was
neither any rational need for him in the philosophical system (sc. nothing internal or
logical necessitated such an improvement of the philosophical doctrine) nor any comfortable room for him in the universe of the categories (sc. such an idea stood in conflict with a range of doctrinal points)?
241
242

Cf. CHEMPARATHY (1965: 130).
YDî 15d, p. 160.3 ff.
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5.2. The Vaiœešikas, the Pâœupatas and god
We know that it was probably around the fifth century when religious ideas of the
Pâœupatas and other Œaiva movements started to penetrate into the doctrine of Nyâya
and Vaiœešika.243
The influence was apparently mutual because we find a number of doctrinal or
philosophical points among the tenets held by the Pâœupatas that are of strictly
Nyâya-Vaiœešika origin, next to Sâôkhya and Yoga influences.244 A good example
is the enumeration of four constituents of the process of cognition, viz.
cognitive criterion (pramâòa), the cogniser (pramâtå), the cognoscible, or the
object of valid cognition (prameya) and the resultant cognition (pramiti). These wellknown four elements are found at the beginning of the Nyâya-bhâšya.245 Exactly the
same quadruplet is also found in Kauòðinya’s Pañcârtha-bhâšya:
‘Thus all three are the cognitive criteria (pramâòa). … The soul is the
cogniser (pramâtå). The five categories, viz. the effect, the cause etc.
are the cognoscibles (prameya). The resultant cognition is knowledge
(pramiti).’246
Another instance of such influence concerns the proofs of the existence of the
soul. We know that it was already Akšapâda Gautama who, in order to proof this
claim, availed himself of the idea that no substance can exist without its properties,
and vice versa no property is possible without its substratum, the substance. Thus,
by observing mental phenomena, such as desire, aversion, effort, pleasure, pain,
243

On the Pâœupatas (and also on the relation between the Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas) see
HARA (1958), SCHULTZ (1958), INGALLS (1962), CHEMPARATHY (1965), HARA (2002), BISSCHOP
(2005). There are, of course, numerous elements borrowed from yoga practise.
244
Some of them are mentioned by THAKUR (1957: 16): Praœastapâda’s ‘classification of inference into Dåšþa and Sâmanyato-dåšþa bears striking resemblance with that in the Pañcârtha-bhâšya
of Kauòðinya on the Pâœupatasûtras. Kauòðinya’s classification of perception into indriyapratyakša and âtmapratyakša (P. 7) may equally be compared with the ordinary perception
(asmadâdînâô pratyakšam) and the perception of the Yogin (Yogipratyakša) of Praœasta°. The
Pâœupatas according to Kauòðinya accept three means of knowledge, viz. perception, inference
and authority and we find a similar classification in the Vyomavatî, though the Vaiœešikas generally accept the first two only’ (vide supra, n. 147, p. 309). For another similarity between
Vaiœešika and the Pâœupatas in the realm of the nature of supernatural perception, understood as
resulting from ascetic practices see n. 173. See also HARA (1992).
245
NBh 1.1.1: tatra yasyêpsâ-jihâsâ-prayuktasya pravåttiÿ sa pramâtâ, sa yenârthaô
pramiòoti tat pramâòam, yo ’rthaÿ pramîyate tat prameyam, yad artha-vijñânaô sâ pramitiÿ.
246
PABh 1.1, p. 7.19–22: evam etâni trîòi pramâòâni. … pramâtâ purušaÿ. prameyâÿ kâryakâraòâdayaÿ pañca padârthâÿ. pramitiÿ saôvit.
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cognition, we conclude that they must have some substratum, which is the soul.247
Akšapâda described these mental phenomena as inferential signs on the basis of
which one infers the existence of the soul.248 The argument was also well known to
Praœastapâda.249 Precisely the same reasoning and the same mental phenomena, with
slight modification (change in the sequence and ‘consciousness’ for ‘cognition’) is
found in Kauòðinya’s work:
‘One accepts the soul’s [existence] on the basis of such inferential
signs as pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, consciousness.’ 250
That in this case it was the influence of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika tradition on the
Pâœupatas can be proved by the fact that the idea to which Akšapâda refers to is also
found in the Caraka-saôhitâ,251 historically closely associated with the development
of the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika.
Moreover, it is also known that Indian philosophers were quite well aware of the
links between the Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas and the fact that the latter had taken
over the belief in god from the former. A clear evidence, and perhaps the earliest
evidence, to corroborate this is offered by the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ in the sixth
century:
‘The Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas hold that “God therefore exists”;’252
‘In such a way this [thesis] of the Vaiœešikas [that] “god exists” was
taken over from the Pâœupatas;’253

247

On the structure of the argument see CHAKRABARTI–CHAKRABARTI (1991).
NS 1.1.10: icchâ-dveša-prayatna-sukha-duÿkha-jñânâny âtmano liógam.
249
See his enumeration of the qualities of the soul: PBh1 6, p. 70 = PBh2 79 (vide supra, n. 216).
250
PABh 5.3, p. 112.1–2: tasya sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dveša-prayatna-caitanyâdibhir liógair
adhigamaÿ kriyata ity arthaÿ.
251
CarS2 8.43, p. 260A = CarS1 3.8.39: atha pratyakšaô—pratyakšaô nâma tad yadâtmanâ
pañcêndriyaiœa ca svayam upalabhyate, tatrâtma-pratyakšâÿ sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dvešâdayaÿ,
œabdâdayas tv indriya-pratyakšâÿ.
a
CarS1: cêndriyaiœ.
252
YDî 15d, p. 157.13: asty evam îœvara iti pâœupata-vaiœešikâÿ.
253
YDî 15d, p. 160.29–30: evaô kâòâdânâm îœvaro ’stîti pâœupatôjñam etat.
The editors of YDî, Albrecht Wezler and Shujun Motegi, conjecture that this passage may be a
later interpolation by hand of a copyist. Even if it were the case, there are numerous similar passages in YDî itself that indicate the Pâœupatas’ theistic influence on the Vaiœešikas and, besides,
even if the passage does not originate from the sixth century, but a later addition, it still evidences
that it was generally a known fact in India that the Vaiœešika adopted the idea of god under the
influence of the Pâœupatas.
248
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‘Therefore, there is no [room for] god in the system of the author of
the Vaiœešika-sûtra;’254
and
‘Thus, this is the [logical] error committed by the Pâœupatas when it
comes to the acceptance of god. And this also is the error committed
by the Vaiœešikas.’255
Certain doctrinal elements of the Pâœupatas would make it extremely easy and
self-evident to formulate some arguments for the existence of god, e.g. the cosmological argument (vide supra, p. 324). Among the five categories (padârtha) that the
Pâœupatas distinguished, two of them have a direct bearing on the question of god
and rational arguments to prove his existence. These are (1) the category of effect
(kârya), understood as all the creation, that comprises consciousness, material entities and living beings, and (2) the category of cause (kâraòa), i.e. god (îœvara, Œiva),
who is the foundation (pradhâna) of the creation, from whom all creation takes its
origin, ‘who was in the beginning’ (PABh 5.47, pp. 146–148). Kauòðinya the Pâœupata devotes considerable space to causal relations: those between the cause and the
effect as well as those between god and his creation (PABh 2.1–27, pp. 55–77).
Suppose one accepts a strict cause-effect relation between god and the world, the
way the Pâœupatas did, and assumes that on the basis of (1) any relation between a
and b (e.g. a → b), and on the basis of (2) an act of perception of a, one can justifiably infer b, precisely the way the Vaiœešika would infer256 an inferential sign-possessor (liógin) on the basis of the perceived inferential sign (lióga). Consequently, to
come up with an argument for the existence of god based on such an idea of causality is but a natural step.
Another easily discernible influence of the Pâœupatas, relevant for our discussion,
is found in the idea of god’s supervision and in Uddyotakara’s moral argument for
the existence of god (vide supra, p. 334, n. 229) as well as in Praœastapâda’s statement that the divine being Brahman, u n d e r t h e s u p e r v i s i o n o f
g o d (îœvara), ‘endows all the created beings with their respective moral duty,
knowledge, passionlessness and divine might that conform to their potencies stored
as their karman’ (vide supra, p. 300, n. 130). Precisely such a belief is expressed in
Kauòðinya’s Pañcârtha-bhâšya:

254
255

YDî 15d, p. 160.15: tasmât sûtra-kâra-mate nâstîœvaraÿ.
YDî 15d, p. 160.2: evaô tâvat pâœupatânâm îœvara-parigrahe došaÿ. vaiœešikâòâô câyaô

došaÿ.
256

VS(C) 9.18: asyêdaô kâryaô kâraòaô sambandhi ekârtha-samavâyi virodhi cêti laiógikam.
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‘What is called [god’s] facility to recreate [the word] means the uniting
of individual souls257 with the constituents that bear the name of the
effects and the instruments258 and with the merit, knowledge, detachment, power, demerit, nescience, absence of detachment, absence of
power etc. in agreement with combined net force of the positioning in
life, body, sense organs, sensory data [which the soul deserves according to the accumulated karman] and according to dimension, division and individual character.’ 259
We see that god’s authority is to supervise the process of distribution of merit and
demerit as well as other positive and negative qualities related to dharma at the moment of the creation of the world after its dissolution. This power is called by Kauòðinya ‘facility to recreate’, or ‘the production of modification’ 260 (vikaraòatva).
The author of the Yukti-dîpikâ quotes, or at least paraphrases, two arguments for
god’s existence which were formulated by the Pâœupatas, and accepted by the
Vaiœešikas:
‘The Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas hold that “Thus god exists”. Why?
[They have two arguments.]
[First argument:] Because a special product must be preceded (sc.
caused) by a supreme cognitive awareness.261 In this world, a special
product, such as a palace, a vehicle etc., is seen to be preceded (sc.
caused) by a supreme cognitive awareness. And indeed this [world],
257

See PABh 2.24, p. 74.2–3, 6–7: atra kalâ nâma kârya-karaòâkhyâÿ kalâÿ. tatra
kâryâkhyâÿ påthivy âpas tejo vâyur âkâœaÿ. … tathâ karaòâkhyâÿ œrotraô tvak cakšuÿ jihvâ
ghrâòaô pâdaÿ pâyuÿ upasthaÿ hastaÿ vâk manaÿ ahaô-kâro buddhir iti.—‘Here what are called
“the constituents” are the constituents that bear the name of the effects and the instruments.
Among these, [the constituents] having the name “effect” are [the elements:] earth, water, fire, air,
ether. … Next, what have the name of instruments are: ear, skin, eye, tongue, nose, foot, anus, sex
organs, hand, mouth, mind, the centre of personal identity and consciousness.’ Comp. also
PABh 1.1, p. 5.5–6: tatra pâœâ nâma kârya-karaòâkhyâÿ kalâÿ.—‘What are called here individual
transmigrating souls are constituents that bear the name of effect and instrument.’
258
The terms kšetra and kšetra-jña are clearly of the Sâôkhya-Yoga origin, see YS 2.4,
YBh 2.17 (p. 175.2), 3.49 (p. 306.1), BhG Chap. 13, MDhP 12.206.8. See also LARSON

(1979: 131 f.).
259

PABh 2.24, p. 74.9–11: vikaraòatvaô nâma sthâna-œarîrêndriya-višayâdi-saôniveœena
vistara-vibhâga-viœešataœ ca kârya-karaòâkhyâbhiÿ kalâbhir dharma-jñâna-vairâgyÎœvaryâdharmâjñânâvairâgyânaiœvaryâdibhiœ ca kšetra-jña-saôyojanam. Cf. CHEMPARATHY’s (1965: 128)
translation of the passage.
260
CHEMPARATHY’s (1965: 128).
261
See n. 337.
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being characterised by a complex structure made from the elements,
sense organs, creatures etc., is a special product. Therefore, it must be
preceded by a supreme cognitive awareness. That by which this [world]
is preceded is god. Therefore, god exists.
What else?
[Second argument:] Because the conjunction of a conscious [being]
and an unconscious [thing] is brought about by a conscious [being].
In this world, the conjunction of a conscious [being] and an unconscious [thing] is seen to be brought about by a conscious [being], for
instance [the conjunction] of ox and cart. And indeed this [world] is a
conjunction of bodies and souls. Therefore, it must be brought about
by a conscious [being]. That by which this [world] is brought about [as
a conjunction] is god. Therefore, god exists as the cause.’262
The first of the arguments is a version of cosmological argument, i.e. the argument from the first cause (kâraòa), which was known also to Uddyotakara (vide
supra, p. 324). Interestingly, the structure of this argument is a combination of a
typical cosmological argument and an argument from perfection (vide supra, p. 324),
based on the idea of a hierarchy of qualities, such as cognitive qualities. The expression ‘supreme cognitive awareness’ (atiœaya-buddhi) comes very close to ‘absolute
and supreme knowledge’ (atiœaya-jñâna) found in Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha
(vide supra, p. 300, n. 130), or to Praœastamati’s expression ‘excellence of cognition’ (jñânâtiœaya), quoted in TBV by Abhayadeva-sûri (vide supra, p. 305, n. 140),
or to the phrase ‘the excellence of perception’ (darœanâtiœaya, p. 320, n. 178), found
later with Jayanta-bhaþþa.
It is very likely that precisely such an argument, probably its earlier formulation,
was devised within the ranks of the Pâœupatas and later adopted by Uddyotakara and
taken for granted by both Praœastamati and Praœastapâda, who not only adopted
logical, argumentative structure but also verbal phrasing.
That Kauòðinya may indeed have known the argument, although he does not refer
to it explicitly, is attested by a passage from his Pañcârtha-bhâšya:

262
YDî 15d, p. 157.13 ff.: âha—asty evam îœvara iti pâœupata-vaiœešikâÿ. kasmât. kâryaviœešasyâtiœaya-buddhi-pûrvakatvât. iha kârya-viœešaÿ prâsâda-vimânâdir atiœaya-buddhipûrvako dåšþaÿ. asti câyaô mahâ-bhûtêndriya-bhavana-vinyâsâdi-lakšaòaÿ kârya-viœešaÿ. tasmâd
anenâpy atiœaya-buddhi-pûrvakeòa bhavitavyam. yat-pûrvako ’yaô sa îsvaraÿ. tasmâd astîœvara
iti. kiô cânyat. cetanâcetanayor abhisambandhasya cetana-kåtatvât. iha cetanâcetanayor
abhisambandhaœ cetana-kåto dåšþas tad yathâ go-œakaþayoÿ. asti câyaô cenanâcetanayoÿ œarîraœarîriòor abhisambandhaÿ. tasmâd anenâpi cetana-kåtena bhavitavyam. yat-kåto ’yaô sa îœvaraÿ.
tasmâd astîœaraÿ kâraòam.
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‘Inference, in its turn, is preceded (sc. caused) by perception, and its
causal complex is made from consciousness, internal organ (mind) and
[respective logical] relations; it is effected by the remembrance of [such
factors as] merit, demerit, explanation, place, time, injunction etc.; [it
concerns] origination, subsistence, disappearance, time etc. And b y
their means one infers of a cause that it
is an agent that accomplishes the subseq u e n t c r e a t i o n [of the world].’263
While describing the nature of inference, he refers to certain categories on the basis of which we can infer that there is a creator of the world. This would support the
above evidence of the Yukti-dîpikâ attesting to the doctrinal influence the Pâœupatas
exercised on the system of Vaiœešika.
The second of the above arguments is not found in the early writings of NyâyaVaiœešika in precisely this form. However, its logical structure in the form the
author of the Yukti-dîpikâ relates it, makes a rather curious and cryptic impression: it
states that if we have a material, unconscious thing and a conscious being that come
into union, there must be another conscious being to put these two together. One
thing is certain, namely that the argument relies on a conviction, widespread not
only in India264 but also in ancient Greece,265 that any movement and activity has
soul, or a conscious being, as it source. That is why, the Pâœupatas are said to maintain that there must be some conscious agent (‘meta-soul’) to bring these two elements (unconscious thing and conscious being) into union. However, if there is
already a conscious being (soul) in conjunction with the unconscious thing, then the
second conscious agent (‘meta-soul’), as a source of action or movement that brings
these two elements together, turns out to be redundant, insofar as the conscious
being (soul) is already capable of coming into union with the material thing without
any extraneous agent. Why should then the argument mention the second conscious
agent (‘meta-soul’) at all? The argument, aiming at proving god’s existence, would
not make any sense because all one would require for a conjunction of, say, a man
and a stick, would be the man alone who can take hold of the stick; similarly, oxen
263

PABh 1.1, p. 7.8–11: anumânam api pratyakša-pûrvakaô cittâtmântaÿ-karaòa-sambandhasâmagryaô ca dharmâdharma-prakâœa-deœa-kâla-codanâdi-småti-hetukam utpatty-anugraha-tirobhâva-kâlâdi. taiœ côttara-såšþi-kartåtvam anumîyate kâraòasya.
264
See e.g. NV1 4.21, p. 461.11–13 (vide supra, n. 136).
265
See Plato’s belief that planets must have a soul, or a conviction shared by the Ionians. According to what Aristotle relates, ‘Also Thales, according to what is recorded about him, seems to
have held that soul is a mover, since he said that the lodestone has a soul because it moves the
iron.’—De Anima, 1.2; 405a19: œoie d kaˆ QalÁj ™x ïn ¢pomnhmoneÚousi kinhtikÒn ti t¾n
yuc¾n Øpolabe‹n, e‡per t¾n liqon œfh yuc¾n œcein, Óti tÕn s…dhron kine‹.
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can easily approach a cart on their own and push it (not draw it, though). In this way,
one could easily dispense with any higher agent, and the argument would fail.
My hypothesis is, however, that what we really have here is a version of the argument from the first mover (vide supra, p. 303). It states that, indeed, any conjunction (which by definition requires movement), including that of an unconscious
thing and a conscious being, is initiated by the conscious being; a series of such
events of conjunctions brings us to an initial situation when the souls are, for whatever reason it might be (here it is the pralaya), inactive and cannot exercise their
capacity to bring about any conjunction. Therefore, there must be a first mover that
initiates first motion and capacitates the souls. Accordingly, the argument begins to
make a perfect sense when interpreted in the context of the dissolution of the world,
when souls’ all capacities are dormant. Also the example of the ox and cart would
make perfect sense under this view: it is not merely about a n y conjunction of
the ox and cart, but the yoking of the ox, which requires some p r i o r d e s i g n
of the agent that accomplishes it. Thus, god is the initial agent who brings movement into the world.
Again, also here we may speak of a direct exchange between the NaiyâyikaVaiœešika and the Pâœupatas. What was already taken for granted by Praœastapâda as
requiring no explicit proof finds its formulation in the two anonymous arguments
cited by the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ.
This brief review of mutual influences between the doctrine of the Pâœupatas and
Nyâya-Vaiœešika shows that the admission of god, alongside the package of the
corollaries, was no coincidence or inner development in the Nyâya-Vaiœešika schools
but one of such influences from the theistic partner.
A good summary of the above discussion could be the opinion of George CHEMPARATHY (1965: 124–125):
‘… [H]e (i.e. the author of YDî—P.B.) then passes on to refute the
Îœvara doctrine of the Vaiœešikas, where he shows that the author of
the Vaiœešikasûtras did not accept the doctrine of Îœvara, but that it
was introduced by the Pâœupatas into the system. … Further it seems
reasonable to conclude that these proofs, though they appear in formulations foreign to the Vaiœešika terminology, might have been accepted by the early Vaiœešikas as proofs for the existence of Îœvara,
when as we learn from the Yuktidîpikâ, the Îœvara doctrine was accepted into the system from the Pâœupatas…’
Perhaps, the attenuation of the rigidity, or mechanicity, of moral law was not felt
as a genuine problem by the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika because they had already adopted
to the idea of the transfer of merit and demerit, which also seems to stand in opposi-
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tion to rigour of karmic retribution. Obviously such a concept of the ceding, to or
from others, of one’s moral responsibilities and retributions for committed deeds
was not in accord with the doctrine of karman conceived by the early NyâyaVaiœešika philosophers. It did harmonise, however, with the new idea that the
accrued karman could be suspended. It seems also that such a belief in the transfer
of merit and demerit paved the way to the latter idea.
It is especially the third chapter of the Pâœupata-sûtra which describes how a
Pâœupata adept can absorb another person’s merit and give away his own demerit
and take hold of the merit of others by his provoking, obscene or otherwise unusual
behaviour that arouses contempt (avamâna) for him in, say, bystanders.266 Again,
the idea was that one can manipulate one’s own karman through various ascetic
practices, and merit as well demerit may be, respectively, appropriated from and
ceded to others, even without their knowledge or consent. Such unusual practices of
the Pâœupatas might have made the philosophers of Nyâya-Vaiœešika receptive of
the laxity of the system of karmic retribution, which had apparently been treated as
rigid. They no longer saw it problematic that accumulated karman could be transferred by them or its operation simply withheld for some time, during the dissolution of the world, by god.

5.3. Final word
To conclude, the knowability thesis—i.e. the equation: ‘existentiality = nameability = cognisability’—was adopted by the Vaiœešika at the time of, or slightly prior to
Praœastapâda. Its necessary complements were the following three ideas: god’s existence, god’s omniscience and supernatural perception, and these two entered
Vaiœešika around the same time, i.e. late fifth century, although the belief in god’s
existence became a tenet of the Nyâya dogmatics slightly earlier since it was known
already to Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin.
It seems rather certain that the main reason for the Vaiœešika to adopt the knowability thesis were not philosophical concerns but their religious belief in god and
the knowability thesis was principally an o f f s h o o t of their theistic belief, not
a result of purely rational, philosophical enquiry. The theistic influence came from
the side of the Pâœupatas: most probably some thinkers of Nyâya-Vaiœešika were
primarily followers of the Pâœupata doctrine and took the existence of god as something obvious that needed no rational proof (probably being something ‘perceived’
266

See Daniel H.H. INGALLS (1962): ‘The Pâœupata Sûtra lays stress on the transfer of sin and
merit’ (p. 293). INGALLS (1962: 285–291) provides a translation of the third chapter of PâœS.
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or sensed through ascetic practices). Perhaps the influence was possible thanks
to their family or regional background. A conceivable possibility is that, having
been brought up, or having grown up, in a religious environment influenced by
the worldview of the Pâœupatas they underwent some training in methodology and
logic under the supervision of a Nyâya-Vaiœešika master and eventually joined the
ranks of Nyâya-Vaiœešika philosophers. But this is just a hypothesis, albeit a very
probable on in Indian social context, for which I have no irrefutable proof at present.
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